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@MILIEFSKY 

From the 

Publisher…  

Dear Friends, 

The view from the Publisher’s desk includes a broad array of technical information, cyber trends, and practical 
applications for cybersecurity professionals.  But, as the old saying goes “All work and no play makes Jack a dull 
boy.” 

 

It’s no surprise that the current buzz around creation of documents, scripts, codes, and other communication assets 
by Artificial Intelligence has caught our attention.  Almost everyone among our readership has heard of ChatGPT 
or other AI-based applications for this purpose.  Many (if not most) have tried it.  The possibilities, as well as the 
challenges, are nearly endless. 

 

As a result, Cyber Defense Magazine is launching a contest for our readers.  In the February, March, and April 

issues of the magazine, one of the articles will be written by AI.  It’s up to you to figure out which one.  Every reader 
who correctly identifies all 3 AI-written articles, and names them in an email to us, will be entered in a raffle.  The 
prizes will be items from the Cyber Defense Media Group offerings, such as an interview on CyberDefenseTV, or 
feature placement of your article on the CDM home page, and/or a gift card for those who prefer. 

 

Learn more and enter here: https://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/artificial-intelligence-a-i/  

 

Winners will enjoy an opportunity to showcase their solutions worldwide, and to distinguish their organizations from 

their competitors. We welcome your participation in this educational and fun contest. 

With the support of our contributors and readers, we continue to pursue our mission as the premier publication in 

cybersecurity. 

Warmest regards,  

 

 
Gary S.Miliefsky, CISSP®, fmDHS 

CEO, Cyber Defense Media Group  
Publisher, Cyber Defense Magazine  

P.S. When you share a story or an article or information 

about CDM, please use #CDM and @CyberDefenseMag and 

@Miliefsky – it helps spread the word about our free 

resources even more quickly 

 

https://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/artificial-intelligence-a-i/
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Welcome to CDM’s February 2023 Issue 

From the Editor-in-Chief 

For 11 years, Cyber Defense Magazine has taken the lead in publishing cogent and relevant articles on 
Cybersecurity and its importance in both public and private sectors, from massive government projects to small and 
medium enterprises. 

For over twice that long, more than 25 years in fact, the government has been involved in finding ways to assure 
the resilience and sustainability of the 16 sectors of critical infrastructure.  Unfortunately, as borne out by recent 
events, particularly in the transportation, energy, and international arenas, this ongoing initiative has become 
ineffective and bureaucratized.  

In the meantime, private enterprise has utilized a variety of cybersecurity modalities, with varying degrees of 
success, to protect the accessibility, integrity, and privacy of valuable and vulnerable information held in 
organization systems. 

One major field of vulnerability has been use of the internet for support of operations and communications. To be 
sure, there is little dissent from the conclusion that the internet was never designed or intended to serve as the 
platform for the command and control of critical infrastructure. 

Accordingly, for this month, and the foreseeable future, we will be giving priority to publication of immediately 
applicable information on cybersecurity and its fundamental role in assuring the continuity of critical infrastructure, 
at all levels and in all organizations, whether government or private sector, large or small, and obvious or less 
apparent. 

As always, we are delighted to receive both solicited and unsolicited proposals for articles.  Please remember to 

submit all articles on the Cyber Defense Magazine writer’s kit template, which incorporates the major terms and 
conditions of publication.  We make every effort to close out acceptance of articles by the 15th of each month for 
publication in the following month’s edition. 

Wishing you all success in your cybersecurity endeavors, 

 

 

 

Yan Ross 

Editor-in-Chief 

Cyber Defense Magazine 

 

 

About the US Editor-in-Chief 

Yan Ross, J.D., is a Cybersecurity Journalist & U.S. Editor-in-Chief of Cyber 

Defense Magazine.  He is an accredited author and educator and has 

provided editorial services for award-winning best-selling books on a variety 

of topics.  He also serves as ICFE's Director of Special Projects, and the 

author of the Certified Identity Theft Risk Management Specialist ® XV 

CITRMS® course.  As an accredited educator for over 20 years, Yan 

addresses risk management in the areas of identity theft, privacy, and cyber 

security for consumers and organizations holding sensitive personal 

information.  You can reach him by e-mail at yan.ross@cyberdefensemagazine.com 

file:///F:/Working%20file/Work%20file/Up%20work/92th%20job%20for%20Magazine/CDM%20JANUARY%202023%20CONTENT/yan.ross@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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https://dispersive.io/
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Time to Build an Unhackable Internet  
By Thomas Vartanian, Executive Director, Financial Technology & Cybersecurity Center  

 

The United States spends close to $800 billion dollars each year on defense, dwarfing the investment of 

every other country including China. Every four years, candidates promise that if elected President, their 

most solemn responsibility will be to protect the country and its citizens from danger. So why do our 

leaders ignore the coming attack right in front of their faces?  

A stream of high-profile cyber-attacks have acted as canaries in the cyberspace coal mine, screaming 

out a dire warning. In the coming years, we are likely to see even more unprecedented cyber-attacks that 

could stop everything from working or moving. It is no longer a matter of if, but when. The evidence says 

that we ought to start believing it.  

In 2007, life stopped in Estonia when Russians allegedly disrupted the operations of parliament, banks, 

state ministries, newspapers, and broadcasters because of the placement of a Red Army statue. In 2016, 

Brazil’s banking system experienced one of the worst cyber-attacks when all of 
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Banco Banrisul’s thirty-six domain name system registrations and much of its banking services were 

taken over by hackers.  

In the United States, a seemingly endless continuum of network incursions, ransomware attacks, and 

system failures have humbled U.S. government agencies, fortune 500 companies, and a pantheon of 

financial titans over the last 15 years. And as Russia prepared and then invaded Ukraine in February 

2022, the U.S. government warned American companies to have their cyber “shields up.”  

Isn’t it time to ask who should be doing something about this and what that something should be? Perhaps 

a visual would better convey how remarkably dangerous the situation has become. All of us, even 

Chinese, Russian, Iranian, and North Korean hackers, terrorists, criminal cartels, fanatics, and career 

disruptors share the same virtual water in the same murky cyber fishbowl. There is no other global or 

geopolitical environment like that.  

If we want to avoid what a digital Pearl Harbor, we need to figuratively tear down the internet down and 

rebuild. I know that sounds staggeringly difficult, but what is the alternative? Building a new concept of 

the internet with offshoots and tributaries that have different rules, standards, and real enforcement 

mechanisms will be difficult, unpopular, and expensive. But it is possible and absolutely necessary. If we 

woke up tomorrow and all our money was gone, we would have wished we had done it.  

This is a unique moment in history given the scale of things touched and the risks created by technology. 

As technology gets cheaper and increasingly finds its way into the hands of hostile nation states, criminal 

cartels, fanatics, and terrorists who do not play by the rules of a civil society, the fragility of democratic 

systems are increasingly exposed. And unlike our analog world, there is no cyber coast guard, no early 

warning cyber defense system, and no cyber police or fire departments.  

Consider the global ramifications of what China is doing and how it impacts us in the United States. 

Chinese companies have been accused of stealing corporate and military intelligence for years. Because 

of it and the fear that Chinese technology may beam intelligence back to China, some Chinese companies 

are effectively blacklisted from doing business in the United States. But those same companies are well 

on their way in other countries to becoming dominant players in access to and control of both domestic 

and international technologies and data. Huawei is one of several Chinese companies listed by U.S. 

government agencies as creating risks to U.S. security that should be avoided. And yet, it has reportedly 

sold internet and surveillance technology to at least 50 countries and 230 cities since 2019, often financed 

by the Chinese government under its global Belt and Road initiative. Those Chinese products and 

component are nearly impossible to stop from finding their ways into products that are manufactured in 

the U.S. or imported from friendly trading partner countries. Similarly, it is impractical to prohibit contact 

with networks built from Chinese products.  

There are solutions to prevent bad actors from taking advantage of us online. Many will be inconvenient, 

putting society in the position of having to choose the best worst option. But they are absolutely necessary 

if we are to maintain economic security. If they had been in place, 

they would not have stopped humans from purposely facilitating hacks, but they would likely had provided 

an early warning or blocked the malware that put Estonia into a digital coma, triggered an immediate 

reaction blocking the circulation of the Microsoft updates in the Solar Winds mess, prevented the breach 
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of Colonial Pipeline’s email network that was used to deliver ransomware, and deterred the denial of 

service attacks that overwhelmed major banks in the U.S. between 2012 -13.  

First, the luxury of anonymity must be extinguished. No matter how we feel about it in social contexts, it 

is simply not a viable option when it comes to critical infrastructures such as national defense, power 

grids, and financial services.  

Second, ownership and control of internet pipes, clouds, and virtual infrastructures must be regulated to 

ensure that they and their owners meet the highest standards of integrity and security.  

Third, the nuts and bolts of the internet and the software and hardware that it relies on must be better 

engineered from a security point of view.  

Fourth, there must be rules and cyber police that enforce them – even to the extent of triggering “kill 

switches” that eliminate offending software and virtual travelers.  

Finally, new secure private networks containing these more secure characteristics must be introduced at 

least when it comes to supporting critical infrastructures.  

All of this will slow down user experience, limit where they can go online, and perhaps dampen the social 

media experience. It will be unpopular. But that is a small price to pay for economic security. The 

challenge ahead will be fraught with complex choices such as this no matter how we turn. But at least 

there are choices that we are still able to make. That may not always be the case.  

 

 

About the Author  

Thomas P. Vartanian is the Executive Director of the Financial Technology & 

Cybersecurity Center. He has worked as a regulator and lawyer in the financial 

technology world for forty-five years. His newest book, The Unhackable 

Internet: How Rebuilding Cyberspace Can Create Real Security and Prevent 

Financial Collapse from Prometheus Books is available now. 
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Why Cybersecurity Remains a Persistent 

Challenge for Small Businesses. 
By Ivan Shefrin, Executive Director of Managed Services, Comcast Business 

 

While attacks against large organizations usually grab headlines, the data suggests weak cybersecurity 

is taking a greater toll on many small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs). In fact, recent reporting 

shows that companies with less than 100 employees are three times more likely to be the target of a 

cyber-attack yet often lack sufficient resources and cybersecurity measures to manage their risk. 

With threat actors constantly changing and refining their tactics to trick users, companies of all sizes need 

to understand the threat landscape and the risks it poses to help protect their employees and customers 

from cyber threats.  

 

https://business.comcast.com/community/browse-all/details/2022-comcast-business-small-business-cybersecurity-report
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SMBs Are More Frequent Targets of Cyber-Attacks. 

Cybercriminals don’t discriminate by size. Like larger organizations, SMBs have valuable data and 

financial resources that bad actors are after, and they far outnumber large organizations. They also don’t 

always have the luxury of an IT department or dedicated cybersecurity resources, making them prime 

targets for costly ransomware, bots, and phishing attacks. 

Typically, small business owners have one primary focus: growing their businesses. That often means 

that security and IT in general tend to be underserved functions for many small businesses due to limited 

staffing and skills. This is a vulnerability that bad actors take advantage of, unfortunately.  

These vulnerabilities explain why more than half of SMBs (58%) have suffered at least one security 

incident, according to the Identity Theft Resource Center’s 2021 Business Aftermath Report. Another 

report from RiskRecon found that data breaches at small companies in 2020 and 2021 increased by 

152% compared to the two prior years. 

We've found that up to 65% of Comcast Business SecurityEdge™ customers experienced blocked 

attacks from July 2021 to June 2022, with up to 55% experiencing a botnet attack and nearly 50% 

experiencing malware and phishing attacks. 

 

Profit is a Big Motivator for Cyber-Attacks. 

Hackers make money by selling stolen credentials, customer data, financial information, and intellectual 

property on the dark web. So, it’s not surprising that websites owned by financial services and high-tech 

organizations are prime targets for phishing attacks. 

These attacks, which prey on vulnerable situations or events to gain access to credentials and more, are 

one of the most common forms of cybercrime and one of the biggest threats to small businesses today. 

In fact, internet traffic shows financial and high-tech SMB organizations were the most targeted by 

phishing scams, at 41% and 36%, respectively.  

But it’s not just phishing attacks that small business owners need to worry about these days. Malware 

and ransomware are other threats unsuspecting users face. According to the Identity Theft Resource 

Center, 44% of SMBs paid $250,000 to $400,000 for recovery costs of an attack, and 16% of SMBs paid 

up to $1 million. Ransomware attacks are one of the most common forms of attacks experienced by 

SMBs.  

With 1 in 6 firms attacked in the past year saying they almost went under, the consequences of a 

cyberattack can be long-lasting and costly for SMBs.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.idtheftcenter.org/post/the-identity-theft-resource-centers-inaugural-2021-business-aftermath-report-shows-the-impacts-identity-crimes-have-on-small-businesses/
https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/weak-cybersecurity-taking-toll-on-small-businesses
https://www.idtheftcenter.org/post/the-identity-theft-resource-centers-inaugural-2021-business-aftermath-report-shows-the-impacts-identity-crimes-have-on-small-businesses/
https://www.idtheftcenter.org/post/the-identity-theft-resource-centers-inaugural-2021-business-aftermath-report-shows-the-impacts-identity-crimes-have-on-small-businesses/
https://business.comcast.com/community/browse-all/details/2022-comcast-business-small-business-cybersecurity-report
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Robust Cybersecurity is Essential for Businesses of All Sizes.  

Cybercriminals are always looking for ways to target and disrupt businesses. Still, many small businesses 

don’t have the proper infrastructure and systems in place to protect themselves, and may not even know 

where to start. Considering the relentless pace of cyberattacks, doing nothing is simply too risky. 

Fortunately, through education and by implementing tools like anti-virus programs, firewalls, and network 

security solutions, SMBs can help protect their employees and customers from the ever-changing array 

of cybersecurity threats. 

To give a business its best chance at avoiding or defeating cyberattacks, it is crucial to implement a 

strong plan that includes customized security tools, multipoint employee education, and proactive 

network monitoring. 

 

 

About the Author 

Ivan Shefrin is the Executive Director of Managed Security Services 

for Comcast Business. He is a hands-on cybersecurity leader with 

25-years of experience partnering with enterprise and 

communication service providers to anticipate and capitalize on 

disruptive technology trends, transform IT architectures, and 

generate security value using data analytics, machine learning and 

automated threat response. He is responsible for Comcast 

Business DDoS mitigation, managed detection and response, and 

endpoint protection services. 

Ivan can be reached online at business.comcast.com/enterprise.  

 

  

https://business.comcast.com/enterprise
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Workspot CEO Shares Predictions for 2023 
Security, The Hybrid Workforce And IT Spend.  

By Amitabh Sinha, Co-Founder and CEO of Workspot 

 

2022 revealed that success in today’s business world requires continuous adaptability. From the 

widespread hybrid work model and the Great Resignation to imminent cybersecurity threats, company 

leaders have realized the need to be prepared for the unexpected.  

Today’s challenges will shape tomorrow’s business decisions, especially as they relate to investments 

and future-proofing the enterprise. As we look ahead to 2023, what key trends will influence these 

decisions? How can organizations reevaluate and evolve their IT implementations? 
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1. Facing the Cyber Crisis  

No company is immune to cyber-attacks - even companies with the largest security budgets can fall 

victim. Ransomware, in this context, is costing organizations an average of $4.5 million, but that doesn’t 

account for one of the most financially devastating consequences: complete loss of productivity during 

the remediation process.  

Business continuity requires company leaders to go beyond ransomware prevention measures and 

prioritize a strategic recovery plan for ‘if and when’ an attack occurs. One approach that will continue to 

gain traction is leveraging Cloud PCs, which are serving as a modern “insurance plan” for supporting 

productivity amid the recovery process. With the right solution, a fleet of Cloud PCs can be available less 

than an hour after an attack, enabling employees to keep the business running if the worst-case scenario 

becomes a reality.  

Cloud PCs are deployed in an isolated, protected environment that can span multiple clouds and multiple 

cloud regions – so organizations can get back to work while mitigation and recovery steps are taken after 

the attack.   

In the coming year and beyond, organizations will accelerate cloud adoption to strengthen overall 

information security for the enterprise. Cloud PCs eliminate the risks that physical PCs bring and should 

be at the forefront for modernizing end-user computing. Look for Cloud PC solutions that separate the 

control and data planes and enforce the Principle of Least Privilege (POLP) for the strongest security.   

 

2. Hybrid Work Takes Center Stage   

It is not surprising that hybrid/remote work is having an impact on the way businesses adopt new 

technologies. As we move forward into newer implementations and budgets begin to shift in 2023, the 

hybrid work model will shape IT spending. 

The hyper-digital generations – such as Gen Z – and others have found personal and professional value 

through a hybrid work experience. To attract top talent, organizations need to provide employees with 

the tools they need to properly do their job, anywhere, anytime.  

This workforce paradigm shift, where employees have more power to make demands about how and 

where they want to work, will force the hand of organizations (even more) to ensure their benefits reflect 

the hybrid work era. As work models evolve to hybrid, the cloud becomes an even more powerful force 

for competitive advantage as businesses vie for the best talent available. 

 

3. Strategic Rationalization of Cost  

Despite recent changes in the economy, the digital transformation is still well underway. Gartner forecasts 

an increase of 5.1% in global IT spend in 2023, up from 0.8% growth in 2022. In 2023, making the right 

technology investments will be critical for navigating workforce change during a challenging economic 

climate.   

https://www.ibm.com/reports/data-breach
https://techcrunch.com/2022/12/12/all-signs-point-to-it-spending-rising-in-2023/
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Each company will need to consider IT innovation differently as they monitor and analyze the ROI from 

current investments. What needs to drastically change is the time horizon for planning. It is not enough 

to plan based on goals for the next 12-24 months. Now businesses must consider what the next 5 to 10 

years will bring, how different scenarios could play out and what impact these conditions will have on the 

business. Technology decisions must be made keeping in mind the need for the utmost agility. For 

example, IT should have the ability to easily provision fully-customized Cloud PCs for every end user and 

then instantly scale the deployment up or down as business needs shift. 

 

To allocate limited IT budgets in the most effective way possible, leaders must take the following into 

account:   

• Understand the corporate vision: The dissonance between business leaders and technology 

leaders has been one of the major handicaps for companies’ growth in the past. IT teams’ active 

participation in contributing to overall business goals should drive strategic spend on short-term 

needs while ensuring that longer-term goals and challenges for the enterprise can also be 

addressed. 

• Understand the infrastructure: A “do everything” or “do nothing” type of approach is not 

appropriate in a dynamic environment. Increasingly, organizations will need maximum agility from 

their IT investments to allow for both incremental and strategic changes that move their overall 

company plans forward. Companies must decipher what data is most important and how to best 

provide access to that data from a budgetary perspective. 

• Understand the human aspect: The end-user will be at the core of new implementations as the 

need to improve end-user computing environments becomes a higher priority. Research indicates 

that 91% of employees report frustrations with their work software, and 71% of company leaders 

acknowledge that employees will consider seeking a new job if their current employer fails to 

provide access to the tools, technology and information needed to do their jobs well in hybrid 

settings. Maintaining a competitive advantage in today’s world will require technology that offers 

a top-notch user experience - such as always-available and high-performing Cloud PCs. 

Accessibility, flexibility and ease of use are paramount to employee satisfaction.  

 

Looking ahead to 2023 

As remote and hybrid work acceptance continues, adoption of technologies that support the digitization 

and modernization of the enterprise will accelerate. 

Companies are realizing that traditional approaches to end-user computing – such as on-premises VDI 

and physical PCs -- not only fail to provide the necessary elasticity and scalability to keep up with 

enterprise growth plans, but in some cases, they also put organizations at risk for data breaches and 

ransomware attacks. As shifts in the economy are prompting executives to evaluate their IT spend, it is 

clear that investments in cloud transformation initiatives and cloud-native solutions that bring new agility 

and strengthen IT security will continue to yield significant returns for years to come.  

https://venturebeat.com/enterprise-analytics/report-91-of-employees-say-theyre-frustrated-with-workplace-tech/
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https://twitter.com/amitabhsinha?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amitabhbsinha/
https://www.workspot.com/
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8 Essential Cybersecurity Considerations for 

Government Agencies 
By Zac Amos, Features Editor, ReHack 

 

The federal government is a frequent target for cyberattacks, warding off thousands of attempted 

breaches daily. 

According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), the Department of Homeland Security 

reported 32,000 cyber incidents in 2021. Approximately 31% derived from improper device usage, with 

phishing accounting for 9%. Unidentified attackers made up the highest number of cyberattacks at 48%. 

 

From minor threats to more sophisticated infringements on intellectual property, government agencies 

across the United States should consider the following eight most advanced protections to ensure optimal 

data security. 

https://www.gao.gov/cybersecurity#:~:text=Over%2032%2C000%20security%20incidents%20were,Homeland%20Security%20in%20FY%202021
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1. Risk Assessment 

Government agencies can best protect their systems by integrating adequate security functions. 

However, they must assess criminal opportunities for data breaches before they can do anything else. 

Including physical and digital security vulnerabilities is essential when conducting a risk assessment. Bad 

players are particularly adept at infiltrating systems and exploiting sensitive information. 

Using the results of a risk assessment will allow government officials to create a comprehensive 

cybersecurity plan to serve as a blueprint for cyber protection. 

 

2. Access Control 

Limiting digital and physical infrastructural access to essential personnel, contract workers, and vendors 

is another way to reduce cybersecurity risks. 

For instance, agencies can issue special permissions to document management systems that restrict 

entry and maintain better control over workflow. Only the employees who require specific information to 

complete their tasks will be given those permissions. 

Government officials might design an access control protocol to designate employee digital access at 

various levels, depending on their roles. 

 

3. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 

The latest cybersecurity tools utilize artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning programs. These 

tools focus on behavioral analytics to identify cybercriminals in action and prevent damage to intellectual 

property. 

AI and machine learning work across various digital domains to halt threats against networks, file storage, 

and devices using analytic mechanisms that learn human behaviors over time. 

 

4. Multi-Authentication 

Because hackers are as sophisticated as they are, information technology systems have integrated multi-

authentication access. For many organizations, multiple keys of entry provide an extra layer of passcode 

protection. 

For instance, some systems might use a combination of passwords and biometrics, like fingerprint or 

facial recognition. 

https://blog.box.com/government-document-management
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That's not to say biometrics is a perfect solution for modern security. U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

(CBP) suffered a malicious cyberattack in 2019 that compromised 184,000 images of travelers within 

CBP’s facial recognition pilot. However, it could ensure that systems are more difficult to penetrate. 

 

5. Security Checks 

The United Arab Emirates hired three ex-intelligence and military officials from the U.S. in November 

2022 in an attempt to breach the nation's security systems. This incident, like many other attempted 

cyberattacks, underscores the importance of penetration testing. 

Penetration tests are ongoing security checks that determine a system's vulnerability. Although external 

tests pose challenges due to less information about potential attackers, they vie for government agencies' 

attention. Of course, the same can be said for attacks from the inside. 

Physical monitoring with security cameras can act as a secondary security check to catch perpetrators 

tampering with government property. In addition, real-time monitoring software can track digital traffic 

with detailed reporting. 

 

6. Cybersecurity Training 

A 2020 study by Osterman Research and MediaPRO found that only 55% of employees can detect 

phishing attempts after workplace cybersecurity training. Only 50% can identify an attack sent by what 

seems like an email from leadership. 

However, cybersecurity training may not be commonplace and ongoing in some offices where most 

breaches occur because of human error. Regularly revisiting cybersecurity training with engaging 

activities that enhance cyberattack identification can significantly improve government agencies’ security 

risk. 

Although it may entail upgrading to more expensive training modules, employees will reap the benefits 

of heightened cybersecurity awareness with lessons and information they can easily retain. 

 

7. Mobile Device Management 

Mobile device management is becoming increasingly important in today's remote working environment. 

Since the beginning of COVID-19, more employees have transitioned to at-home offices, including those 

working for government agencies. 

 

Mobile device management enables network administrators to access security controls remotely using 

their smartphones. This provides them assurance that security measures are in place at all times, 

regardless of device location. 

https://www.oig.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/assets/2020-09/OIG-20-71-Sep20.pdf
https://www.csis.org/programs/strategic-technologies-program/significant-cyber-incidents
https://rehack.com/security/web-application-penetration-testing/
https://ostermanresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/ORWP_0332-Security-Awareness-Training-as-a-Key-Element-in-Changing-the-Security-Culture-September-2020.pdf
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8. Incident Response Plan 

Prevention is critical in protecting the nation's most sensitive data. However, government agencies must 

have an incident response plan ready in case of a security breach. 

Similar to a risk assessment, officials should explore all potential cybersecurity threat types and write a 

detailed plan for each. 

Having an incident response plan on hand will help administrators regain control of their systems and 

immediately get them up and running following an attack. 

 

Robust Cybersecurity Measures Offer the Greatest Protection 

The effects can be devastating when sensitive information gets into the wrong hands. While physical and 

digital security measures won’t provide 100% protection against sophisticated cybersecurity threats, they 

do an excellent job at safeguarding government agencies from most cybercrimes. Agencies at all levels 

of government must consider implementing the most effective cybersecurity protection to ensure national 

security. 

 

 

About the Author 

Zac Amos is the Features Editor at ReHack, where he covers cybersecurity and 

the tech industry. For more of his content, follow him on Twitter or LinkedIn. 

  

https://twitter.com/rehackmagazine/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zachary-amos/
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2023 Cybersecurity Predictions 
By Thomas Segura, Content Writer, GitGuardian 

 

Amid rising geopolitical tensions, cybersecurity is establishing itself as an essential link in the resilience 

strategy of companies and states. Cybercrime and state-sponsored actors are increasingly organized, 

making the need for large-scale cooperation in software defense and trust mechanisms more evident. 

The industry is also waking up to the need to continuously review and improve security mechanisms to 

stay relevant. Here are our predictions for the trends that will mark 2023: 

 

● Developers will be a priority target for hacking campaigns. 

Having privileged access to computer systems within corporate environments, developers have 

become a priority target for hackers. Malicious actors are aware that development and CI/CD 

environments are much less protected than internet-facing production environments. Phishing 

campaigns now regularly target developers to steal their authentication tokens and other secrets 

used in the development cycle and move laterally from there.  
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This is what happened to Dropbox last month, when a bad actor logged into a corporate GitHub 

account following a phishing campaign that imitated a CircleCI (a continuous integration tool) 

email and login page.  

Interestingly, the fact that Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) was used to protect the corporate 

GitHub perimeter did not stop the attack. MFA has long been advocated as a security must-have, 

but several of the most significant breaches of 2022 have demonstrated that attacker techniques 

could thwart them.  

As a result, we can expect much work to be done to improve MFA implementations in large 

enterprise accounts in 2023. 

● Doubling down on MFA  

In 2022, multiple high-impact security incidents started with an MFA bypass.  

Take the Uber hack, for instance. The threat actor used an Uber contractor’s compromised VPN 

credentials to repeatedly attempt to log in, generating an MFA notification each time.  Abusing 

MFA notifications—also known as "MFA fatigue" attacks—is a spamming technique used to flood 

an employee’s phone with notifications until they accept one. It proved to work not only in the 

Uber case but also in major breaches at Okta and Cisco this year.  

Phishing texts are becoming more and more believable as hackers start to invest more time in 

targeting people's phones. It should be noted that not all MFA hacks require social engineering. 

as some can also exploit system misconfigurations or zero-days. Anyway, the roadmap is now 

clear: as the first line of defense, multi-factor authentication will be a top priority for security teams 

in 2023 to catch up with the various malicious techniques that have proven effective.  

Extending on this reasoning, we can predict that another trend will be reinforced in 2023: code 

security. 

● Source code security, a rising concern 

Microsoft, Nvidia, Samsung, or Rockstar would all agree that ensure codebases don’t expose 

confidential information, such as API keys, username and password combinations, or personal 

identifying information (PII) is fundamental. These companies, and others, have all fallen victim 

to source code leaks in 2022 and surely did not expect to see so much sensitive information 

exposed: for instance, Samsung’s source code contained as many as 6,695 secrets! Source code 

security is now acknowledged as one of the most important failsafe measures to prevent attack 

escalations, We will see companies ’threat models continue to be updated accordingly next year. 

● More efforts to measure the software supply chain attack surface  

Software supply chain attacks are far from new phenomena, but their frequency is accelerating. 

The weaknesses in the software supply chains are numerous and hard to inventory for 

https://blog.gitguardian.com/uber-breach-2022/
https://blog.gitguardian.com/latest-from-microsoft-lapsus-breach/
https://blog.gitguardian.com/samsung-and-nvidia-are-the-latest-companies-to-involuntarily-go-open-source-potentially-leaking-company-secrets/
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/login/articles/login_winter20_17_geer.pdf
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companies. This is partly because the chains ’complexity has dramatically increased in recent 

years. and because there is no easy way for organizations to measure and quantify supply chain 

risks adequately.  

But many initiatives are gaining momentum, and we should see adoption strengthen in 2023 with 

best practices such as software bill of materials (SBOMs), guidances such as NIST’s 

Cybersecurity Supply Chain Risk Management (C-SCRM), or frameworks like Google’s Security 

Levels for Software Artifacts (SLSA) and Microsoft’s Supply Chain Consumption Framework 

(S2C2F). 

Supply chain security requires a holistic approach that shifts away from one-time third-party 

assessments to real-time monitoring of third-party risks and vulnerabilities in packaged software 

and firmware components. All these tools and frameworks converge toward the same objective: 

provide transparency on all sides (software producers & consumers), and allow the investigation 

of dependencies in the broadest sense (packages, vendors, registries, platforms etc.). 

● Open-source security will be front and center on the security radar 

Among the various supply chain security concerns, open-source governance is certainly the most 

urgent to implement for organizations. The 2021 Apache Log4j vulnerability was a wake-up call 

for many, as it reminded us that the security of enterprise software depends on the security of the 

open-source components on which they are based.  

Malicious actors can still easily hijack open-source packages, or even weaponized by maintainers 

themselves.  In 2023, application security teams will focus on inventorying the OSS components 

used in the software factories and using tools such as Software Composition Analysis to decide 

if they should keep them. 

● Cloud security products and technology will accelerate  

The growth of cloud services and the rise of DevOps create new opportunities for organizations. 

However, as these deployments mature and more data and business functions are hosted in the 

cloud, there is growing awareness that costly regulatory mistakes and damaging cyberattacks 

can undo the benefits if security is not integrated into the transformation process. 

As the principles of shared responsibility and zero trust become more familiar, we will see an 

acceleration of security products at the intersection of cloud-based architectures and "secure-by-

design" processes, which will focus on improving the developer experience and building greater 

confidence. 

● Cybersecurity will become a business imperative across governing boards 

 

As cyber threats continue to evolve and become more sophisticated, the role of the board of 

directors in overseeing cyber risk is becoming increasingly important. By prioritizing customer 

https://blog.gitguardian.com/what_is_sbom/
https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/cyber-supply-chain-risk-management
https://slsa.dev/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2022/11/16/microsoft-contributes-s2c2f-to-openssf-to-improve-supply-chain-security/
https://thehackernews.com/2021/12/extremely-critical-log4j-vulnerability.html
https://thehackernews.com/2021/12/extremely-critical-log4j-vulnerability.html
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trust and growth, the board can help position cybersecurity as a strategic enabler for building 

stronger relationships with customers, vendors, employees, and shareholders. 

Recognizing the financial impact of a strong cybersecurity posture allows boards to manage 

cybersecurity risks more effectively. Recent proposals from the SEC emphasizing governance, 

risk management, strategy, and timely notification to investors will encourage leaders to consider 

incorporating cyber risk into their current and future business models, with the board at the center 

of these initiatives. 
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https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-39
mailto:Thomas.segura@gitguardian.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-segura-a7956a68/?originalSubdomain=fr
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2023 DDoS Attack Predictions   
By Matthew Andriani, Founder and CEO, MazeBolt  

 

DDoS attacks remain a major threat to enterprises, as attacks continue to grow in frequency and 

sophistication. The DDoS attack surface is constantly expanding: the dynamic nature of cloud 

environments and the workflows that accompany them makes it easier for threat actors to bypass 

mitigation controls and launch attacks that severely impact an organization's uptime. On average, 60% 

of businesses lose over $120,000, and 15% of the business – well over $1 million and some over $3 

billion in market CAP losses, for very short intermittent DDoS attacks. Below are key trends we’ve noticed 

in 2022 that are anticipated for 2023.  

 

Prediction 1: DDoS attack havoc will increase.  

From the ‘Overwatch 2’ gaming DDoS attack to the attack on Russia’s second-largest VTB bank, 2022 

saw a variety of organizations suffering temporary outages. Heading into 2023, we will most likely see 

continued growth in DDoS attacks. A Cisco report predicts the total number of DDoS attacks will reach 

over 15 million by 2023, leaving organizations and customer data vulnerable. The proliferation of DDoS-

as-a-service subscriptions which, per the Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2022, can cost as little as 500 

USD, makes it easier for threat actors to anonymously launch devastating attacks and disrupt businesses’ 

uptime. Although governments are already taking down DDoS-as-a-service operators, it’s a drop in the 

ocean, and most likely new sites will pop up. Unless organizations achieve true visibility into their dynamic 

DDoS attack surface and build DDoS resilience through vulnerability closure, this whack-a-mole game 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mazebolt-technologies_ddosabrattacks-dos-ddosabrattacks-activity-7009127445278699520-yQoe?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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between governments and operators will bear little to no fruit in the prevention of successful DDoS 

attacks. In fact, it will encourage attackers to continue.  

 

Prediction 2: DDoS will become the weapon of choice for cyber-warfare.   

The Russia-Ukraine conflict taught us that attackers don’t need expensive and sophisticated anti-satellite 

weapon systems to cause chaos: In February, Russia launched a massive cyberattack against Viasat’s 

KA-SAT satellite internet network and took thousands of modems offline. According to a statement issued 

by the EU council, the attack “had a significant impact causing indiscriminate communication outages 

and disruptions across several public authorities, businesses, and users in Ukraine, as well as affecting 

several EU Member States.” DDoS attacks will turn into the weapon of mass disruption, and we’l l see 

more nation-state DDoS attacks unleashed – and probably more cyber carnage. 

  

Prediction 3: Layer players: multi-vector attacks will rise and be more automated.  

The DDoS vulnerability gap which exists in most organizations is huge. Automated sequences and 

switching attack vectors will become more frequent and sophisticated, it’s easy to implement and will 

increase an attacker's chances by 50% to 99% of succeeding in most cases. According to a quarterly 

study conducted by Lumen, in Q3 2022 alone, multi-vector attacks represented 40% of all DDoS attacks. 

As the dynamic DDoS attack surface keeps expanding, we’ll see more advanced attacks in relatively 

lower volumes and shorter frequencies that can easily bypass all layers of DDoS protections and inflict 

even more damage than traditional volumetric single-dimension attacks.  

 

Prediction 4: Extortion will rise. It’s pure economics and the incentive is too great.  

With DDoS-as-a-Service becoming so common and the attacks easily succeeding, combined with 

damages running into the billions of dollars, organizations, and insurance companies paying reasonable 

extortion demands; it’s likely many attackers already understand this.  It’s hard to measure, as most 

companies being hit with a ransom DDoS attack do not report it. According to Cloudflare, 15% of their 

customers in Q3 2022 received a ransom note from attackers to stop the DDoS assault. This represents 

a 67% increase from 2021-2022 and will most likely continue to grow. Let's face it, if an attacker can drop 

a stock exchange, he or she can request a small fee for not doing so for days. Most CISOs, CEOs, and 

boards may pay a nominal fee.  

 

Prediction 5: Growing damages will increase demand for accountability and action.   

With more successful DDoS attacks wreaking havoc in organizations’ uptime, and damages impacting 

business’ bottom line, CISOs will seek a better understanding of their security investment and its impact. 

Furthermore, CISO’s and boards will demand more assurances for DDoS protection contracts purchased, 

as well as visibility into their DDoS resilience. Organizations will start to identify vulnerabilities and push 
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their mitigation companies to move to a continuous remediation cycle when presented with such 

vulnerability information. Mitigation companies that achieve rapid remediation speed to identified 

vulnerabilities will gain a competitive advantage.  

 

Prediction 6: Clear leaders in the DDoS industry will start to emerge.  

I have seen over the last decade; how certain mitigation vendors act when they know of a problem and 

certain others don’t. In 2023, we’ll begin to see DDoS mitigation vendors embrace technologies that 

provide them with DDoS vulnerability protection instead of just seeing such vulnerability data as a 

headache. Any mitigation vendor now that does not is knowingly putting their customers at serious risk 

of a DDoS attack. Customers will begin to change such vendors who will find themselves as an outcast, 

we’ve already seen this trend during 2022.   

 

About MazeBolt 

MazeBolt is pioneering a new standard in testing DDoS vulnerabilities that provides enterprises with full 

visibility into their dynamic DDoS attack surface. Its vulnerability solution, RADAR™ testing, continuously 

observes tens of thousands of potential DDoS attack entry points, identifying how attackers succeed in 

bypassing existing mitigation systems. The solution’s autonomous risk detection allows cybersecurity 

teams to go beyond traditional DDoS testing by continuously detecting, analyzing and prioritizing 

remediation across the network with zero operational downtime. Global enterprises, including financial 

services, insurance, and governments rely on MazeBolt for full visibility into their DDoS security posture.  
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Matthew can be reached on LinkedIn and our company website 

https://mazebolt.com/.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-andriani-1598529/?originalSubdomain=il
https://mazebolt.com/
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Accelerating Machine Learning Advances 

Through MLOps  

By Dr. Elsa Schaefer, Corporate Data Scientist, LinQuest Corporation 

 

The Department of Defense is rapidly deploying data policies that enable organizations to discover and 

access trustworthy and understandable datasets that contain massive amounts of text, imagery, audio, 

signals, and other information.  

As these strategic datasets grow in both abundance and usability, the DOD will have more opportunities 

to apply machine learning (ML) and improve a range of mission capabilities through automation, 

prediction, and detection tools. To accelerate the development of ML solutions, engineers must follow 

the best practices established in the larger field of software development. 

Software engineers supporting missions across the defense and intelligence communities are 

increasingly following DevOps best practices that promote collaboration and the creation of repeatable, 

test-driven solutions. DevOps combined with ML yields MLOps: data and modeling platforms which will 

empower the defense community to rapidly transform its strategic datasets into trustworthy and reliable 

ML solutions in resource-constrained environments.  

Many organizations are beginning to experiment with the possibilities of MLOps to drive business value. 

MLOps platforms can largely automate data cleaning and modeling functionality, increasing workforce 
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participation in ML, while simultaneously lowering modeling risk and time-to-deployment, and increasing 

modeling transparency, repeatability, and trust. 

By 2025, the MLOps market is set to expand to nearly $4 billion to continue developing these emerging 

capabilities. These emerging tools can be created by organizations to improve their existing ML and 

DevOps frameworks, and there are also several large commercial vendors that offer platforms that fill 

common MLOPs needs.  

 

Developing the ML Workforce 

In the ‘90s, an education reform revolution burned through mathematics programs in the U.S. Faculty 

observed that there are no “Pre-Shakespeare” courses, and that the advent of computer algebra software 

changed the skills that our graduates will require to excel away from the nuts and bolts of solve an 

equation and towards the larger question of which modeling approaches can accurately address real-

world problems. 

We can apply those same discussions to our efforts to develop ML solutions across organizations. First, 

if MLOps platforms are designed to provide just-in-time education, hints, and guardrails against misuse, 

we will educate junior engineers far more effectively than if we provide coursework and then separately 

expect them to solve problems in a new environment. Just as problem-based-learning has become a 

staple across academia, we can use a well-designed platform to build a rich understanding of ML in our 

emerging workforce. 

Secondly, if an organization often repeats common modeling architectures for the types of data and 

problems that are typical to their special needs, then a few senior engineers can create test-based ML 

architectures as well as model tuning capabilities that junior engineers can simply apply through an 

automated interface. Just as there is no need for engineers to solve differential equations by hand in this 

century, as well see in OpenAI’s recent ChatGPT results, there is a waning need for ML engineers to write 

unique code for every problem. A good MLOps platform will keep a stable of state-of-the-art models that 

are prepared for an organization’s unique needs. 

 

Reducing Modeling Risk 

The people who serve the Department of Defense do not lose sight of the potential of dire consequences 

of model failures, and organizations are rightly focused on how to best ensure trust and accuracy for their 

data and model assets. How do we accomplish to goal of lowering the barrier to entry into the ranks of 

ML development while simultaneously raising the bar for model quality and reliability? 

An MLOps approach will ideally address issues of trust in at least four ways. The platform will automate 

alerts for problems within the dataset as well as areas of lackluster model performance. Rather than rely 

on individuals to follow best practices in analyzing and cleaning their datasets and choosing and 

validating models, the platform creates visually intuitive performance explanations at each step of the 

modeling process. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/7022_TT-MLOps-industrialized-AI/DI_2021-TT-MLOps-industrialized-AI.pdf
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
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Secondly, MLOps platforms record all modeling results and decisions. Model development is moved from 

individual laptops and onto a platform that allows oversight of every model that is deployed. We often 

skip this supervisory step when MLOps platforms are not available, and oversight is key to trust. 

Speaking of deployment, if an MLOps platform includes a deployment API, then the tool is able to validate 

that the data on which the model is evaluated in practice is from a similar statistical distribution to the 

data on which the model was trained. By automating alerts on low-confidence results, we can ensure that 

models are only applied where they can provide reliable results. 

A fourth measure is in contributing to the successful implementation of data governance policies. The 

DOD is currently actively developing data policies to increase transparency, reliability, and discoverability 

of datasets, while decreasing model bias that may follow from data misuse. 

 

Using today’s models tomorrow 

Advances in ML are staggering and impressive, and we cannot expect that a growing workforce are all 

equally able to understand advances in state-of-the-art solutions. Rather, we will rely on a few highly 

educated engineers within an organization to follow research that is relevant to that group’s success, and 

to implement related software solutions. 

As an organization’s MLOps platform becomes updated to take advantage of emerging research, the 

repeatable nature of the MLOps documented data to deployment processes will allow an easy adjustment 

to existing deployed models so that every deployed model is derived from current state-of-the-art 

modeling approaches. Similarly, as analysts accumulate new data, models can easily be retrained to 

take advantage of our most current understanding. Platforms additionally should support a workflow that 

automatically retrains deployed models based on emerging data, with guardrails against failing sensors 

or maliciously manipulated data streams. 

The defense community relies on immense amounts of data as a vital resource for their daily operations. 

MLOps platforms create the opportunity to propagate employee knowledge with confidence and improve 

the performance of these important models to enable better decision making across the defense space. 

Carefully selecting an MLOps solution will allow organizations to move beyond the simple models that 

automate daily tasks and evolve with critical data to navigate the challenges of future missions. 
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Cybercriminals Are Ramping Up Their Efforts 

– What You Need to Know For 2023. 
By Alex Holland, Senior Malware Analyst, HP Inc. 

 

With malicious actors collaborating more than ever by trading access to networks, malware and attack 

techniques, the threat landscape has continued to evolve in the past year. Increased cooperation and 

cheap malware – three-quarters of malware kits cost less than $10 – are making cybercrime easier and 

more attractive compared to other types of crime. As a result, we will likely see more devices and users 

end up in the crosshairs of attackers in the coming year. As cybercriminals ramp up their efforts to access 

enterprise systems, PCs and printers are on the frontline. 

For security teams, these challenges will be compounded by the economic downturn. While cybersecurity 

spending is set to increase by 13.2% in 2023, budgets will be under scrutiny to focus only on the most 

pressing cybersecurity needs. 

https://threatresearch.ext.hp.com/evolution-of-cybercrime-report/
https://canalys.com/newsroom/cybersecurity-forecast-2023
https://canalys.com/newsroom/cybersecurity-forecast-2023
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With difficult decisions ahead, here are four cybersecurity trends that organizations should prepare for in 

2023:  

 

1. Rising costs may trigger an influx of cyber hustlers and money mules, fueling the 

cybercrime economy and putting users at risk. 

With its shift to platform business models, the cybercrime gig economy has made cybercrime easier, 

cheaper, and more scalable. Cybercrime tools and mentoring services are affordable and plentiful, 

enticing cyber hustlers – opportunists with low levels of technical skill – to access what they need to turn 

a profit. As we face another global downturn, easy access to cybercrime tools and know-how could 

increase the number of scam SMS messages and emails we see in our inboxes. Drawn by the promise 

of quick money, we may also see more people recruited into money-muling schemes, inadvertently 

fueling the cybercrime economy by enabling cybercriminals to launder ransom payments and fraudulent 

transactions.   

As an industry, we know that email is the most common attack vector, particularly for opportunists looking 

to make money fast like cyber hustlers, who favor simpler techniques like scams and phishing. The 

interconnectedness of the cybercrime ecosystem means threat actors can easily monetize these types 

of attacks. And if they strike gold and compromise a corporate device, they can sell that access to bigger 

players, like ransomware gangs. This all feeds into the cybercrime engine, giving organized groups even 

more reach. 

As attacks against users increase, having security built into devices from the hardware up will be essential 

to prevent, detect and recover from attacks. Fostering a healthy security culture is vital for building 

resilience – but only when combined with technology that reduces an organization’s attack surface. By 

isolating risky activities like malicious emails, entire classes of threats can be eliminated without relying 

on detection. Threat containment technologies ensure that if a user opens a malicious link or attachment, 

the malware can’t infect anything. This way organizations can reduce their attack surface and protect 

employees without hindering their workflows. 

 

2. Established hackers to invest in advanced attacks below the operating system.  

In 2023, organizations should take control of firmware security. Once, firmware attacks were only used 

by highly advanced threat groups and nation states. But over the last year, we’ve seen early signs of 

increased interest and development of attacks below the operating system in the cybercrime underground 

– from tools to hack BIOS passwords, to rootkits and trojans targeting a device’s firmware. We now see 

firmware rootkits advertised on cybercrime marketplaces for a few thousand dollars. 

Advanced threat actors are always aiming to keep their attack capabilities ahead of the curve. 

Unfortunately, organizations often overlook firmware security, creating a large attack surface for 

adversaries to exploit. Access to the firmware level enables attackers to gain persistent control and hide 

below the operating system, making them very hard to detect – let alone remove and remediate.  

https://threatresearch.ext.hp.com/evolution-of-cybercrime-report/
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Organizations should follow best practices and standards to secure device hardware and firmware. They 

should also understand and evaluate state-of-the-art technologies that protect, detect, and recover from 

firmware attacks. 

 

3. Remote access machines will be on the frontline.  

We expect session hijacking – where an attacker commandeers a remote access session to access 

sensitive data and systems – will grow in popularity in 2023. By targeting users with privileged access to 

data and systems – such as domain, IT, cloud and system administrators – these attacks are higher 

impact, challenging to detect and more difficult to remediate.  

In an attack scenario, the targeted user will typically be unaware that a compromise has occurred. It takes 

milliseconds for an attacker to inject key sequences that could create a backdoor within a privileged 

environment. These attacks are all the more dangerous because they can bypass Privileged Access 

Management (PAM) systems that employ multi-factor authentication, such as smart cards.  

Suppose such an attack involves an industrial control system operating within a factory or industrial plant. 

The intrusion could impact availability and, potentially, physical safety. Carefully segregating access to 

systems is the only way to counter these attacks. Traditionally, organizations would achieve this through 

physically separate systems, like privileged access workstations, but now hypervisor-based approaches 

use virtualization to enforce strong virtual separation too. 

 

4. Overlook print security at your peril in 2023 

2023 will demand more actionable intelligence to spot threats, proactively protect assets and support 

decision-makers. Currently, print security is at risk of continuing to be an overlooked piece of the overall 

cybersecurity posture. And with workers connecting corporate devices to printers beyond the control of 

IT teams due to hybrid working, those risks are increasing. Organizations will need to develop security 

policies and processes for monitoring and defending print devices from attack, both in the office and at 

home. One challenge is that the volume of security telemetry coming from endpoints, including printers, 

is increasing daily. That's why security teams need contextual insights to identify the highest-level risks, 

the steps to mitigate them and support boardroom decision-making in allocating budget. As a result, we'll 

see organizations focus investments on solutions and services that deliver actionable intelligence rather 

than simply providing more and more security data.  

 

Combatting rising threats 

In 2023, organizations need to take a targeted approach to security. Most breaches start at the endpoint, 

so enterprises can reduce the burden on security teams by layering protection from the hardware up.  

No matter what threats organizations face in 2023, the way we protect devices and data needs to evolve. 

Managing budgets will be a big challenge for organizations. Boardrooms will need to be smart about how 
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they allocate their resources. Meanwhile, security teams will need excellent visibility of which areas of 

the organization are most at risk and the impact of a breach. A layered and integrated approach to 

security, starting at the hardware level, will be crucial. This will enable organizations to manage their 

cyber risk by reducing their attack surface against current and growing threats, building resilience into 

systems, gaining actionable security insights into their environment and keeping key data protected. 
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7 Biggest Cyber Attacks of 2022 
By Nicole Allen, Senior Marketing Executive, Salt Communications. 

 

 

With the cost of living crisis on everyone’s lips in 2022, it should not come as a surprise that the cost of 

a data breach has also increased to an all-time high in a year marked by significant increases in energy 

prices and worldwide inflation. This pattern might also help us predict the largest cyberattacks of 2023 

since it doesn't appear to be slowing down. 

 

According to IBM's Cost of Data Breaches Report 2022, the average overall cost is $4.5 million. A 

worrying 83% of the 550 businesses IBM contacted who had had a data breach had also experienced 

multiple breaches over the same time period. According to the report, breaches where remote working 

was a factor increased the average cost by about $1 million. Consider the typical time needed to detect 

and contain each form of breach to get a sense of how important it is to prevent these prevalent attacks. 

The time it takes to find and stop a compromise is an astounding 327 days.  

 

1. The Ukraine War 

 

Russia has been attacking Ukrainian banks, electrical grids, and internet infrastructure for a long time. 

This has affected military and government administrative systems since the start of physical conflicts. 

 

https://termly.io/resources/articles/biggest-data-breaches/#:~:text=1.%20Yahoo%20%E2%80%93%203%2C000%2C000%2C000%20records%20lost,passwords%2C%20or%20bank%20account%20numbers.
https://blogs.worldbank.org/developmenttalk/energy-shock-could-sap-global-growth-years#:~:text=Energy%20prices%20have%20spiked%20to,oil%2C%20and%20natural%20gas%20prices.
https://blogs.worldbank.org/developmenttalk/energy-shock-could-sap-global-growth-years#:~:text=Energy%20prices%20have%20spiked%20to,oil%2C%20and%20natural%20gas%20prices.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2022-12-02/what-s-happening-in-the-world-economy-global-inflation-finally-peaks#:~:text=The%20result%20is%20that%20Bloomberg,at%20the%20end%20of%202023.
https://newsroom.ibm.com/2022-07-27-IBM-Report-Consumers-Pay-the-Price-as-Data-Breach-Costs-Reach-All-Time-High
https://www.ibm.com/reports/data-breach
https://www.ibm.com/reports/data-breach
https://jsis.washington.edu/news/cyberattack-critical-infrastructure-russia-ukrainian-power-grid-attacks/
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Many people saw the Russian attacks before the conflict as a trial run for their cyber weapons. Similar to 

traditional combat, cyber wars give observers the chance to watch and evaluate how different tactics, 

strategies, and how the technical weapons themselves work. 

 

Since the conflict began, Ukraine has launched its own cyberattacks. They established a volunteer "IT 

Army" which used a website listing hostnames and/or IP addresses of Russian targets, and has resulted 

in several data breaches and service outages inside of Russia (often via distributed denial of service) 

(DDoS attacks). 

 

 

2. Lapsus$ group’s high-profile attacks  
 

Early in 2022, a group by the name of Lapsus$ targeted a number of well-known companies, including 

Nvidia, Ubisoft, Samsung, and Microsoft.  

 

Each time, information was taken and frequently leaked online. Their strategic plan is extortion, and they 

frequently use phishing to obtain access before searching for and stealing the most private information 

they can. They frequently don't use any encryption software at all. 

 

The Lapsus$ Group appears to be a loose group of participants, unlike many sophisticated cybercrime 

groups. The organisation may have been "hacked back" by Nvidia, according to rumours. Offensive 

security professionals will try to compromise the attacker's machines by hacking back. Given that the 

attacker machines are frequently compromised by third parties, this can be legally problematic. 

Investigators quickly realised that Lapsus$ might not even be in it for the money. 

 

They seemed to be looking for recognition given that they used social media to publicise their attacks. 

They asked users to vote on whose data they should reveal next in polls they ran on Telegram to 

announce their accomplishments. All of this commotion and attention came to an abrupt end in March 

when British police detained seven suspects, including two 16 and 17-year-olds. After the arrests, 

Lapsus$ appeared to continue for a brief while, but they now appear to have disappeared. 

 

3.  Yet again another Marriott data breach 

 

Nearly 340 million guest records were compromised in 2014 as a result of a breach at Marriott. This 

breach cost the UK Information Commissioner's Office £14.4 million and went unreported until September 

2018. Marriott experienced another hack in January 2020 that affected 5.2 million guest records.  

 

Hackers claim to have stolen more than 20GB of private information, including guest credit card 

information, in June 2022. An employee at a Marriott resort in Maryland was tricked by the attackers 

using social engineering into granting them access to their computer.  

 

 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/russia-behind-cyber-attack-with-europe-wide-impact-hour-before-ukraine-invasion
https://www.cfr.org/cyber-operations/ukrainian-it-army
https://www.cfr.org/cyber-operations/ukrainian-it-army
https://www.cloudflare.com/en-gb/learning/ddos/what-is-a-ddos-attack/
https://www.theverge.com/22998479/lapsus-hacking-group-cyberattacks-news-updates
https://techmonitor.ai/technology/cybersecurity/lapsus-microsoft-breach-ubisoft-samsung
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/phishing#:~:text=email%20they%20submitted.-,What%20is%20phishing%3F,them%20to%20a%20dodgy%20website.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-60864283
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/news/252526365/Brazil-arrests-alleged-Lapsus-hacker#:~:text=Federal%20police%20in%20Brazil%20arrested,the%20takedown%20of%20government%20websites.&text=Authorities%20in%20Brazil%20have%20made,the%20notorious%20Lapsus%24%20hacking%20group.
https://www.pcipal.com/knowledge-centre/resource/marriott-data-breach/#:~:text=Global%20Hotel%20brand%2C%20Marriott%2C%20has,5%20million%20guests%20were%20exposed.
https://hoteltechreport.com/news/marriott-data-breach
https://blog.loginradius.com/identity/marriott-data-breach-2020/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/06/marriott-breach-again/
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4. Ex-Amazon worker convicted over Capital One hacking. 

 

Paige Thompson, a former employee of Amazon, was found guilty in June of this year for her part in the 

2019 Capital One breach.  She used her understanding of cloud server vulnerabilities while employed by 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) to steal the personal data of over 100 million users. 

 

She had in reality boasted about her exploits on hacker forums, pleading that she was an ethical hacker 

who merely wanted to alert them of vulnerabilities. She was found guilty and could spend the next 45 

years behind bars. Capital One settled a class action lawsuit for $190 million after being fined $80 million 

by the Office of the Comptroller of Currency. 

 

 

5. Conti’s attack against Costa Rica  

 

Costa Rica has been under attack via Conti Ransomware since the beginning of this year. Many of the 

nation's critical services were paralysed by two significant ransomware attacks, throwing the 

administration into disarray as it tried to react. According to officials, as the ransomware spread, tax 

payments were also hampered, over 30,000 medical appointments had to be postponed, and 

international trade came to a complete halt. 

 

The Social Security Fund was the target of a second attack that happened in late May 2022. Due to 

Conti's involvement in the development of the Hive ransomware, which was employed in this, this has 

also been linked to Conti. It's likely that Conti is using this strange activities as a sort of smokescreen as 

the gang seeks to reinvent itself. 

 

6. A constant hit on healthcare providers 

 

A breach at Massachusetts-based medical services company Shields Health Care Group in March 

resulted in the exposure of almost two million patient records. Shields, which depends on connections 

with hospitals and medical facilities, was largely affected by this. Additionally, patients at up to 53 different 

facilities were impacted. 

 

In August, ransomware attacked a managed service provider (MSP) for the UK National Health Service. 

It significantly disrupted NHS emergency services throughout the UK. For assistance with triage and 

investigations, Advanced enlisted the aid of Microsoft and Mandiant. While in the US, NetStandard, 

another MSP, was targeted, prompting it to shut down its cloud services called "MyAppsAnywhere." 

 

https://www.theverge.com/2022/6/18/23173727/former-amazon-employee-convicted-over-2019-capital-one-hack-paige-thompson
https://www.theverge.com/2022/6/18/23173727/former-amazon-employee-convicted-over-2019-capital-one-hack-paige-thompson
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-banks-capital-one-fin-idUSKCN2522DA
https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/what-is-conti-ransomware/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/costa-rica-assault-troubling-test-case-ransomware-attacks-rcna34083
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/how-conti-ransomware-hacked-and-encrypted-the-costa-rican-government/
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/timeseries/gtlq/bb
https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/cyber-security-today-may-2-2022-more-on-how-the-conti-ransomware-gang-works-individuals-victimized-by-ransomware-news-on-wiperware-and-more/482221
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/shields-health-care-group-data-breach-affects-2-million-patients/
https://www.cshub.com/data/news/iotw-us-healthcare-group-data-breach-affects-two-million#:~:text=Shields%20Health%20Care%20Group%20has,compromise%20on%2028%20March%202022.
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/uk-nhs-suffers-outage-after-cyberattack-on-managed-service-provider/
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MSPs are enticing targets for ransomware gangs since they have access to the data of numerous 

organisations and so offer a variety of potential extortion sources. The renowned REvil organisation has 

previously targeted MSPs. 

 

7. Uber's internal systems compromised. 
 

In September 2021, a teenager completely infiltrated the internal systems of the ride-sharing business 

Uber.  It appears that he employed a technique known as an MFA Fatigue attack, in which, if the 

organisation uses MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication), the attacker floods the employee with 

authentication requests on their mobile phone after obtaining their credentials. 

 

In this case, the attacker eventually contacted the employee via WhatsApp and pretended to be from 

Uber IT, warning him that he needed to accept the auth request or they would keep coming if he didn't. 

At first, the employee will refuse them because they aren't logging in, but initially they will be refused 

because they are not logging in. The worker gave in after becoming sufficiently weary of the constant 

solicitations. The attacker then could add his own device to the MFA to change it. 

 

The attacker then got in via the company VPN and started digging around. He quickly discovered a 

Powershell script with administrator login information for the Thycotic privileged access management 

(PAM) platform used by the business. All necessary credentials were accessible from this point. Given 

that the attacker appears to have done it out of curiosity rather than for financial gain or other more 

harmful mischief, Uber may be regarded as fortunate in this case. 

 

So what's in store for 2023? 

 

This is unfortunately just some of the largest attacks that hit organisations throughout 2022, there were 

many more reported and many that are yet to be uncovered. Although analysis of trends for 2022 is still 

ongoing, it appears that many of the common suspicious groups are still active. Even if ransomware isn't 

garnering as much attention as it did a year ago, it still poses a serious threat to many businesses. The 

majority of businesses could perform significantly better with just the most fundamental security best 

practices such as the protection of mobile devices and the security behind them, according to surveys 

like the IBM Security Cost of Data Breaches 2022. 

 

As we move towards 2023, cybersecurity and threat detection remain important priorities. For both large 

and small firms, data breaches and the theft of sensitive information continue to be a concern.  

 

To sign up for a free trial of Salt Communications contact us on info@saltcommunications.com or visit 

our website at https://saltcommunications.com/. 

 

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/revil-ransomware-hits-1-000-plus-companies-in-msp-supply-chain-attack/
https://secops.group/uber-has-been-hacked-by-a-teen/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/mfa-fatigue-attacks-are-putting-your-organization-at-risk/
https://saltcommunications.com/news/your-mobile-phone-the-21st-century-briefcase/
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en/security/data-breach
https://www.dbta.com/Editorial/News-Flashes/10-Cybersecurity-Predictions-for-2023-156268.aspx
https://saltcommunications.com/start-your-trial/
https://saltcommunications.com/legal/
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About Salt Communications 

Salt Communications is a multi-award-winning cyber security company providing a fully enterprise-

managed software solution giving absolute privacy in mobile communications. It is easy to deploy and 

uses multi-layered encryption techniques to meet the highest of security standards. Salt Communications 

offers ‘Peace of Mind’ for Organisations who value their privacy, by giving them complete control and 

secure communications, to protect their trusted relationships and stay safe. Salt is headquartered in 

Belfast, N. Ireland, for more information visit Salt Communications.  

 

 

About the Author 

Nicole Allen, Senior Marketing Executive at Salt Communications. 

Nicole has been working within the Salt Communications Marketing 

team for several years and has played a crucial role in building Salt 

Communications reputation. Nicole implements many of Salt 

Communications digital efforts as well as managing Salt 

Communications presence at events, both virtual and in person 

events for the company.  

Nicole can be reached online at (LINKEDIN, TWITTER  or by 

emailing nicole.allen@saltcommunications.com) and at our 

company website https://saltcommunications.com/ 

 

 

  

https://saltcommunications.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicole-allen-a82a8a142/
https://twitter.com/saltcontrol
https://saltcommunications.com/
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Breaches And the Delicate Dance Between 

Privileged Credentials and SaaS Applications  
By Corey O’Connor, Director of Product Marketing, DoControl 

 

It’s no secret we have seen a spike in insider risks associated with the privileged credentials of Software 

as a Service (SaaS) applications. Privileged credentials are the proverbial “keys to the kingdom,” and as 

more organizations continue to rapidly adopt cloud-first strategies, they will need to reevaluate their 

security posture to ensure these keys are not mishandled. Gone are the days where all data sits within 

the confines of your data center walls. It once was a challenge for an attacker to gain an initial foothold, 

perform reconnaissance, escalate privileges, and ultimately succeed in their nefarious plan to disrupt the 

business or exfiltrate sensitive data, not anymore.  

 

The Criticality of Credentials 

Today, organizations have more entities accessing an increasing number of applications and generating 

cloud-hosted data and files in higher volumes. Applications and their derivative data are what drive the 

business forward. Unfortunately, security often takes a back seat to driving this business enablement 

(and, ultimately, continuity).  

It’s not uncommon for users to share credentials over a Slack channel or Microsoft Teams. The longer 

that credential is exposed over the Slack channel, the more likely it is to fall into the wrong hands. We 
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saw this most recently through a rash of breaches that included the likes of Uber, Twitter and Okta. 

Moreover, as seen in the recent GitHub breach, OAuth tokens were compromised and leveraged to 

download data from dozens of their customers' repositories. In addition, late last year, Toyota publicly 

disclosed that they’d suffered a data leak when one of their subcontractors mistakenly exposed an AWS 

key on GitHub.  

 

Remember, Not All Identities are Human 

There is a common denominator across cyber attacks – the use of privileged credentials. Rapid 

advancements in technology, the pace of digital transformation initiatives and the continuing transition to 

the cloud have made securing the credentials and the identities that have access to them no easy task. 

The combined threat of both human and non-human access to corporate data has only heightened this 

challenge. Today’s organizations have more systems and applications that are accessed by both internal 

and external actors, as well as non-human identities – i.e. application-to-application integrations – than 

ever before. This challenge quickly snowballs, ultimately increasing an organization’s risk for data 

exfiltration.  

Organizations would be right to shine a light on the risks associated with non-human user access. Their 

associated permissions can be easily overlooked by even the savviest security team, which makes them 

an attractive target for bad actors to gain some initial traction. For example, the OAuth protocol provides 

a convenient way for one application to connect to another, but when this access becomes compromised, 

it can provide unauthorized access to sensitive data within the application that it’s connected to. The risk 

of supply-chain-based attacks involving OAuth tokens and other non-human identity credentials are 

becoming, unfortunately, too commonplace.  

 

Privileged Credentials and Insider Risk 

Increasing insider risk concerns come as a result of the new norm of hybrid and remote working 

environments and the rapid introduction of work-related applications such as Slack and Microsoft Teams 

installed on personal devices.The risks of this new reality stem from two sources: negligence and 

sabotage. The tremendous comingling of various unsecured devices and unmonitored applications has 

left the door wide open to attackers. Thus, while sabotage happens, the lack of robust SaaS security 

means that negligence is a much greater threat than an employee with a bone to pick.  

In order to mitigate risk, insider behaviors that increase risk through deliberately malicious or purely 

negligent means – such as a departing employee sharing or forwarding sensitive information from 

customer lists to their private email account – must be rapidly detected. From there, the relevant persons 

need to be alerted and the appropriate response applied.  

From a non-human user lens, there is an increase in both sanctioned and unsanctioned applications 

within the SaaS estate. Some of these applications are often over privileged with risky permission scopes 

that  might not approved by internal IT/security teams. The same approach illustrated above needs to be 

applied for non-human access, where companies have the ability to identify malicious behaviors, such 
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as activity that is indicative of a supply-chain based attack. Additionally, detecting high-risk application-

related activity such as excessive API calls, a sudden and significant number of updates, or the discovery 

of a known malicious application server IP address is vital. IT/Security teams must be notified and take 

appropriate action to remove the OAuth token or suspend the application. In order to maintain both 

business continuity and a strong security posture, it is vital that these steps be automated. 

 

Keeping the Keys to the Kingdom in Safe Hands  

Knowing “who has access and to what” is critical in keeping the ‘keys to the kingdom’ from being 

mishandled. This goes for human users as well as machine identities. It’s important to create a full 

inventory of users, applications, assets, domains, groups, etc., as well as having an understanding of the 

business-context through mapping, relationship graphs and communications tracking. This may seem 

tedious, but there are tools that make this process simple and fully automated. These actions are 

essential to keeping data secure. Business-context is so critical to reducing productivity impacts, and 

security teams must be able to parse normal practice from events that introduce material risk to the 

business. If not, teams will end up with a significant number of false positives, positioning security teams 

further away from identifying and responding to events and threats quickly and efficiently. Introducing 

and enforcing the principle of least privilege to both human and non-human users is one key method to 

support a strong security posture for organizations pursuing a cloud-first strategy. 

Identity security needs to be extended and go deeper down the technology stack – beyond solely 

protecting the keys. Securing sensitive cloud-hosted data and wrapping controls around the access will 

aid in the prevention of those keys from falling into the wrong hands. Automation is necessary to best 

protect the keys to the kingdom. Taking a manual approach is an act of sheer folly. In time, and as the 

business scales, this problem will become exacerbated. The time to act is now, otherwise security will 

become a blocker to driving the business forward. 

 

 

About the Author 

Corey O’Connor, Director of Product Marketing at DoControl with over a 

decade of experience as a Product Marketing leader in the enterprise 
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CPRA/CCPA Compliance in A Cloud-First 

World – A Three-Step Checklist 
By Shira Shamban, CEO & Co-Founder, Solvo 

 

Your IT and security teams may have a laundry list of New Year’s resolutions as it relates to data 

protection and compliance, but are they staying in line with the most recent regulations in the industry? 

On January 1st, 2023, extensive California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) regulations came into effect as an 

extension of the existing California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), prompting companies to button up 

their data protection and privacy standards. Even companies outside of the state are in the hot seat given 

our globally connected workforce. Organizations across the country need to stay on the pulse of these 

changes and take control over what type of data they’re storing, how it is stored and knowing at all times 

who has access to it – a hefty undertaking, but one that must be addressed without delay. So, how can 

these teams protect their customer and employee data – and remain compliant – in the midst of these 

shifting regulations and requirements and, in turn, avoid hefty fines?  
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Step 1: take inventory.  

First and foremost, organizations need to have full visibility into all the data and assets they hold. One of 

the defining hallmarks of CPRA/CCPA is that it gives consumers the “right to know” what data is collected 

and what it’s being used for. And as the organization, it is your responsibility to ensure full transparency. 

I’m a firm believer that you cannot possibly protect what you can’t see. As companies continue to migrate 

entirely to the cloud, their exposed data and resources need to first be identified before they can ever be 

properly protected. Further, you need to understand who has access to that data, and this isn’t just 

physical users. Often, malicious activity is done not by individual users with direct access, but by any 

user who can trigger a cloud component to run activities for them. This is a blind spot security teams 

should always be aware of – what components have access to the crown jewels within my organization? 

Is there an open door because of mismanaged Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies that 

potentially make the organization noncompliant? The new CPRA/CCPA regulations introduced two key 

amendments that will make IAM even more critical in organizations – the “right to correct” and the “right 

to limit use and disclosure” of sensitive information. Taking full inventory of what you hold is the first step 

to remaining compliant.  

 

Step 2: don’t neglect encryption.  

Once data is identified, there are a few best practices all companies should employ to protect this 

sensitive information. For one, don’t overlook encryption, which is probably the most useful yet simplest 

technology to use. It is incorporated into almost every cloud and SaaS service that you have, so there’s 

no excuse for organizations not to take advantage of it! One mistake I’ve encountered as both a leader 

of Research and Development (R&D) teams and as an entrepreneur working with these teams, is the 

tendency to disregard pockets of data as insignificant. But as we see with CPRA/CCPA, there is no data 

that is not at risk of slipping through the cracks which could ultimately result in hefty fines. For example, 

teams might spend time testing a data set and then proceed to delete it afterward, without realizing the 

sensitivity of the data at hand. Although it may seem small, this exposed data can open the door to more 

access, and in turn put your organization at risk. You must enforce the encryption policy at all times. 

Remember, as the IT security team, it is your responsibility to control the data flowing in and out of your 

organization. Encryption allows you a stronger hold over your data security in the cloud.   

 

Step 3: maintain a least privileged state.  

Cloud applications differ from legacy applications in that they are dynamic and change frequently. You 

cannot employ a “set and forget” approach to the identity and access management of data in the cloud. 

Rather, you need to ensure your security permissions are changing and adapting to the application 

throughout time. Do you have the technology and processes in place that can alert you of any 

unnecessary entities that can read your sensitive data? By constantly maintaining a least-privileged state, 

you will reduce any exposed attack surfaces and limit the potential blast radius of a breach. Every 

organization is different, depending on a variety of factors, including company size, processes and the 

type of data they hold. Finding that perfect balance in granting privileges is key, especially where 

CPRA/CCPA is concerned. For example, having too few permissions could result in denied actions, but 
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having an excessive amount of permissions can create an entirely new attack surface. It’s critical to 

remain close to your IAM policies and be aware of who has access to them, constantly keeping your eyes 

out for any surprises in your Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC) files.   

The success of these new CRPA/CCPA amendments are reliant on how compliant organizations can be 

and how well they can protect their data, especially in the cloud. We can also expect the new regulations 

to be strictly enforced, similar to Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to ensure 

compliance. Security and IT teams need to have a plan in place to enforce strict accountability of data 

protection practices. Whether you live in California or not, the rollout of these regulations will impact you 

in one way or another, and it’s important to take notice. In fact, this regulation is already setting the stage 

for other states in the U.S. to adopt their own versions, and it isn’t long before the above best practices 

will be absolute necessities for all organizations, regardless of size. These three steps should set you off 

on the right foot as you navigate the rollout of these new CRPA/CCPA regulations and the web of other 

data protection regulations you’ll face this year.   
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Cybersecurity Predictions: 2023 & Beyond 
Unthinkable Risks and Where to Position Trust 

By Almog Apirion, CEO & Co-Founder at Cyolo 

 

As we look back at 2022, organizations gained wisdom from their past blunders by predicting new security 

trends that should be paid attention to. These include a growth in the prevalence of risky third parties, a 

growing number of previously unimaginable data breaches, a lack of user trust that is worsening staffing 

shortages, and more.  

As enterprises settle into 2023, let's review a few of the cybersecurity trends that are anticipated to 

emerge this year and beyond. 

 

Trust issues to intensify staffing shortages. 

As the talent gap widens across many industries, and remote work increases in popularity, many 

organizations will begin to adopt zero-trust solutions more heavily. This will mean no device or user will 

be inherently trusted, and businesses will maintain continuous authorization, create stronger 

authentication, and actively implement the principle of least privilege to foster an environment of rigorous 

verification methods for all user identities.   

https://info.cyolo.io/gartner-report-successful-access-management?utm_campaign=Site%5b…%5drm=GartnerReport&utm_content=learned%20from%20their%20mistakes
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In the coming months and beyond, one of the most difficult challenges will be to retain talent while 

simultaneously improving a trust-based system that extends beyond the perimeter of the organization. 

 

Service industry workers turn cybersecurity professionals. 

More businesses, in addition to large companies such as Amazon, will look to fill open positions within 

their own organizations, leading to the transition of workers in the service industry becoming 

cybersecurity professionals. These employees possess the fundamental skill sets needed for security 

roles. 

The most significant difference will be in the additional knowledge they require, which can be taught 

through on-the-job training. Companies may shift their focus and bet on individuals that understand the 

know-how of their organization, allowing them to become experts within the same institution. The 

question for this year is how organizations transitioning to this new model will train and reskill employees 

to fulfill the entire range of security skills required. 

 

Previously unthinkable breaches occurred. 

The expectation for this year is to see an increase on well-funded hacker groups target the ‘whales.’ 

Those big companies – like Microsoft and Amazon – that people across the globe leverage at an 

individual and professional level. Future attacks by cybercriminals will concentrate on additional 

exploitation of credentials that have already been taken, as they have done with companies like Dropbox 

and SolarWinds. 

Companies will highlight the necessity for greater budget allocation toward programs that transfer security 

responsibilities from users to the company, choosing seamless use that also keeps their corporate 

perimeters tightly protected, to stay one step ahead of attackers. Identity-based security, with a focus on 

zero-trust framework, will prove essential for handling human-centric and device vulnerabilities that will 

continue to plague vulnerable remote and hybrid operations. 

 

Third-party risks will shift companies’ approach to ‘trust.’ 

CISOs and companies’ security leaders will be compelled to pose more difficult questions about their 

next steps, strategies, and mitigation procedures for integrating third parties within their network. In fact, 

they will increase their attention to reviewing specific information in their security audits and reports and 

take additional steps to implement more secure architectures, enhancing third parties' access. 

Budgets will not increase, but leaders will consistently shift to cost-saving activities, while other cyber 

hygiene tasks will become essential to protecting businesses’ expanding networks. Asking critical 

questions and eliminating trust will be critical for verifying their trustworthiness and granting certain 

access levels to external parties. 
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Security decisions will be affected by tightening regulations. 

This year will bring increasing pressure from federal regulations on critical industries such as utilities, 

financial services, and healthcare. While standard regulations are forecasted to retain some flexibility, as 

they cannot be "one size fits all," companies will need to adapt and respond quickly without the added 

burden of unnecessary oversight.  

Boards are also now seeing cybersecurity as a business risk rather than a mere IT problem. This means 

that more leaders will be required to respond to the maturity of their plans and strategies. This will result 

in security having a much larger impact on C-level executives’ performance reviews. Since security risks 

have a direct impact on businesses’ bottom line, employment contracts may also include some of these 

requirements.   

 

The need to evolve faster than the threats.  

Business leaders will need to evolve their strategies and mindsets at a faster pace than their attackers – 

integrating out-of-the-box solutions to mitigate ongoing risks at bay. Companies falling behind will leave 

themselves as a more vulnerable target for malicious actors and lose a competitive edge within their 

industry. 
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Emerging API Security Trends: What Does 

2023 Have in Store? 
By Mohit Shrivastava, Chief Analyst ICT, Future Market Insights 

 

While APIs have dominated the technology world for some time, its true potential is being realized to its 

fullest extent by key businesses only since the past 1 or 2 years. APIs, or Application Programming 

Interface, enable organizations to seamlessly integrate technologies, prompting digital transformation 

initiatives. APIs are becoming the backbone of nearly every industry, from improving customer 

experiences, automating marketing operations to facilitating financial transactions.  

As customer trends, industry-specific changes and economic conditions keep fluctuating, the approaches 

towards utilizing APIs is changing as well. Naturally, organizations are keeping a sharp eye out to 

integrate architectural changes to existing API interfaces. Moreover, the importance of APIs is being 

further augmented, thanks to an alarming increase in cybersecurity threats, making organizational 

structure vulnerable to security and data breaches. 

According to Future Market Insights, API security growth prospects appear bright in the forthcoming 

decade, being valued at US$ 984.1 Million in 2022, and expected to register an astounding CAGR of 

26.3%. Organizations are making it a mandatory practice to continuously test existing frameworks, 

identify vulnerabilities and adopt best security practices. Here are some prominent trends which will likely 

shape the nature of API security in 2023 and beyond. 

https://www.futuremarketinsights.com/reports/api-security-market
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Vulnerabilities to Cybersecurity Threats and Data Breaches to Become More Pronounced, 

prompting Swift Regulatory Action 

With the virtual ecosystem spawning prolifically, businesses have migrated all operations to the internet, 

relying on cloud-based solutions to assimilate, store and manage data. Moreover, key industries are 

leveraging APIs to safeguard critical information. Naturally, they are becoming easy targets for malicious 

entities looking to exploit the data to achieve nefarious goals. Hence, beefing up API security is of utmost 

concern. 

As per findings reported by Salt Security, over 90% of organizations reported experiencing security 

problems in production APIs in 2022. Furthermore, almost 1/5th of survey respondents admitted that their 

organizations experienced a breach resulting from insecure APIs. In fact, the FBI was the most recent 

victim of an API breach. In December 2022, a database containing contact information of over 80,000 

members of its InfraGuard wing were up for sale on an underground hacking forum. The data was put up 

for sale on Breached, an English-language cybercrime forum, for US$ 50,000.  

Likewise, Australian wireless service provider, Optus, suffered a massive data breach, exposing 9.8 

million customer records, including driver’s licenses, passports and Medicare ID numbers, besides 

names, phone numbers and e-mail addresses. Such vulnerabilities and breaches are expected to push 

for faster regulatory action. This is expected to assume shape of a stringent cybersecurity rule for publicly 

traded companies in the U.S in 2023 implemented by the U.S Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC). The proposed rules aim to enhance and standardize disclosures regarding cybersecurity risk 

management, strategy, governance, and cybersecurity incident reporting by public companies that are 

subject to the reporting requirements of the Exchange Act. 

 

Greater Penetration of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in APIs 

While artificial intelligence and machine learning have penetrated almost every industry domain, their 

potential in strengthening APIs is yet to be explored. This trend is expected to gain major traction 

throughout 2023. Given their automated nature, predictive capabilities and contribution towards 

improving business efficiency, both AI and ML have emerged as path-breaking technologies.  

The most straightforward use of AI/ML is to generate API calls or server code on behalf of a programmer. 

Solutions like GitHub Copilot can create code stubs, reducing developers' need to write the API calls 

boilerplate. As a larger corpus of API calls is needed, this approach is primarily suitable for public APIs. 

A good API design is a function of developer experience and operational efficiency.  

Algorithm-guided API design can improve the efficient layout of resources. Traffic recording and profiling 

information from API observability tools already provide valuable insights and can be the input for the AI-

guided API design. AI can also aid in designing APIs from the ground up, mapping the use cases into 

correct API protocol/style semantics. For example, from the operation name "make payment," the 

algorithm may infer an unsafe, idempotent operation and, therefore, the POST HTTP method. 

Currently, the most mature area is using AI/ML algorithms to analyze valuable information from the API 

traffic. For example, an algorithm can check whether there are sensitive data in the traffic or when a 

https://salt.security/api-security-trends
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malicious communication pattern threatens your systems. The existing tools already help security, 

DevOps, and compliance teams in their work. 

 

Financial Services to Serve as a Key Operational Area for API Security Platforms 

Financial services are expected to represent the maximum applications of API security protocols and 

interfaces in 2023. Studies have revealed that the financial sector has been lagging behind the most 

when it comes to incorporating API security, representing a mere 5% of all applications. Fortunately, an 

unseen benefit is expected this year, with some studies already establishing that penetration has already 

risen to the tune of 125% since 2020.  

The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) has already issued guidance governing 

securing authentication and access to financial institutions’ services and systems, including APIs. The 

guidelines aim to provide financial institutions with examples of effective risk management principles and 

practices for access and authentication. These principles and practices address business and consumer 

customers, employees, and third parties that access digital banking services and financial institution 

information systems. 

This Guidance acknowledges significant risks associated with the cybersecurity threat landscape that 

reinforce the need for financial institutions to effectively authenticate users and customers to protect 

information systems, accounts, and data. It also recognizes that authentication considerations have 

extended beyond customers and include employees, third parties, and system-to-system 

communications. 

In 2023, these regulators will increase their expectations around financial institutions’ API security. With 

their motherlode of rich customer data and transactions, banks, fintech companies, insurance companies, 

and other financial institutions represent a favorite attack target for hackers. In addition, the industry must 

develop a scalable approach to API security if it is to move forward with open banking. Open banking, 

which provides third parties with access to financial transaction data, is completely powered by APIs. 

 

APIs to Offer a Shot at Innovation with Regard to Security Services 

API security is a Greenfield opportunity that leading chief information security officers will exploit to 

choose and implement the best frameworks, processes, and tools for their organizations. Those that 

move ahead proactively to implement solutions, such as platforms that enable automated AI discovery, 

cataloguing, management, and real-time attack detection, will achieve significant improvements in 

security and risk mitigation. 

They will also integrate API security testing into pre-production processes, enabling developers to scan 

and remediate APIs before they are deployed. By doing so, they will enable teams to use DevSecOps 

processes to develop and deploy applications at pace, without increasing their organizations’ attack 

surface. 
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These CISOs will help their organizations outperform competitors who rely on unsecured API gateways 

or the limited capabilities of web application firewalls. They’ll achieve this goal by enabling faster 

innovation, using connected processes to reap more value from customers, and sparing their 

organizations from disabling API security breaches. 
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Free Consumer Apps Are Not Safe for The 

Workplace 
By Amandine Le Pape, COO, Element - A Secure Communications Platform 

 

The consumerization of IT, compounded by enforced home and remote working as a result of the 

pandemic, has seen consumer-grade apps create new security risks; from a lack of transparency and 

data loss, through to data mining. How can organizations address the shadow IT of messaging apps?    

Messaging apps have become massively popular by making it quicker and easier to communicate with 

people anywhere in the world. WhatsApp, the most popular mobile messenger app worldwide, is now at 

around two billion active users every month.  

Commonplace in people’s personal lives, messaging app usage has seeped into the workplace - a classic 

example of shadow IT. But the scale and gravity of the problem is becoming clear.  

 

mailto:amandine@element.io
https://element.io/
https://www.statista.com/topics/2018/whatsapp/#topicHeader__wrapper
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The three biggest points of pain 

Quite simply, consumer-grade messaging apps are not fit for use in the workplace because the employer 

cannot apply any of its controls and compliance needs on them.  

Employee use of consumer messaging apps causes organizations three separate headaches around 

transparency, inclusivity and data sovereignty. 

1. Lack of transparency is of most immediate concern as that has drawn the attention of regulators. 

For instance the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission (CFTC) have fined 16 US investment banks $2B as a result of employees’ use of 

personal messaging apps, because the employer no longer has reliable oversight and record 

keeping of business related discussion and decision-making. Concerns have been raised in other 

countries like the UK, where the Information Commissioner's Office (ICO) warned against 

government officials using WhatsApp and personal email. 

2. Meanwhile, a lack of admin control and integration with company systems is causing inclusivity 

problems for executive leadership, HR teams and team leaders. With no oversight or 

management from the company, employees are able to download a consumer-grade messaging 

app. As there’s no interoperability between messaging apps, the workforce ends up fragmented 

across different siloed apps. Even if employees were all in the same walled garden, with no admin 

control it’s inevitable that team members are left out of certain groups; be that accident or 

malevolent. Likewise, removing group chat access when an employee leaves is best not left to 

chance. 

3. The third significant problem is secure data management. A consumer-grade messaging app is 

a one size fits all proposition. Neither the company or its workforce can specify where or how the 

service is hosted. In the case of WhatsApp, it means all data is stored and managed on servers 

owned by Meta - a company whose business model is based on mining its users’ data. It is not 

where or how a company should choose to host its data. Neither would a responsible company 

leave potentially vital discussion and data accessible only through two or three employees’ 

devices who happened to be part of that conversation at the time. End-to-end encryption 

undoubtedly improves security, but it severely impacts data management if the company has no 

control over it. 

 

Enterprise messaging apps can transform the workplace. 

Employees quite rightly view consumer messaging apps as a way to speed communication and improve 

productivity. Yet from the organization’s point of view, the risk far outstrips the gain. 

The solution lies in a messaging app built for enterprises. It should allow the company to own and 

configure the platform, including where and how to host the service. It would also give the company 

complete admin control over the platform; the provisioning and deprovisioning of employees, 

management of chat room hierarchies, record keeping, antivirus and all the rest of it. Essentially, an 

enterprise-grade messaging platform provides all the enterprise control and functionality that’s taken for 

granted with corporate email. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-27/wall-street-whatsapp-probe-poised-to-result-in-historic-fine?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-27/wall-street-whatsapp-probe-poised-to-result-in-historic-fine?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-27/wall-street-whatsapp-probe-poised-to-result-in-historic-fine?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/documents/4020886/behind-the-screens.pdf
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But simultaneously - and unlike email, or the likes of Microsoft Teams and Slack - it would preserve end-

to-end encryption. And to ensure employees adopt enterprise-grade messaging, it would have to be as 

easy to use as WhatsApp or Telegram - from a mobile-first UX, right down to emojis and reactions. 

Indeed, it would empower employees to improve their own productivity. An enterprise messaging app 

that supports Single Sign-On could give employees secure, single click access from a chat room straight 

into another enterprise app. Live data from back-end systems could be streamed into a team’s chat room, 

to inform ongoing discussion. 

And for true transformation, it would offer all of this based on an open standard, so the benefits of secure 

real time communication can apply across the entire supply chain.  

Addressing the use of consumer messaging apps within the workplace shouldn’t be regarded as a 

problem to fix. It should be seen as an opportunity to transform how the organization and its ecosystem 

communicates, and radically improve productivity. 
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High-Tech Criminality Prevention 
By Milica D. Djekic 

 

Abstract: Crime prevention is an area of the criminology that has started developing more than 

a half of the century ago. Indeed, those were the bases of the crime prevention theory being 

known nowadays. Relying on some economic studies that time researches got a form of the 

novel theory being the rational choice theory. According to that study, criminals are rational 

decision makers who can deal with the entire cost-benefit analysis and who will attack only if 

there is an opportunity to succeed. They play on good profit and minimum of risk or cost as they 

could be completely advantaging committing the crime. Since then and the very first models in 

the modern criminology there have appeared a wide spectrum of the ongoing crime areas which 

need current skills in order to be managed. In this effort, there will be some words about the 

cybercrime prevention challenges as such a criminality can affect so many aspects of the human 
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lives and works. The topic is tough, but there will be provided some insights, as well as 

suggestions how to analyze the cybercrime in its preparation and planning, further in its attack 

phase and finally, after the entire event when the hackers have left an incident spot, so far.  

Keywords: cybercrime, technology, crime prevention, intelligence, risk management, etc.  

 

1. Introduction 

Going far away into past the mankind has always been challenged with a wide diversity of the 

security risks and threats. With the first countries in a pre-historical period of time there have 

come some needs to protect own territory, train armies for the wars and manage risks to peace 

in own society. The history of defense goes deeply in the past times and some of those security 

doctrines are well-studied and applied even today. The crime has been present throughout all 

times and for such a reason there has appeared a need to make the first laws and introduce the 

very first law enforcement organizations which could assure the interests of the countries and 

enforce the people dealing with legality. The crime was always unwelcome as it means losses 

in people’s lives, economic values and the entire areas being under the rulership of some state. 

Many people had their countries in the past, but once ruined from inside by the crime and 

attacked from outside from their opponents they simply stopped to exist and their people even 

vanished or remained some ethnic group coping as a national minority on some territory. Before 

the introductory of the legal regulations the people lived in the fear anyone could threaten their 

life as no one was punished for, say, killing someone as there were no laws to be obeyed and 

enforced. In that time, many were lived in the fear they will simply be the victims of someone’s 

aggression and there would be no one to protect them. That’s why the legal system is a great 

improvement in the history of the humankind as those who knew they would suffer the 

restrictions and sanctions for not obeying the law could figure out at that time it was the very 

beginning of the crime prevention strategies. In other words, with the upcoming law enforcement 

and strong state that could manage the order and peace within its borders many potential 

criminals just gave up from hurting anyone because they knew they would get back. Indeed, if 

anyone is giving up from committing the crime that’s the best possible crime prevention as such 

a criminal justice case will never occur. Let’s say that was a good tactic for the ancient times, 

but with the development and progress of the entire civilization the challenges have received a 

new shape, but the crime prevention yet remained recognized as an emerging problem in 

security.  

On the other hand, the novel epochs have brought new challenges in the crime prevention and 

maybe it’s not feasible destroying the crime, but its rate can be significantly reduced providing 

fewer headaches and better quality of life to the majority of the community members. According 

to the recent criminology concepts, the criminal needs, as well as anyone else’s drives are 

deeply economy-based. Someone will make harm to someone else for the money which comes 
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with such a low risk to that offender. From such a point of view, it seems nothing new in security 

has happened as the motive of the all times criminals is the same and it is only about the 

interests. In other words, the money will drive this world and even today it’s obvious what that 

greed can produce. Within the expert’s communities there are some ideas that invoke some 

security models as a driving force for societies of nowadays. That’s literally possible if the country 

is strong and capable to maintain a relatively safe condition to its residents or anyone on its 

territory. It appears the ongoing situation is only one of many chapters in the history as the most 

advanced economies have shown some vulnerability which well-prepared and leveraged threats 

knew how to exploit. The helpful recommendation could be to keep managing risk at the micro-

level as the global situation would not get out of the control again. Therefore, the way of the 

thousand miles starts with one single step and if it is understood how everything functions at the 

micro-stage it can be obvious those fundamental links in the chain can cause the entire chain 

reaction affecting many in a relatively brief period of time. Apparently, if some small ecosystem 

is safe and the next one and next one being correlated with so are under the similar condition 

the risk can be mitigated preventing unwanted events at the planetary level. Moreover, it was 

pretty uneasy to win the World War 2 and liberate the occupied countries from the Nazism in 

parallel establishing the new global order which was challenged with the recent times. The 

Nazism in the 20th century might appear as a good improvisation or ad-hoc conflict as no one 

has prepared such a war that carefully and deeply. It seems the threats of today are the real 

foxes which will not say anything, but mostly proceed with their plans using a good portion of 

time in order to formulate their strategies and prepare a terrain for their merciless operations. 

The current situation is not a surprise as it lasts for a longer period of time and it looks like many 

were unhappy with the outcomes of the World War 2 and they simply worked hard for their time 

to come. In other words, all the humankind has made through the 20th century was challenged 

with in a military sense brilliantly formulated doctrines. Someone has tried to impeach the entire 

world order and send the privileged ones to the hell. Indeed, there is a great need in 

understanding the transnational crime and terrorism as those factors obviously tried to throw 

from the position the international forces which lead the world being known at the present time. 

The point is there have always been the conflicts for power and resources, so the ongoing 

condition is not anything new as many will want to get the fortune in their hands. Since the period 

of the World War 2 unless these days there have been the heaps of the unrests, conflicts and 

wars across the globe. On the surface everything appeared as usual, but below the iceberg there 

was happening something which led to a quite devastating situation at the global degree. Finally, 

everything has its background and those serving as a backup can touch those findings literally 

getting familiar with a very small piece of the truth, so far.          

Today’s conditions have changed deeply as the entire nations, machines and infrastructures are 

a part of the interconnected world providing a chance to many to make that long waited shift 

from physical to virtual environment. Indeed, it’s a time of the cyber-physical systems and that 

paradigm is something that has its background as well and which truth yet needs to be explored 

and studied in order to deserve a comprehensive understanding in sense of the current trends 
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and tendencies. The good question here is how technology has been developing through time 

and why some projects are approved, while the others did not. In other words, it’s about a 

selection that the humankind makes and as a consequence of those choices it is done what 

literally exits nowadays. On the other hand, as one of the characters in the Matrix movie trilogy 

has said the problem is a choice. By many researchers, that selection mainly depends on not 

really about the functionality of the product or service as there are a plenty of the craps finding 

their costumers, but mostly it’s about some economic criteria. If there is led a word about the 

optimal solution it will always choose smaller economic investments despite to higher 

technological performances. Some technical systems might appear as reliable, but the main 

question with them is correlated with their trustworthiness. Literally, invoking trust into technology 

could be a good way out from such a complex crime prevention maze. At present, everything 

can be an incident spot taking with itself much deeper concept of the crime scene, but what 

matters with so is some crime prevention must be obtained and in the expert’s community; there 

are heaps of the techniques, methodologies and practices that can support the security in totally 

preventing or somewhat reducing the crime. No doubt of that, the modern technologies can 

demonstrate a certain level of superiority as in this time the people are capable to design 

something that can work, as well as satisfy some cost-effective requirements. In other words, as 

everyone today relies on the emerging technology it’s important to get sooner or later the 

machines will be able to protect themselves from being misused as many governments have 

recognized the trust as a highest priority. That is possible through carefully conducted 

investigations, programs and projects which will essentially move things from a dead point and 

become a piece of never ending search for new trends, tendencies and opportunities to 

everyone, so far.    

 

2. Background Overview 

The main challenge with a technology through time has been it could be misapplied causing a 

lot of nightmare to everyone having a legal right to deal with so. With the beginnings of 

industrialization, the people have noticed a need to put all being known at any time into the legal 

regulation. This means some measures and countermeasures have been invoked in order to 

first; protect the interests of the technology owners and their lobby and second; impose some 

rules which should be followed in order to avoid the get recognized as illegal by the system. 

Anyone unlawful within the rulership of some country can expect the certain sanctions and 

punishment measures for not obeying the law. There have been a lot of speculations about how 

this world might appear if the money would not be the only criterion dictating the trends in nearly 

all aspects of the human activities. Many believe the money is something that turns the world, 

but nowadays the globe is not any longer the place of competition for the prestige or in other 

words; it is the community of very high values and normative which are the postulates of the 

modern democracy and legacy. The generations of the dedicated humans literally invested their 

blood, tears and sweat in order to build up something worthy for their offspring. The human 
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history is written with a great suffering and at this stage it appears someone can believe it’s 

possible to erase all those centuries of the hard work turning a power of those who made a profit 

though the crime just letting them take control over the entire planet and all its resources. No 

one honest would allow so as those added values matter and the humankind must be in hands 

of those strong who can move up the entire civilization, not throwing all the generations have 

produced into the rubbish. It’s significant that cultural and nice people across the globe are at 

that level of awareness to understand the road of the progress can sometimes get backward, 

but mostly it is something which by a definition goes forward putting higher and higher standards 

to everyone. No one rational being at some level of the development will not willingly accept to 

get pushed into darkness especially if there is no a concrete reason. Playing on the card of 

instability and insecurity within some surrounding can dramatically affect some economies and 

level down the price of the properties in that area. In other words, something good can be sold 

below the price in time of crisis and if those conspiracy actors simply remove the risk being under 

their control the prices will go up and the entire facilities will become expensive. Someone selling 

something being paid cheaply will make a good profit if the conditions in such a community have 

been improved which means a better income in case of selling that object. Those who get the 

war are always celebrated, while those who remained unsatisfied with the result can try anything 

and everything to combat for more or at least something. Indeed, they will not easily capitulate, 

but rather stay to operate from the background creating conditions and choosing a moment to 

attack. Today’s asymmetric situation did not come yesterday as it is an outcome of the long-term 

planning and preparation. There have been no right information at the right time and that’s why 

some vulnerability has been exploited. Hence, the similar perspective is with the crime 

prevention which can be fully impactful if there is an accurate and timing information about the 

well-prepared event or in other words; the crime prevention programs could cope with some kind 

of the predictive trending skillfully uncovering the majority of threats and getting aware of their 

intentions.   

In the previous several decades, the world did not look like as it is today. With the widespread 

usages of the new technologies the global landscape has gotten a form being close to these 

days. The well-developed economies pull forward trying to increase their productivity and 

effectiveness, as well as put their competitiveness at the higher level, while the threats pull 

backward insisting to make harm to everything the generations before have made. At the global 

scale, those advanced societies are a good example to the rest of the world which tendency 

should be coped with in order to make an environment of the peace, progress and prosperity. 

It’s quite difficult thinking about such a course if there are no well-prepared crime prevention 

programs and crisis management strategies. It seems those who lead and those who know must 

be sharing with the entire global community supporting them to non-painfully exit crises and 

never again turn into such a fruitful land to crime and terrorism. This is not a creep for a better 

solidarity across the globe, but more likely the fact which has its arguments and which can 

prevent many unwanted events at much wider scale. The world with all its nations and counties 

is a very dynamic and complicated ecosystem where survival of some entities can affect the 
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others or the situation among some region can be reflected to another making the entire planet 

being deeply interconnected and dependable on anyone’s actions. It sounds as a non-locality in 

the physics, but it’s not that brainstorming as the global actors use much deeper ways of 

connecting and impacting one another. Let’s say there are a lot of transiting routes worldwide 

for drug trafficking and the point of such organized crime groups is not to make a stock for their 

good in some small area, but mostly to deliver such a substance to high-level economies where 

the pricing can be much bigger leaving a space to better profit and fewer concerns being 

correlated with the risk to end up behind the bars. The criminals are the bad guys which cannot 

be underestimated as they are extremely capable and with the strong motive to commit the 

crime. The reason why many will turn to that side of the law is they would see the money as an 

enough good reason to do something harmful to the others. Any offender is a story for itself as 

they might develop some fictions and fantasies early in the childhood about the life they want to 

live when they grow up. The policing best practice has the entire methodologies to create 

someone’s psychological profile and make some deep esteem about the motives someone has 

to hurt someone else in order to in such a fashion make a big money.    

With the research of the modern criminology in the 1970s some of the first crime prevention 

approaches have appeared. The majority of professionals and specialists of that time agreed 

that any professional criminal is motivated with the economic benefits of some incidental 

situation. The experience shows the criminals and terrorists come from the different 

backgrounds and some of them could be in some kind of the blood relation. The crime landscape 

is such a challenging and it is not harsh for the victims of the crime only, but also for the majority 

of crime actors as they could be the opponents to each other literally making a selection at a 

very notorious manner. In other words, those who are weak will be eliminated from a business 

and in such many cases the only guaranteeing that someone will not be hurt are that person’s 

finances which would in case of the murder go to waste. For such a reason, some criminal 

fractions can make a deal to collect a racket from those with the money and if there is no more 

bank account that actor can be sold or killed. With the appearance of the transnational crime it 

has become clear to the authorities the underworld got united and made a decision to challenge 

the rest of the world. Indeed, it’s not any longer the matter of the improvisation as the 

transnational crime organizations pawned so many areas in the world and they literally invoked 

the terrorism as a method of frightening, threatening and blackmailing the international 

community. They went that far away to believe they can force the humankind to capitulate in 

front of them and approve them as the new masters of the planet. It seems the enemy is never 

better prepared and determined to succeed as the entire crime underground has reached such 

a level of the unity as never before. This happened with the literal technological boom as the 

global population has become dependable on digital technologies. It seems those technical 

solutions can remove many barriers producing a belief that someone is familiar, close and warm 

about someone else even if never met that person in the life. In other words, someone from 

Europe can believe to someone from Australia simply seeing that person’s face on the screen 

or hearing such a voice on the call. Also, the psychological operations have that capacity to 
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despite to the Police best practice develop a warm relationship with the community. Probably 

that factor of the familiarity even between the criminals and terrorists could be a missing piece 

that explains how transnational organized crime could even occur. The new age of the digital 

systems, social networking and online communications have made everyone to believe the world 

is literally the global village where everyone knows everyone and anyone can become sharing 

with anyone no matter if those individuals do not even know another one. Apparently, the novel 

technologies got a convenient platform for connecting and recruiting those who are open for new 

experiences. Many young people are just easygoing and they will be smoothly moved from one 

part of the world to another as they are in a chronical search for something so spectacular and 

breathtaking. Therefore, they cannot figure out the life being shown through media does not exist 

and everything is a huge illusion which can lead into deep delusions and deceptions leaving so 

hard consequences to the entire life of those with such a belief. Many medical professionals 

report it’s such a heavy to teach someone to quit with trusting into something that does not match 

reality at all, so far.   

     

3. Crime Prevention Theory 

According to the modern crime prevention theory, the crime occurs only if there is a motive for 

so getting with itself an opportunity to even attempts an offense. The crime is not only what takes 

place at the incident spot as it seeks some pre-events and post-events activities. All those are 

necessary to make a case or in other words; prove all criminal schemes being a part of some 

criminal justice investigation. The majority of the current criminal justice cases are motivated 

with the financial aspect of the lawbreaking, but there are also emotional offenders who might 

never commit the crime if they did not get irrational or insane at some moment. In such a sense, 

it is important to mention some cases of the violence which were the consequence of the mental 

health disorder or dealing under the influence of drug, alcohol and the other psychoactive 

substances. Indeed, the main motive for professional criminals is the money, but there are also 

those who can literally kill for not being with themselves. Those persons must pass though the 

entire medical forensic investigation which serves to estimate the real amount of guiltiness in 

such a case. The untreated addition conditions are far more dangerous for the community 

members as those individuals might try to hurt someone for being in some sort of the mental 

health crisis. The developed societies are aware of such a risk and by their law it’s needed to 

report any case of unwell or insane condition as the medical professionals could put under the 

monitoring those persons and prescribe them an adequate treatment making from them the 

functional members of the community, not the trouble to everyone. Maybe it could be a good 

tactic to remove the potential risk to many simply healing the sick as apparently; untreated guy 

with some obsession, addition or irrationality can simply turn into crime getting a threat to the 

rest of such an environment. It’s well-known the drug addicts can choose to turn into illegal 

waters because there is a need for the good money in order to continue buying and consuming 

narcotics. The drug addiction is an expensive habit and those guys live literally dirty life mostly 
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being pushed into heavy criminalities as they are so weak to say no and too addicted to miss 

even the smallest dose of the drug. There are a plenty of the governments worldwide and they 

are more or less beneficial for their people and in a time of the crises those institutions could 

deal with more critical things, not with some crime prevention programs which should decrease 

a rate of the mental illness among the communities. In total, caring about the people’s wellbeing 

could be the crime prevention response in so many cases especially for a reason so many critical 

persons are deeply interconnected with the criminal surrounding and can provide the vital 

information about how it works on the opposite side of the law, so far. 

The security is about the society control and competitive law enforcement agencies can develop 

a strong link with their communities literally being aware about everyone’s habits, behavior and 

actions. In other words, such a crime prevention program can make a deep screening into an 

essence of the community’s tendencies. It’s quite hard developing such a policing and it takes 

decades of studious research and readiness programs creating. As being discussed before, 

there has appeared a great shift from physical into virtual domain which means some findings 

and evidence can be gathered even in the cyberspace. The best policing practice includes an 

outstanding analytics as the Police must know and understand the trends in their area of 

responsibility. Some believe it’s sufficient to cope with the physical findings only, but the modern 

world dictates a totally new approach to security, policing and defense. In other words, the 

intelligence communities have done a brilliant teaching as they can collect very sensitive 

information even remotely. Apparently, those agencies will not directly pick up some clues, but 

they will mostly rely on capacities of the local authorities to prove something. In addition, many 

intelligence agents cope with some permissions regarding the case management as they can 

be engaged and support the investigations across the globe. The way they do so is pretty 

straightforward as they can monitor a plenty of the activities in the high-tech environment. That 

tendency is ongoing per decades, but it seems many had to wait for a progress distribution to 

reach on their communities. Nowadays it is possible to combat any situation in the virtual space 

as the majority of the law enforcement organizations deal with such a sort of the resources. Also, 

it’s up to the justice system of any country what was classified as legal or illegal regarding their 

laws and legal regulations.  

On the other hand, anyone applying the cyberspace for some purposes will leave footage there 

providing some evidence about the user behavior online. The modern identity and access 

management techniques can accurately determine who was behind some accounts and those 

findings can further be directed to the analytics centers in order to carefully proceed with such a 

case. Reporting about someone’s habits and behavior to the system is a great crime prevention 

program as many of so can be figured out timely and in a right manner. In an essence, if there 

would be some kind of the real-time supervision in the information-communication infrastructure 

it could be feasible to obtain some information about the crime before it even happens. The 

majority of the law enforcement agencies are aware about such a trending and the policing 

worldwide works hard on novel and improved crime prevention strategies. The new times will 
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bring new tendencies and as it is well-known the cyber technologies are in focus for several 

decades because many have recognized the power of such a critical asset. In other words, if the 

system can show some attention about each member of the community in a physical sense it’s 

also possible to do some cyber tracking in order to get to know better what civilians and not only 

them do when they are on the grid. Next, it’s nothing novel that any activities in the cyberspace 

are traceable and even the identity confirmation is not a problem for such skillful security forces. 

From a today’s point of view, the frameworks of the coming crime prevention programs should 

be concentrated on the smart and safe applications of the emerging technologies as probably 

the bad actors will not hang out on the street operating on some trouble, but they will more likely 

sit in their place making the entire conspiracy with the rest of the criminal group relying on the 

advantages of the cutting-edge technologies, so far. With such a finding in the hands of the good 

guys some degree of the crime prevention is obtainable.   

        

4. Current Situation Challenges 

It’s always suitable dealing with a good situational awareness as such an approach give some 

chance to recognize, handle and remove some threat from a community. As it was some 

mentioning before, there has been a great shift from physical into cyber world and the majority 

of the risks come from the high-tech environment. Also, many heavy cases and even average 

offenders use technologies such as cell phones, computers, web connectivity, communication 

platforms and much more in order to manage some criminal occurrence. All those are cyber 

technologies and they are literally present in any segment of the people’s lives and businesses. 

In this modern time, the Police capacities have gone that far away as it is enough coping with 

someone’s asset connection in order to put under exposure the entire object and anyone 

spending some time there. In addition, the identity management has become such a far reaching 

to relying on a common trace within any infrastructure can with an extremely high degree of 

accuracy confirm someone’s identity and consequently perfectly determine someone’s whereby 

at any moment. In other words, any case of the ongoing tracking can provide an outstanding 

results and the entire effectiveness in the case management has dramatically increased. The 

cybercrime is such an emerging crime area and there are still countries in the world that did not 

make the adequate legal regulations regarding high-tech criminality apart to that putting aside 

their capabilities to combat cybercrime as their entire system is such a poor to even conduct 

some investigations and prove someone’s responsibility in that sense. Globally, the cybercrime 

costs more than 5% of the world’s gross product per an annum and that’s literally a disappointing 

fact everyone needs to think about. The entire international situation is difficult as the cyberspace 

is a fruitful ground for making a good profit, as well as supporting the other crime areas in their 

expansion. Indeed, the information-communication technologies are yet in hands of the legal 

portion of the society, so the law enforcement agencies have a full permission over those 

technical systems. Some forecasts suggest that the majority of the nowadays Police searches 

will be done automatically offering an opportunity to the officers to spend more time on thinking, 
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preparing and analyzing such a collected dataset. It seems all being needed already exist, but 

what is necessary is to attempt some reorganizations and probably reforms within the law 

enforcement sector doing all so in much more innovative and deep manner. In other words, the 

research community with the exceptional programming capacities can make many 

improvements in the technology being used today just giving more secure shape to everything 

being in usage at this stage of the development. The high-tech criminality is a big challenge at 

this time and even if it is gone some decades back there have been some legal frameworks 

against the cybercrime – first, in the United States and later among the rest of the world. 

The main challenge with the hacking is it can be widely applied in the asymmetric operations 

directly or indirectly causing some catastrophic consequences over the globe. Many terrorist and 

high-tech crime groups are aware about the potentials of the asymmetric warfare and it appears 

the ultimate demand for the cyber industry will be to produce some kind of counter-weapon as 

there are the needs on both – civilian and defense marketplace. The high-tech criminality 

originates from a workstation of the single cyber criminal and within just a few hours can affect 

thousands of the networks with all their equipment being applied for either personal or 

professional purposes. The gravest challenge in such a case is how to obtain the information 

about someone’s intentions to ruin the majority of the strategic infrastructure. In other words, 

there is an arising requirement for safer cyberspace and at this stage; it’s hard to think about 

some cybercrime prevention programs as it’s yet needed to improve the current technology. The 

main trouble nowadays is the modern age has taught many how to respond to the crisis and 

indeed; there are a plenty of the readiness programs on the market, but there is still no response 

how to avoid an incident in the cyberspace. In an essence, it can take decades before the 

ongoing research findings get applied in some crime prevention programs or used to formulate 

some crime prevention strategies. In a time of the emergency, it’s important to deal rationally in 

order to reduce the risk from a human flaw. In other words, the security is a stressful profession 

and if the people do not remain calm and with the critical thinking they can easily lose control 

over a situation they got to manage.  

Researching any crime area is tough and time-consuming task and the real concerns appear 

when the program, project or strategy is ready and it needs to be implemented. That phase in 

crime prevention is most demanding as it seeks a skill and many people tackle such a challenge 

simply making the teams of the professionals coping with a great amount of the solidarity and 

support about each other. The modern best practice in defense is appropriate, but yet needs 

some reviews in order to be used in a more intelligent fashion. The time of the crises is lasting 

too long and the majority of the humans have developed resilience to such a situation. In other 

words, the world can operate under such heavy working conditions and even if there have been 

some weaknesses at the global level the current mankind has learnt how to prevent them from 

being exploited, as well as figured out how to leverage the existing capacities, so far. As it is 

well-known, there is no a silver bullet and anyone claiming the things can be repaired like that is 

either exceeding or does not know. The generations and generations of the dedicated persons 
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have invested their lives to make something being available today and that effort is priceless, as 

well as worth of such a commitment. On the other hand, new challenges have come with new 

epochs and as the entire globe is deeply in a process of the industrialization it’s so strange how 

the time of the emergency has come with something bringing the progress and betterment to 

many. The majority of the  governments across the world will agree it’s not their interest to stay 

speechless in front of the crime and terrorism as no person in this world deserves to lose own 

life, home or employment for someone’s unhealthy attempt to take control over everything being 

done unless now. 

         

5. Need for Cyber Defense Programs 

The cybercrime as one of the most appealing concerns of today is an area of the criminology 

that must be tackled smartly, systematically and seriously as it always might go out of the control 

of the defense agencies. The first legal acts and laws regarding high-tech criminality have 

appeared in the 1970s in the United States. It was more than a half of the century ago and even 

than the strategists of that time recognized how threatening the unprotected digital environment 

could be. With the 1980s the very first PCs have overwhelmed the world and as the internet was 

designed in the late 1970s it was obvious the new technological wave came bringing with itself 

many ups and downs. The most dangerous thing with such interconnected devices and people 

was in that time the first generations of the malware became to be produced and sent into the 

cyberspace. Even nowadays there are the heaps of the cutting-edge technology users who 

cannot recognize they are under the hacker’s attack. It seems in the majority of the world it’s yet 

necessary to create the awareness programs as a starter because if the people get capable to 

handle such a concern they will through such a government’s program report those occurrences 

to the authorities and once those officers gain the skill to investigate that event it’s possible to 

talk about some crime prevention – not literally, but broadly yes! In other words, if the people are 

aware and they show a certain level of the cooperation with the Police many hackers can give 

up from their intentions as they can estimate the risk is such a huge to operate in that zone. 

Indeed, if the cyber criminals get returned from their target being suitable for hacking an incident 

will not happen or if they simply rude to do something they will be effectively investigated and 

arrested which they do not want and that’s the real power of the crime prevention program. At 

the beginning, the awareness programs are welcome for a reason they will make many to 

hesitate to event make an attempt, but it takes time to establish true crime prevention capacities 

as those strategies should capture strategic assets, businesses as a critical infrastructure and 

the rest of the vitally important aims that could be offended through the cyberspace. Also, the 

entire system should rely on the well-trained staffing which will be with a capacity to respond to 

those situations being extremely skillfully and carefully coordinated in any of such law 

enforcement operations. Apparently, it’s not enough to only inform the civilians about all the 

threats coming from the high-tech spots as such a crime prevention program needs to be deeply 

researched and developed in order to demonstrate its true impacts as time goes on. In other 
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words, behind those high-tech criminality prevention programs must be the entire army of the 

well-prepared staffs and some sort of the future campaigns must include the total mobilization 

of the people which could support their own countries for not being the victims of the cybercrime. 

That inclusion is obtainable through community crime prevention programs that literally serve to 

engage the entire nation putting some effort in combating crime and removing the fear from the 

offense, as well as improving the quality of the life to everyone. The majority of the developed 

societies worldwide cope with some of those strategies for a long period of time, but the trouble 

is the developing countries still need to make some steps in such a fashion. 

It appears there is yet a great disbalance between developed, developing and undeveloped 

economies as some parts of the world can be well-protected, while the rest of them still need 

some adequate defense responses to the ongoing situation. The majority of the people see as 

an enjoyable traveling the world and the leading countries in the world have developed 

intelligence programs for their residents who can get some confirmed advices about the 

condition in some part of the globe, as well as if planning a journey they can check out some 

travel risks in order to make a decision about their choices. Some governments across the globe 

can recognize the significance of such an updating and they could impose some additional 

requirements to their citizens traveling aboard. For instance, if anyone wants to go overseas 

should apply for such a permission enclosing all necessary completed applications and their 

evidence in order to within several business days get a reply from the government agency 

accepting or rejecting such an inquiry. If that permission is not approved with the traveling 

document such as passport the passport control will not allow such a person leaving the country 

and it can be seen as a criminal justice responsibility if anyone attempted to cross the border in 

such a manner. Also, the high portions of the advanced countries do not issue visa or in this 

case; permission for a trip as they have all those details in their database system. That could be 

concerning as the cybercrime underworld can hack such an IT infrastructure and some kind of 

the assurance is more than needed.  

The main risk is if someone wants to travel alone as such a person if not under monitoring can 

be an easy victim to highly dangerous criminal and terrorist organizations. Any good government 

will do their best to protect own people from being under the threat and the mission of security 

is to support the legal people from any kind of the risk. This time is alarmingly critical and it’s 

obvious why the measures of prevention from the crime and terrorism have become such a 

serious. The system’s need for a community support will be rapidly demanded as in this time of 

the emergency anyone being willing to collaborate with the authorities is more than wanted. The 

modern hackers will start their offensive career as underage and there must be some classmates 

who will cope with such a finding and be willing to support the Police getting their eyes and ears 

in such a case. Those programs are yet developing and even teachers and parents can take 

part in order to save those young men and women from being recruited to commit something 

horrifying to someone else. In addition, the schools are hacked and being willing to admit or not 

their staffing simply noticed something suspicious, unusual or inappropriate – but did not share 
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such information with the Police believing it was not up to them. Therefore, many will use an 

excuse that they are not capable to combat crime in schools, at Universities or anywhere else. 

In other words, instead of the collaboration they will provide their silence making advantage to 

the bad guys in their merciless fight for not more, but for all as they play for all or nothing. It 

seems the modern threats are mostly in contrast as they see everything black and white and if 

they cannot touch the sky whenever they want they can see that as frustrating and unsatisfying, 

so far.       

 

6. Community Crime Prevention 

Preventing the crime is a tough task as it needs some findings from a pre-event phase or in other 

words; time when the incident was planned and prepared, but not convicted. Sometimes it’s 

such a hard for the law enforcement agencies to obtain accurate and timing information about 

something that yet waits to happen as the experienced criminals certainly deal with a skill in their 

business. Indeed, the professional offenders work for a profit and they will always carefully plan 

all their criminal schemes which must operate in the practice. The point is the bad actors could 

cope with an outstanding situational awareness which is the case today as they such a 

mercilessly attacked many of so at the global scene. It’s needed to explain better how it is 

possible to deal with some situational awareness in some criminal environment as in this time 

the majority of the cases are on good way to get resolved, but the criminals and terrorists still 

believe they can change something. In an essence, the bad guys are familiar with the 

communities sometimes better than authorities and if they are capable to make the criminal 

scheme they undoubtedly know the situation within the people and they know what to do in order 

to their action succeeds. Probably they will sooner or later get in hands of the Police, but it can 

take time before some case is done and when the time of the arrest has come. In other words, 

only in freedom the criminals can make something, but there are also the cases when the bad 

guys operate from the prison trying to revenge to those who put them there. On the other hand, 

the finding about the crime before it happened or at least the efficient investigation can make 

the criminals to give up from their business as they will deal with the huge risk to fail. They are 

professionals and do not want to be out of the business as only if they make money, they will be 

satisfied. The experience shows the majority of criminal organizations find as enjoyable to spend 

the money from the crime on some luxury and prestige for a reason that lifts them above the 

common people or at least those ones who made the money through dedicated and legal work. 

In so many cases, those honest people with the money which play by rules could be a target of 

the bad actors as anywhere in the world the legal business is the aim of criminals who usually 

make threats and blackmail the people with money mainly collecting some racket from them. 

For example, the bad guys are ready to use the force in order to make someone to pay for some 

close person being kidnapped or in the smaller communities there can be a vandalism with the 

graffiti as the criminals will always make a threat to the business people to service their monthly 

debts in order to avoid painting the walls of their offices at least weekly as the offenders will 
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always make new and new damage if they are not paid out. Indeed, it’s obvious how crime within 

a community works and there are a lot of challenges to lawfully recruit the community members 

to serve to the law enforcement agencies simply sharing some information with the authorities. 

The people might be frightened to choose to serve to their ecosystems as they can be intimidated 

by the criminals that they will get if they even think to try reporting anything to the Police. The 

community crime prevention programs sound great and maybe somewhere they are effective, 

but in so many cases the people might select to remain silent as they are simply scared to talk, 

so far.   

The very first beginnings of the community crime prevention have begun several decades ago 

in the United States. The initial idea was to mobilize the nation to serve to their communities 

being reliable sources to the law enforcement. Some research resources indicate that program 

helped to the authorities to reduce or even uncover the crime, but the ongoing global condition 

suggests that the US authorities were not aware about many of so. The main reason to believe 

that is an evolving terrorism across the globe, as well as the tremendous losses and tragedy 

being correlated with the 9/11 terrorist operations. In other words, even with the community crime 

prevention programs the system might remain unaware about many of so probably for two key 

factors being intimidation and corruption. Some people could be tortured to not report anything 

to the authorities, while the others will receive some bribe in order to show some cooperation or 

to cover all they know which makes them getting involved into the crime. Apparently, it’s a time 

for the deep screenings and reforms as the entire defense community would serve better. That 

is not a situation in the less developed parts of the world only, but obviously something that 

should get tackled even in the most progressive economies. Indeed, any community copes with 

some level of the situational awareness and there are a lot of brave and responsible people who 

could be willing to put a plenty of their effort in order to show how deeply they care about 

everyone, as well as demonstrate the need for solidarity in hard times. 

On the other hand, the community crime prevention programs are functional and can offer some 

results, so they should not be pushed aside like that as with the better organization and some 

innovative methodology they could yet serve and get applied even today. In an essence, it’s 

always significant to aware the authorities about anything being familiar with and they will invest 

a certain degree of the resources trying to provide some response to the problem being reported. 

The experienced law enforcement officers can find novel approaches, tactics and strategies in 

order to improve the quality of the life to anyone staying on their territory. There are the heaps 

of the countries in the world which can offer good life and business outlets and the point is those 

societies are ready to combat for more secure community. Maybe the coming times will bring 

some new ideas and concepts in security, but those outcomes should not be assumed as the 

final solutions as any new epoch gives new tendencies which must be monitored and it has to 

be clear that the humankind progress is unstoppable getting with itself the strong need for more 

advanced roads and never ending search for improvements and updating elements of the full 
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picture. In total, any single piece in the puzzle is important and it seems the new trends and 

tendencies in defense could look for true thinkers who can serve for the betterment of many.  

 

7. Countermeasures to Cybercrime 

The best countermeasures to high-tech criminality come from a cyber industry as that branch of 

the commerce is equally capable to produce both – weapon and counter weapon. Also the 

majority of the cyber defense experts can provide better security in the cyberspace via carefully 

developed procedures and policies, as well as some sorts of the educations and training. Many 

historians believe that the 20th century was an age of the geniuses, while the times that come 

will be eras of the skill. In other words, no one is that smart to leave such a deep track in science 

and technology, while the teams of the skillful persons literally can move the stones. Indeed, the 

cybercrime will get its adequate response sooner or later especially for a reason the humankind 

hardly waits for that moment. The high-tech offense is a challenge of the nowadays and as so it 

must be removed smoothly as anything causing concerns has been. No one wants more troubles 

and the cyberspace is definitely the spot which must be assured for the betterment of all.   

 

Discussion 

Preventing any crime can be a sword with two edges as the bad actors can shift somewhere 

else or turn into the new crime area as their business for making some profit. The similar case 

is with the cybercrime which is even being manageable yet a headache to many over the world. 

In other words, it’s necessary to find a balance between offense and defense in order to reach 

the perfect harmony in security. As it is well-known, there is no an absolute security as there is 

no a flawless crime. Everything can be beaten or at least challenged. The risk must be 

maintained at an acceptable level or in other words; within some tolerances. That’s how 

technology works and that’s how the entire nature functions. No reason for a panic – only for a 

higher awareness which will undoubtedly lead to the resolved problem, so far.   

 

Conclusion 

Those who believe there is a way to handle some problem just getting its trick are mistaken. 

There is no a silver bullet – only the hard work. The future tendencies will define times the people 

will live in and anyone serious can understand it’s up to this generation of the humans to prepare 

the Earth for the next chapter of the history.  
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How Government Agencies Can Leverage 

Machine Learning to Tackle Cyber Threats 
By Rob Carey, President, Cloudera Government Solutions 

 

Protecting data should be of utmost concern for both the private and public sectors. It’s widely recognized 

that cybercrimes are on the rise, and with bad actors around the world seeking to disrupt technology 

ecosystems, cybersecurity is a widespread issue.  

For perspective, in 2022, many reports were released from the government that included the process for 

cyber incident reporting, including GAO – a proactive approach to addressing the rise in incidents and 

attacks. Even the 2020 SolarWinds Orion supply chain breach that targeted a host of public and private 

sector organizations (18,000 customers) including NASA, the Justice Department, and Homeland 

Security, still has lasting effects to this day and only further emphasizes the need for smart data solutions 

with government agencies. 

https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-23-105084-highlights.pdf
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As cyberattacks continue to persist and inflict long lasting damage, it’s essential for the public sector to 

outpace threats to the current IT landscape and empower people with enterprise data solutions that 

accelerate detections and isolate malware quicker and more effectively. Understanding the impact of 

data science (AI/ML) talent on the mission, and delivering advanced analytic products powered by 

machine learning into the hands of the cyber-threat hunters, are critical steps to minimize cyberattacks. 

 

Data Solutions: The Role of Machine Learning Operations  

Data is constantly growing and accumulating through various mediums used within a government agency 

– a primary reason why it is critical to build a secure cyber ecosystem.  Cybersecurity is a big data 

challenge. 

Machine learning technologies have demonstrated great capabilities, specifically toward moving past 

signature tracking, and automating some functions to identify and neutralize malware. This is crucial 

because it adds an element in addition to signature tracking as the only solution that can get ahead of 

malicious cyber threats. 

These technologies are transformative and present cybersecurity operations with a force multiplier to 

leverage smart data solutions at scale within a cyber-mission. Machine learning also empowers a variety 

of data solutions that have demonstrated scalable and efficient results, including: 

• Enormous amounts of historic and real-time data to be synthesized and prepared for analysis  

• Automation of manual and repetitive tasks, clearing time for resources dedicated to time to 

mission-critical operations. 

• Continuous learning from evolving data sets to include labeled detections and alerts 

• Automation of predictive threat detection, evaluation and response 

• Augmentation of analyst insights with immediate machine learning detection 

• The capability to maximize true positive detections while minimizing false positives 

 

Understanding and Addressing Barriers 

While there are many clear benefits to utilizing machine learning for cybersecurity operations, it’s always 

critical to look at the potential obstacles to real-world implementation. AI/ML implementation can be 

hindered by technical barriers, disparate systems and interfaces resulting in machine learning production 

that requires users to move from one interface to another, sometimes duplicating work. This can cause 

workflows to become so cumbersome that projects never make it past pilot, and most importantly, data 

scientists’ machine learning models rarely emerge from experimentation to operation. 

The key to achieving mission success and overcoming technical barriers is utilizing a unified data platform 

to consolidate data management solutions that support machine learning operations into a single 

interface. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/government-data-management-for-the-digital-age
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The result leads to optimal performance, scalability and much improved security. A unified data platform 

also allows users to collect, monitor, analyze and store data from continuous and various streams. Once 

the data has been stored in the data lake-house, data and hybrid data platforms set the stage for the 

entire machine learning lifecycle by allowing users to train, package and serve machine learning models 

from a single secure platform. This also includes the integrated security and governance technologies 

required for compliance. 

Unified data platforms unlock the potential of data scientists as machine learning models emerge from 

research projects to mission-critical components or services. Thus, empowering the operator or cyber 

analyst while reducing the time for threat resolution, while amplifying the impact of data science talent on 

the cyber frontlines, helps lead to mission success. 

Lastly, another barrier includes the current talent gap with government IT and the realm of data scientists. 

For teams to address the other initial barriers, organizations must address the technology workforce. 

 

The Importance of Data Science Talent 

Recognizing the pivotal role that data science talent has on the cyber frontlines is a must for meeting 

cybersecurity objectives effectively. The world is powered by data – showcasing the need for data 

scientists for even the simplest business operations. From identifying opportunities to establishing 

smarter business solutions, attracting quality data science talent who can further the implementation of 

AL/ML technologies is paramount to a successful data-driven organization. 

Having solid data science talent allows teams to gain valuable insight that assists organizations in making 

informed decisions and improving decision-making processes. Harnessing data science talent leads to 

proven scalable and stronger results. Looking to the future, utilizing and building strong data science 

talent is key to strengthening cyber defenses – having team members within an organization who have 

the necessary understanding creates a more secure IT landscape. 
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Improving The Resilience of Government 

Networks Requires More Than Zero-Trust 

Policies. 
Combining zero-trust strategies with AI-assisted observability solutions gives the country its best 

chance to defend itself. 

By Willie Hicks, Federal CTO, Dynatrace 

 

Nation-state cyberattacks remain top of mind for the U.S. government and federal sector. 

Though 2022 elapsed without a devastating security breach on par with the SolarWinds or Colonial 

Pipeline attacks of previous years, the federal government has plenty of concerns. A recent survey 

conducted in part by the Center for Strategic and International Studies indicated that 86% of organizations 

believe they’ve been targeted by a nation-state threat actor.  

 President Joe Biden recently shared a memorandum in which he called on federal agencies to make 

bold changes, significantly invest in cybersecurity, and modernize agency IT systems. Essentially, the 

president is calling on the government to clean its own house first and lead by example.  

  

https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/organizations-faced-nationstate/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/organizations-faced-nationstate/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/organizations-faced-nationstate/
https://www.trellix.com/en-us/assets/docs/trellix-csis-organizations-and-nation-state-cyber-threats-report.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/M-22-09.pdf
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A linchpin of Biden’s cyber-defense plan is zero trust — the “Never trust, always verify” security 

framework generating a lot of attention. For more than a year, Biden has called for the accelerated 

adoption of secure cloud infrastructure and zero-trust architecture.  

Zero trust represents an important step forward, but it’s no panacea. Before the federal government sees 

broad adoption of zero-trust principles, there are several significant challenges to overcome. 

  

The time is now for a zero-trust security approach. 

Zero trust is not a single product, technology. Nor is it a turnkey solution. It’s a methodology.  

The main principles of zero trust include the following: 

• Denying access to an organization’s data by default.  

• Never trust any device by default. 

• Isolate workloads and data as part of a granular authentication process.  

 

Verified users are given access to only the data, applications, and other resources needed to complete 

their work.  

While zero trust has been around for over a decade, its popularity has spiked with the rise of hybrid cloud 

and hyperconnected environments. In a world in which resources sprawl across a massive attack surface, 

new security practices are necessary.  

But implementing zero trust can be tricky.  

Not every federal agency has access to mature security systems or operates computer systems that are 

compatible with zero-trust services. And not every government agency or entity can allocate the labor 

and funds necessary to undertake a major technology and operational overhaul.  

 

Weighing the challenges of zero-trust implementation 

Implementing zero trust requires agencies to reorganize and redesign IT infrastructure. Laptops are 

stolen frequently, for instance. Therefore, if zero trust is to extend to all endpoints, organizations need to 

secure all devices. This requires patching and securing all hardware assets and could mean issuing 

completely new devices.  

Isolating workloads and information via authentication processes is complex. Creating specific access 

policies for different workloads and resources requires enormous effort. Additionally, these policies 

typically need continuous updating.  

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
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These authentication checkpoints can also drag down productivity if security settings aren’t streamlined 

or are prone to error. Employees could find themselves erroneously locked out of systems or applications 

important to their work.  

A federal agency may have to rethink its security strategy to adopt zero trust, which realistically requires 

a holistic approach. This kind of technology restructuring, especially when legacy systems are involved, 

means protection gaps may go unnoticed — a serious risk.  

 

Observability is key to zero trust. 

Zero trust alone can’t provide all the visibility that security teams need to see across their dispersed 

environments.  

Agencies must wed zero trust to AI-powered cloud observability tools, which can spot gaps in protection 

and ensure a seamless and secure shift to hybrid and multicloud architectures. These AI solutions 

automatically monitor data and identify and remediate potentially threatening activity in real time. 

Just like with zero trust, the concept of observability grew in popularity as organizations across the globe 

embarked on digital transformation and began building massive cloud-native environments. They found 

they needed solutions to help observe their expensive networks and make sense of data in context to 

the technology stack as a whole, and they needed it in real time.  

Without this kind of observability, they couldn’t fully understand the effects on users and the business. 

But traditional observability tools didn’t fully satisfy their needs. Therefore, IT chiefs at federal agencies 

should obtain tools that provide advanced AI-assisted observability and collect data from all system 

components. 

Traditional observability provides IT teams with aggregated data from three main sources: traces, 

metrics, and logs. The most modern tools should offer the same information but also deliver data on full-

stack, end-to-end, code-level observability. 

 

IT teams need AI-assisted automation 

IT teams need technologies that provide continuous, automatic discovery and instrumentation and 

always-on coverage with zero manual configuration. Automation is key here.  

Traditional observability approaches typically required developers to manually instrument code, but this 

clunky process is inefficient and even unrealistic when thousands of hosts and microservices cross global 

and multicloud infrastructures. 

And through code-level, precise root-cause analysis, a causation-based AI engine is also vital for 

discerning actionable answers to serious problems.   
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An effective observability platform continuously automates data collection and analysis for enterprise-

grade scalability and end-to-end advanced observability. There really is no substitute.  

In the end, there is no single answer to thwarting ransomware or attacks by super-sophisticated nation-

state threat actors. But if the government is to provide agencies with the best defense, then a sound zero-

trust strategy coupled with top-of-the-line observability solutions will give us the best chance of keeping 

the nation’s computer systems secure.   
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Internet Asset Security: Risks of Inaction 

Against DNS Tampering 
By Andrew J. Jenkinson. CEO. Cybersec Innovation Partners Ltd. 

 

‘’There are risks and costs to action, but they are far less than the long-range risks of comfortable 

inaction.’’ John F. Kennedy  

On January 23, 2019, the Department of Homeland Security was forced to issue a rare ''Emergency 

Directive'' for ALL Federal Agencies to audit their DNS (Domain Name Systems) records.  

The Emergency Directive 19-01- MITIGATE DNS INFRASTRUCTURE TAMPERING was issued by 

CISA, the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency.  Relevant portions of the Emergency Directive 

included the following:  
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Section 3553(h) of title 44, U.S. Code, authorizes the Secretary of Homeland Security, in 

response to a known or reasonably suspected information security threat, vulnerability, or incident 

that represents a substantial threat to the information security of an agency, to “issue an 

emergency directive to the head of an agency to take any lawful action with respect to the 

operation of the information system, including such systems used or operated by another entity 

on behalf of an agency, that collects, processes, stores, transmits, disseminates, or otherwise 

maintains agency information, for the purpose of protecting the information system from, or 

mitigating, an information security threat.”   

Federal agencies are required to comply with these directives.  

 

The Emergency Directive was hot on the back of 33 days of disruption that caused many of the Federal 

Agencies Internet Assets to be shut down. This incident was unequivocally connected to discovering 

DNS tampering. Let us briefly cover what DNS is as it is nothing new, but critical to security.  

DNS was designed and developed by Dr Paul Mockapetris between 1983 and 1986. DNS became 

adopted globally as one of the first Internet Protocols. Put simply, DNS allowed people to use the alphabet 

to recall website addresses. This was then translated by DNS into binary numbers for computers to use, 

share, and distribute. 

A website address like Google.com typically has IPv4 addresses such as 172.217.14.78. The IPv4 

address is a unique string of numbers punctuated by dots.  The later IPv6 addresses are a series of 

hexadecimal characters and colons.  Because the Internet is extremely dynamic, both IP addresses and 

domain names can change. DNS is adapted to record and reflect these changes, so it can successfully 

do its job of converting text domain names into IP addresses.  DNS accommodates both IPv4 and IPv6 

addresses.  

DNS Abuse and Attacks are nothing new. DNS manipulation has been successfully used by the U.S. 

Government to monitor data flow and if deemed suspicious, has the ability to capture and review the data 

‘packets.’  

Following the atrocities of 9/11, DNS tampering became more widely, and more frequently used. There 

are numerous papers dating back to the early 2000’s that share information and concerns of the lack of 

DNS controls, management, and governance.  This led to not only a heightened awareness of the already 

near 20 years old Internet Protocol, but also highlighted the ability to Abuse and Attack DNS by our 

adversaries. Put simply, DNS became more akin to the Wild West than a Protocol to ensure stability and 

data flow correctness. This free-for-all led to the Emergency Directive 19-01.  

 

Unfortunately, the majority of Federal Agencies were unable to comply with the Emergency Directive due 

to a lack of knowledge, capability, and skill within the field of DNS. CISA offered to support the Ten-Day 

Directive deadline with the various Federal Agencies. However, CISA’s own DNS record was, and is, like 

the majority of Federal Agencies, far from optimal today.   
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To exacerbate the exposed, vulnerable, and easily manipulated DNS of organisations, Cloud Computing, 

DNS, and Content Delivery Network (CDN) outsourcing, became the new norm. This conveniently was 

often seen (incorrectly) as passing the challenge onto various outsourced providers. One can outsource 

pretty much everything these days. That is, everything apart from responsibility and especially Fiduciary 

responsibility.  

CDN providers like Akamai, Cloudflare, Fastly, and others exponentially grew. It was deemed a double 

whammy to reduce both CAPEX to become OPEX budgets and reduce the perceived Internet Assets’ 

distribution responsibility and security. The ownership of hundreds of servers, along with their costs, 

premises, maintenance, and ongoing upgrading along with latency issues through the distributed CDN 

network. It is easy to see how this became a very attractive proposition.   

CDN’s provide the equivalent of DHL or a FedEx to the digital world by distributing digital packets rather 

than physical packets and instead of physical warehouses, CDN’s have data and server warehouses.  

Nonetheless, both the physical, and digital packets being sent and received require security to avoid 

being tampered with. Imagine if a courier sent you a shipped and tracked Rolex watch, however, was 

swapped out for a Timex en-route. You get the idea. DNS tampering allows data in flight to be altered on 

the fly. This is without the knowledge of the sender or the recipient. It can and does go much further.  

In November 2021, a well-known Federal Agency purportedly sent 100,000 phishing emails complete 

with nefarious content. In actuality, the Agency did not send the 100,000 rogue emails. The bogus emails 

were sent by cybercriminals who surreptitiously commandeered the Federal Agency’s DNS MX servers 

that were part of the Agency’s IT Infrastructure.  The resulting chaos shook up many Americans.  

On January 26, 2022, the White House issued their paper on Zero Trust Strategy (M-22-09). One week 

later the European Commission issued their paper on DNS Abuse. The combined papers cited DNS over 

1000 times. These papers were published within days of the Ukraine Government suffering cyberattacks. 

Over 70 Government Websites as well as the Ukraine Critical Infrastructure suffered cyberattacks due to 

being exposed and their maintained Insecure positions.  

My book on the Cyberwar in Ukraine, Digital Blood on Their Hands, shares how NOT SECURE Websites 

and INSECURE DNS positions were identified and targeted by Russian Nation State Hackers as part of 

the lead up to the 24 February 2022 when Russia invaded Ukraine.  

DNS is possibly one of the worst kept secrets in the world of technology. It goes everywhere, and by 

everywhere I truly mean everywhere. This article will be emailed and rely upon DNS. A website that I visit 

will also rely upon DNS. DNS is intrinsically linked to all Internet communications and traffic.  

Think of Critical Infrastructure where recent cyberattacks have occurred. These attacks exploited 

exposed and vulnerable positions and more often than not, these include Insecure DNS positions. Rarely 

understood, DNS Abuse can be the root cause of phishing campaigns. Many in security confirm that 

Phishing campaigns are prominent and often used as a means to cause chaos and disrupt a Network.  

What is desperately required is the ability to segregate symptoms from causes. The Department of 

Homeland Security recently stated; ‘’An attacker can alter the DNS records-including the address Mail 
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Exchange (MX) and Name Service (NS) records and replace a legitimate address with their own to 

redirect all traffic.   

People naturally trust internal emails from their boss or colleagues. We rarely subscribe to the term used 

to call cyber criminals as “sophisticated,” however, one thing for sure is they know if they can 

commandeer an MX Server and take control of it, so their phishing emails now become internal emails 

coming from the same server and masquerading as bona fide emails, their chances of success are greatly 

increased as opposed to external, highly suspicious emails that can be caught by spam or virus tools.  

DNS plays a pivotal role in overall security. Security professionals understandably are a tad divided on 

the criticality of DNS due to lack of knowledge. If they have not studied, or do not fully comprehend DNS, 

it is often pushed back as not relevant.  This is a grave error. 

This is more than a tremendous shame; it is a nothing short of a tragedy. Given the papers by 

Governments, Agencies, Emergency Directives following Federal Agency on DNS attacks, this stance is 

an incredibly dangerous position to adopt and maintain. The reluctance by some security professionals 

sadly can and does create false positives. When a company believe they are secure and receive evidence 

of their DNS is exposed and can be tampered with, their dismissal can overlook and ignore major exposed 

vulnerabilities. Such instances can lead to a ‘Doctor administering a medicinal remedy only to 

unknowingly administer access to the very poison killing the patient.’  

A cyberattack causes chaos, disruption, damages the brand and can have a negative impact and 

reduction on the share price. SolarWinds shares are trading at less than $10 from a high of $24 prior to 

their cyberattack in 2020.  It is not uncommon to witness cyber security budgets greatly increased 

following a cyber incident and hear that “sophisticated attackers’ had gained access. What is never said 

is that due to oversights, errors, sometimes even negligence, access was easily achieved into the network 

that caused the cyber incident. Sadly, one can never rule out internal foul play. 

If we consider last week’s Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) ‘outage,’ an initial statement was made that 

a corrupt file caused the incident. Ms. Katie Arrington, the former CISO for the Department of Defence, 

said in a publicly shared LinkedIn video: ‘’Anyone who thinks this was a corrupt file issue knows nothing 

about cyber security.’’ Katie has been very vocal on her insight and knowledge of this ‘outage.’  

Our research showed that within hours following the ‘outage’ that grounded the entire United States from 

all flights on the 11th of January, the Website https://notams.aim.faa.gov had replaced a critical Digital 

Certificate. This could of course be a coincidence. It could also be a strategic action in case the incident 

was more than just an outage. However, not all digital certificates were replaced.  

The main concern is that the FAA’s DNS was and remains suboptimal and exposed to tampering as the 

U.S. Government issued the 19-01 DNS Mitigation program in 2019. Due to this error, the newly issued 

digital certificate is not ensuring authentication, nor encryption. This oversight ensures the FAA, the FAA’s 

partners, and the FAA’s clients, the American public are equally as exposed to cyber incidents today as 

it was the day prior to the incident.  

An internationally recognized DNS Expert, the late Mr. Dan Kaminsky showed Microsoft DNS issues back 

in a secret meeting in Microsoft’s Redmond headquarters in 2008 when he, along with Dr Paul Vixie, 

https://notams.aim.faa.gov/
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showed Microsoft the DNS exposure of their DNS Servers. Microsoft patched their DNS. Today the risks 

are subsequently greater nearly 15 years later.  

Until DNS is placed top centre, the tsunami of cyberattacks will continue to flood the world, eroding our 

economies and democracies. In a world with limited, and shrinking, financial resources and budgets, we 

are rapidly heading into a global recession. We believe that this a very bad thing which is completely 

avoidable if technical managers and executives wake up and do the right things regarding the 

requirements to know, understand, and remediate their DNS issues.  
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Looking Ahead to 2023: Cyber Trends to 

Watch 
By Gary Barlet, Federal CTO, Illumio 

 

Cybersecurity dominated headlines throughout 2022. As cyber threats became more frequent and 

sophisticated, we saw a variety of cybersecurity guidance released to help government agencies as they 

worked to build stronger cyber resilience strategies. For example, the Office of Management and Budget 

(OMB) and the Department of Defense (DoD) both released Zero Trust strategies in 2022, solidifying 

Zero Trust as a priority area for all agencies. The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 

(CISA) followed suit with guidance aimed at improving cybersecurity for critical infrastructure sectors, K-

12 schools, and healthcare organizations.  

Moving into 2023, agencies will remain focused on bolstering cybersecurity. But to do that successfully, 

agency leaders must not only efficiently leverage the tools and technologies at their disposal, but also 

strategize to keep pace with adversaries who are becoming increasingly sophisticated and resourceful.  

Let’s break down several key trends that will make an impact in federal cybersecurity in 2023 and beyond.  

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/M-22-09.pdf
https://dodcio.defense.gov/Portals/0/Documents/Library/DoD-ZTStrategy.pdf
https://www.meritalk.com/articles/cisa-rolls-out-voluntary-cyber-goals-for-critical-infrastructure/
https://www.meritalk.com/articles/cisa-rolls-out-voluntary-cyber-goals-for-critical-infrastructure/
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Zero Trust: Recently, the federal government has started waking up to the prevalence and necessity of 

adopting an “assume breach” mentality (the philosophy that even with the best perimeter and detection 

and response technologies, breaches will still find a way into our networks) – which will result in a seismic 

shift in how agencies defend their operations in 2023. We can expect to see an increased focus on 

implementing more modern containment strategies vs. solely relying on traditional prevention 

approaches.  

In addition, the federal government has focused more on accelerating and mandating Zero Trust adoption 

in the past year – yet agencies are overwhelmed by the sheer volume and complexity of the recent 

mandates, directives, and goals that they need to comply with. Moving into 2023, agencies should 

evaluate the progress they’ve made on the different pillars of Zero Trust and dedicate their limited 

resources to making progress on all pillars versus getting stuck trying to find a perfect solution for each 

individual one.  

Agencies need to avoid paralysis by analysis. The reality is, no plan is 100 percent perfect – what matters 

is making progress. Even incremental, small steps toward implementing Zero Trust plans will contribute 

to building resilience to cyberattacks.  

Ransomware: With the rise of ransomware-as-a-service, the barrier to entry for attackers is low. We can 

expect to see smaller-scale bad actors, who wouldn’t normally have the resources to launch cyberattacks 

against the U.S. federal government, tapping into these services in 2023. That’s why it’s all the more 

important to support agencies with the information and resources they need to build resilience. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI): As AI continues to become more mainstream, we are going to see the 

technology that is used to enhance efficiency and improve operations also enhance the way bad actors 

attack organizations. For example, bad actors can tap AI to develop better quality deep fakes, improve 

phishing attacks, and augment existing tactics to better evade detection. As AI gets smarter, agencies 

must be prepared for attackers to keep pace. 

CISA Priorities: CISA’s focus on improving cybersecurity for critical infrastructure sectors, K-12 schools, 

and the healthcare sector is an important step in the right direction. However, these sectors have outdated 

and antiquated IT infrastructure and are largely underfunded and under-resourced. Over the next year, 

the focus should be on improving the basics (like implementing widespread two-factor authentication and 

Zero Trust Segmentation, for example).  

And while CISA continues to provide much needed guidance, critical infrastructure and other high-risk 

sectors need tangible help (technology tools, software, etc.) to implement solutions that reduce their risk 

from inevitable breaches.  

Cyber Skills Gap: The need for a skilled cybersecurity workforce remains top of mind for agencies and 

industry leaders. As the skills gap persists, federal leaders should seek to enhance collaboration between 

agencies to maximize talent. Many agencies – especially smaller ones – simply don’t have the bandwidth, 

resources, and expertise to address today’s evolving cyber concerns. Agencies need to get creative to 

address some of these challenges. We must use our cyber workforce judiciously.  

Moving into 2023, agency leaders must continue to prioritize cyber progress and improvement, with an 

emphasis on building cyber resilience from the inside out. It’s clear that maintaining the status quo means 
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we’re falling behind, especially as our adversaries become more advanced. In 2023, federal cyber 

resilience will be driven more and more by Zero Trust adoption and the ability of federal agencies to 

translate directives and initiatives into action.  
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Looking Into Proactive Cybersecurity: Are 

Vulnerability Scanners Failing You?  
By Aaron Sandeen, CEO and Co-Founder, Cyber Security Works 

 

Since November 3, 2021, the government organized Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 

(CISA) has kept an up-to-date list of known exploited vulnerabilities. CISA advises the patching of 

previously exploited vulnerabilities due to the fact that criminal threat actors routinely exploit them. 

Over the past year, vulnerabilities have increased in quantity and sophistication. They manifest in various 

forms including vulnerabilities that allow remote code execution (RCE) or privilege escalation (PE). 

Security teams have become rightly wary of the situation! Thus organizations have invested more money 

into vulnerability awareness, leading to security teams relying on vulnerability scanners to check their 

network. However, when those same scanners fail to detect critical vulnerabilities, organizations are 

exposed to risks and threats that could have been prevented. 
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Old vulnerabilities are not being detected. 

Cyber Security Works found that between 2007 and 2021, scanners have not been detecting 68 

vulnerabilities. Of that group, 58 are old weaknesses. By comparing them to a database of known 

vulnerabilities, scanners are made to find weaknesses within a target. These well-known scanners 

continue to use obsolete datasets despite several CISA warnings, exposing crucial assets. 

Threat actors can easily benefit from these false-negative scanner results and the lengthy vulnerability 

disclosure schedule by finding exploits, eventually resulting in ransomware attacks against organizations 

and critical infrastructure. 

  

Taking a new approach: Risk-Based Vulnerability Management 

It is insufficient to rely on outdated detection and response tools, and successful tools should be 

measured by test methodology and how frequently its detection algorithm is updated. Organizations that 

use antiquated scanner systems are particularly at risk from ransomware attacks. Rather than solely 

relying on the results and severity ratings of scanners, we advise scanner users to adopt a threat- and 

risk-based strategy. 

Risk-Based Vulnerability Management aims to identify and remediate vulnerabilities that pose the 

greatest risk to an organization. Using this approach provides organizations with three surefire benefits. 

Quicker Decisions - By utilizing threat intelligence and threat-hunting tools, organizations can counter 

threat actors by making quicker, more educated, and data-driven security decisions. As a result, IT staff 

can take a more proactive approach to concentrate their time and resources on their environment's most 

pressing risks. 

Greater Visibility - Risk-based vulnerability management ensures that all assets are visible across the 

entire attack surface. This includes contemporary assets frequently not supported by legacy tools such 

as mobile devices and cloud-based applications. 

Team and System Alignment - It is crucial to maintain team and system alignment through project 

objectives and results; particularly when the highly sensitive security of an organization is involved. 

Vulnerability management seeks to specify processes and procedures for locating, prioritizing, and 

remediating vulnerabilities to preserve security alignment. 

A vulnerability scanner's dependability is defined by its testing techniques and how frequently its crawling 

algorithm is updated. Users are unaware they are exposed to cyber assaults utilizing hidden flaws since 

well-known scanners like Nessus, Nexpose, and Qualys can miss significant vulnerabilities. 

 Organizations need to be aware of their asset inventory, including hardware, software, infrastructure, 

and third-party services. A security strategy utilizing continuous vulnerability scanning (VMaaS), Attack 

Surface Management (ASM), and Vulnerability Intelligence (VI) is needed to provide timely, contextual, 

and actionable insights for remediation. 

 

https://cybersecurityworks.com/blog/cisa/top-scanners-fail-to-flag-dhs-cisa-warned-known-exploited-vulnerabilities-kev.html
https://cybersecurityworks.com/blog/cisa/top-scanners-fail-to-flag-dhs-cisa-warned-known-exploited-vulnerabilities-kev.html
https://cybersecurityworks.com/blog/cisa/top-scanners-fail-to-flag-dhs-cisa-warned-known-exploited-vulnerabilities-kev.html
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Insider Threats are a Primary Vulnerability of 

Critical Infrastructure 
By Jim Henderson, CISSP, CCISO CEO Insider Threat Defense Group, Inc. 

 

Insider threats are a primary vulnerability of critical infrastructure, as they can potentially cause significant 
damage to essential systems and facilities across various sectors. The 16 designated sectors of critical 
infrastructure include Energy, Banking and Finance, Communications, Critical Manufacturing, 
Emergency Services, Healthcare and Public Health, Dams, Defense Industrial Base, Drinking Water and 
Wastewater Systems, Food and Agriculture, Government Facilities, Chemical, Commercial Facilities, 
Information Technology, Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste, and Transportation Systems. Any 
malicious activity from an insider in these sectors can have severe consequences on the nation's security, 
economy, and public well-being. 

Insider threats can be broadly classified into four categories: malicious insiders, accidental insiders, 
compromised insiders, and opportunistic insiders. Malicious insiders are individuals who intend to cause 
harm to their organization, and are motivated by factors such as financial gain, revenge, or ideological 
reasons. Accidental insiders are individuals who may not intend to cause harm, but through their actions 
or negligence, can put critical systems and information at risk. Compromised insiders are individuals 

whose access to critical systems and information has been compromised by a cyber attacker. 

One of the main reasons why insider threats are so dangerous is because they often have legitimate 
access to sensitive information and systems. This makes it much harder for organizations to detect and 
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prevent their actions, as they often blend in with normal network activity. Additionally, insiders often have 
a deep understanding of the systems and processes they are targeting, which makes it easier for them 
to carry out their malicious activities undetected. 

For example, in the Energy sector, a malicious insider with access to control systems of a power plant 
could potentially cause a major blackout by manipulating the systems. Similarly, in the Banking and 
Finance sector, an insider with access to sensitive financial information could steal or manipulate data 
for personal gain, causing significant financial loss for the organization and its customers. In the 
Healthcare and Public Health sector, a malicious insider with access to personal health information could 
potentially steal or sell that information on the dark web, causing harm to both the individuals whose 
information was stolen and the organization's reputation. 

Another type of insider threat is the accidental insider. These are individuals who may not intend to cause 
harm, but through their actions or negligence, can put critical systems and information at risk. This can 
include actions such as sharing login credentials, inadvertently exposing sensitive information, or failing 
to follow security protocols. For example, in the Information Technology sector, an accidental insider 
could fall for a phishing attack and inadvertently provide attackers with access to sensitive data, putting 

the organization at risk of a cyber-attack. 

A third type of insider threat is the compromised insider. These are individuals who have had their access 
to critical systems and information compromised by a cyber attacker. This can include actions such as 
spear phishing attacks, where an attacker tricks an individual into providing login credentials or other 
sensitive information. In the Transportation Systems sector, a compromised insider with access to control 
systems of a train network could potentially cause a major accident by manipulating the systems. 

An opportunistic insider threat is a type of insider threat where the individual takes advantage of a 

situation or opportunity to cause harm or steal information for personal gain. This type of insider threat is 

not premeditated, meaning that the individual does not plan to cause harm in advance, but rather takes 

advantage of a situation that arises. Opportunistic insiders may have legitimate access to sensitive 

information and systems, and may not have any prior history of malicious behavior, making them difficult 

to detect. 

For example, an employee in a banking institution who comes across sensitive financial information while 

performing their regular duties might be tempted to use that information for personal gain. In another 

scenario, an employee in a healthcare organization who is going through a difficult financial situation may 

take advantage of their access to sensitive patient information to sell it to a third party. 

Regardless of the type of insider threat, the potential consequences can be severe. Insider threats can 
cause financial loss, reputational damage, and even loss of life. For example, in the Chemical sector, a 
malicious insider could sabotage a chemical plant, causing a hazardous release and putting the lives of 
the people in the surrounding area at risk. In the Defense Industrial Base sector, a malicious insider could 
steal sensitive information and sell it to a foreign power, putting the nation's security at risk. 

Insider threat mitigation refers to the process of identifying, assessing, and mitigating the risks associated 

with insider threats. This process involves a combination of technical and non-technical measures that 

organizations can implement to protect against the actions of malicious, accidental, and opportunistic 

insiders. 
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The first step in insider threat mitigation is to identify and assess the risks associated with insider threats. 

This involves conducting a thorough risk assessment that takes into account the organization's critical 

assets, systems, and information, as well as the potential threats and vulnerabilities that could be 

exploited by insiders. The assessment should also consider the likelihood and impact of potential insider 

incidents, and prioritize the risks that require the most urgent attention. 

Once the risks have been identified and assessed, organizations can begin to implement mitigation 

measures. These measures may include both technical and non-technical solutions, such as: 

• Technical solutions: These include implementing access controls, intrusion detection systems, 
and data loss prevention (DLP) technologies to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive 
information and systems. Organizations can also use logging and monitoring tools to detect and 
respond to suspicious activity by insiders. 

• Non-technical solutions: These include employee training, background checks, and regular 
security audits. Employee training is especially important as it can help raise awareness of the 
risks associated with insider threats and provide employees with the knowledge and skills they 
need to recognize and prevent them. Additionally, background checks and regular security audits 
can help identify individuals who may be at risk of becoming an opportunistic insider threat. 

• Cybersecurity protocols: Organizations should have clear policies and procedures in place to 
address any possible cyber incidents, a robust incident response plan, and regular cyber security 
drills. 

• Establishing a culture of security: Organizations should encourage employees to report any 
suspicious activity or potential threats and create an environment where employees feel 

comfortable discussing security-related issues. 

Insider threat mitigation is an ongoing process that requires regular monitoring and updating to ensure 

that the organization's defenses stay current with the latest threats and vulnerabilities. Organizations 

should also conduct regular security audits to identify any potential vulnerabilities and ensure that the 

mitigation measures are working effectively. 
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MIRACL Wins the Winter 2023 Top 

Performer Award from SourceForge 
MIRACL, the passwordless and world’s fastest single-step multi-factor authentication, is proud 

to be a winner of the Top Performer award from SourceForge, the world’s largest software reviews 

and comparison website. 

By Rob Griffin, CEO, MIRACL  

 

MIRACL today announces that it has been awarded a Winter 2023 Top Performer Award by 

SourceForge, the world’s largest software and services review and comparison website. This award 

recognises exceptional companies and products with a significant amount of recent favorable user 

reviews that puts them in the top tenth percentile of highly reviewed products on SourceForge. 
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“We’re happy to announce MIRACL as this year’s outstanding Winter 2023 Top Performers” comments 

SourceForge President, Logan Abbott. “MIRACL showed that their users love them, as evidenced by the 

significant amount of outstanding user reviews. Congratulations.” 

To win the Winter 2023 Top Performer award, MIRACL had to receive enough high-rated user reviews 

to place their single-step multi-factor authentication in the top 10% of favorably reviewed products on 

SourceForge, which demonstrates the utmost quality that MIRACL delivers to customers. 

Rob Griffin, CEO at MIRACL comments, “At MIRACL, we’re absolutely delighted to accept the 

SourceForge Winter 2023 Top Performer Award. We know that by providing the fastest single-step MFA 

in the world, we have a solution that exceeds expectations time and time again - so we’re more than 

happy to see our users rewarding us with such good reviews. What a great start to 2023 - being openly 

valued by our customers and recognised by SourceForge in this way. May this long continue!”  

For further information visit www.miracl.com 

 

 

About the Author 

Rob Griffin is the CEO of MIRACL.  Passionate about technology and 

its potential to improve lives and the world we live in. 

Rob has over 30-years' experience focusing on high growth emerging 

technology companies, both public and private. In 2019, Rob co-

founded MIRACL to offer an authentication solution where security 

and user experience go hand in hand, providing the most secure yet 

intuitive way for users to prove their identity online - while making 

transactions both friction-free and irrefutable. MIRACL specialises in 

identity and transaction authentication as a service, delivering services 

for a diverse range of multinational organisations such as Credit 

Agricole, Cashfac, Experian and Domino’s Pizza. MIRACL technology 

is licensed to the US Government, Intel, Google and Microsoft.  

Rob can be reached online at info@miracl.com and at our company website http://www.miracl.com/ 
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Preparing for Cybersecurity in 2023  
Expert guidance from Infosecurity Europe’s community of cyber security leaders  

By Infosecurity Europe’s Community of Cyber Security Leaders  

 

The global political unrest we saw and, in some cases, experienced, in 2022 is a situation many of us 

have never experienced in our lifetimes. Hot on the heels of the Covid fallout, warfare came unexpectedly 

and quickly, affecting lives the world over in more ways than one.  

It’s now expected that the effects of geopolitical tensions on cyber security will continue into 2023, with 

serious ramifications for the security industry.  

However, all is not lost, with stricter regulations and developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 

Machine Learning (ML), CISOs may now be in a stronger position to minimise threats, leading to a more 

secure 2023 for their organisations.    
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The organisers of Europe’s most influential information security event, Infosecurity Europe, discussed 

with its network of CISOs and analysts the major trends they foresee shaping the next 12 months in 

cybersecurity, categorised by the themes; Human Element, Threat Vectors, Legislation and Regulation 

and the current news agenda.   

 

Regarding how geopolitical tension will affect cybersecurity next year, Maxine Holt, Senior Research 

Director, Omdia shared: “The political landscape is fragile. New cyber weapons are being developed and 

used by governments. The likelihood of being accidentally impacted in the crossfire is increasing, 

particularly as most organisations now host most of their infrastructure with third parties, increasing the 

risk of a cyber-attack.  Nation-state cyber weapons have the ability to cause mass disruption to national 

infrastructure and critical third-party suppliers, but CISOs can only watch and take sensible precautions.”  

Looking closer at the technology, conversation around AI and ML in countering cybersecurity has been 

rife, causing conflicting views among those in the industry, but Munawar Valiji, CISO, Trainline believes 

that “Enhancements in AI and ML will help address some of the human weakness in the cyber kill chain.”   

Steve Wright, Partner, Privacy Culture, former Interim DPO Bank of England is more mindful: “Whilst AI 

is revolutionising the data [cybersecurity] and data analytical landscape, AI may make it harder to 

understand when, and how, individual privacy and security rights apply to this data. It is more challenging 

to implement effective access and other control mechanisms for individuals to exercise those rights, so 

where the data is being utilised by AI – then appropriate safeguards and governance to address 

individuals’ rights is essential. AI also triggers ethical and moral considerations. For example, AI/Machine 

learning systems must be used in a responsible and ethical way that deserves the trust of users and 

society.”    

 

Legislation and Regulation   

Looking at the legislation aspect of AI, Wright believes CISOs should be worried: “More recently, the new 

EU AI Act divides AI systems into four categories based on the risk they pose and provides requirements 

for them accordingly. A risk-based approach must be adopted (which is business as usual for every 

CISO). Although some AI uses are prohibited, others are subject to hard requirements, and others are 

not caught by the regulation at all. So, the focus must be on data safety and the fundamental rights of 

EU citizens. The AI regulation imposes fines even higher than the GDPR’s. So, it will naturally shape how 

AI systems are developed and deployed. Therefore, every CISO should be reading the text, conducting 

a risk assessment, and getting ready to justify why, and how, AI is used in 2023 and beyond.”   

Quentyn Taylor, Senior Director Product, Infosecurity, and Global Response, Canon EMEA predicts that 

we will see significant changes in legislation, “both in the UK with a new Internet of Things legislation 

that's expected to be passed, as well as more globally, with huge amounts of legislation pending around 

the Internet of Things.”   

Holt believes that security will be embedded at a more fundamental level: “Security will be everywhere 

and pervasive. We hear talk of the security fabric, security mesh – call it what you will – essentially it 
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means that security is part of everything that an organisation does and must think about. The geopolitical 

situation continues to be volatile and evermore consideration must be given to this at an individual 

organisational level. However, the bigger issue with pervasive security is about resilience and maintaining 

continuous organisational operations. Without consideration being given to security, when it comes to 

everything from innovation, compliance, expanding threat landscape, risk, and more, then organisations 

will not be as resilient as they need to be.”    

Maria Bada, Behavioural Science Expert, AwareGo believes the industry is seeing regulation efforts on 

a global scale: “We see the UK taking very positive steps with the Online Harms Regulation and Policy 

coming out. Also at the international level, there have been significant steps forward, not just around 

cybersecurity, but in relation to cyber-crime specifically. We now see countries actually focusing on 

specific ransomware related policies, which is a big step forward.”   

 

Threat Vectors   

David Edwards, CEO, ZeroDay360 predicts that “the adoption of Zero Trust systems will be one of the 

biggest advancements of 2023” however, it is widely accepted among the network that the threat of 

ransomware will continue.    

Holt foresees that the threat of ransomware will be ever more aggressive and organised: “Long gone are 

the days of a moral code being applied to cyberattacks, and pretty much every organisation is considered 

fair game, evidenced by the huge impact on the healthcare industry this year.”    

 

Human Element   

According to Edwards, next year will see a move to targeting employees individually to leverage insider 

fraud. He elaborates: “Employees are easier targets at home and have access to critical business 

processes. Forcing employees to click on phishing emails, install programs or enable business email 

compromise, will become an increasing trend.”    

This sentiment is shared by Wright as he observes: “Coming out of the global pandemic, hybrid working 

has created a greater risk of work information becoming mingled with personal information as the 

boundaries between ‘work-space’ and ‘private-space’ and ‘work-time’ and ‘personal-time’ become 

increasingly blurred.”    

Valiji believes that “organisations will be investing heavily in improving user awareness - delivering 

thematic and tailored awareness programs.”   

 

What lies ahead?   

With the short-term future in mind, Troy Hunt, Founder and CEO, Have I been Pwned predicts the 

evolution of passwords: “Very often we hear of talk about passwords getting better, more feasible, and 
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usable by everyday people. I think we will still have more passwords in five years than we do now because 

old passwords don't die, but I do think we're getting better at augmenting it. Take, for example, face ID 

and fingerprints to get into your phone. It’s, of course, a very gradual process, but the undeniable trend 

of more devices, more online services, more people, more exchange of data, will inevitably result in more 

data breaches and so, it’ll be interesting to see how passwords, too, evolve.”   

From a personnel point of view, the future of cybersecurity is bright, believes Holt, who is pleased with 

the growing number of women in the industry: “From the in-person events I’ve attended, it was great to 

see so many women. We’ve still got a long way to go before we have gender parity in the workplace from 

a security perspective, but it is getting better. It's a real win and a big step forward of course, but also 

demonstrates more recognition of security as a profession – something we desperately need at the 

moment.”  

Nicole Mills, Exhibition Director at Infosecurity Group, concludes: “With the rebuilding of business and 

society after the pandemic and the political situation between Ukraine and Russia, 2022 has certainly 

been another year of historic events. While these events have definitely had an impact on the 

cybersecurity industry, it remains to be seen whether they will have quite as big an impact in 2023. Many 

believe they will, but with the advent of Pervasive Security, more stringent regulations, and increased 

familiarity in, and in some cases, adoption of AI and ML, CISOs are holding their own.   

“These discussions we are having now will help shape our content for Infosecurity Europe 2023 and we 

look forward to generating some thought-provoking conversations on the growing trends in the industry 

and how organisations can once again, look to overcome the many challenges that will inevitably come 

their way in 2023.”   

The conference programme at Infosecurity Europe 2023 will cover the topics raised by the CISOs and 

analysts who contributed their thoughts, with presentations, talks, and workshops exploring the themes 

across the different theatres. Infosecurity Europe will run from Tuesday 20 to Thursday 22 June 2023 at 

ExCeL London. Full details about the exhibition and conference programme will be released on the 

website in the coming months.   
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SDR for Cyber Defense 
By Kaue Morcelles, Independent Technical Writer, Per Vices 

 

 

Introduction  

Software defined radios (SDRs) have become a fundamental tool in cybersecurity endeavors, allowing 

the monitoring and protection of both wired and wireless networks and devices. With the constant 

evolution of cyber threats, it is crucial for organizations to adapt and defend against emerging attacks, 

especially in a world more and more interconnected by the Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G networks. To 

address this issue, SDR-based systems provide versatile and cost-effective solutions for cybersecurity 

applications, being easily reprogrammed to support a wide range of frequencies and protocols. In recent 

years, SDRs have become the main choice for spectrum monitoring and counter electronic warfare (EW) 

equipment, providing a high level of flexibility and customization in the face of constantly changing 

cybersecurity challenges.  
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Figure 1: Main components in the RF cybersecurity environment 

This article will discuss the basic concepts and the state-of-the-art of SDR technology, and how they offer 

a new alternative to traditional cyber defense - especially in wireless technologies. As mentioned, SDRs 

have become a key tool in the field of cybersecurity due to their flexibility, reconfigurability, and 

compatibility with advanced and application-specific features that are crucial for spectrum monitoring and 

counter electronic warfare (EW). These features are extremely important to design versatile and future-

proof systems for defense, industrial, and intelligence networks.  

 

What are SDRs? 

Software Defined Radios (SDRs) are essentially RF-transceivers that implement most signal-processing, 

communication protocols, and radio functions in the digital domain, performing only the minimum amount 

of functionality using analog hardware. SDRs introduced a complete paradigm change from the 

conventional analog radio, providing more flexibility, reconfigurability, adaptability, and robustness to 

wireless systems. A generic SDR is composed of two main parts: the radio front-end (RFE) and the digital 

backend. The RFE is responsible for all the analog functions in the SDR, including amplification, filtering, 

mixing, and antenna coupling, so they are one of the main technological bottlenecks in terms of transmit 

(Tx) and receive (Rx) functionality. High-end RFEs must be able to provide high instantaneous bandwidth 

and a wide tuning range (0-18 GHz), with the highest-bandwidth SDRs reaching up to 1-3 GHz of 

bandwidth on each radio chain with 16 radio chains available, resulting in 16 GHz or more of capturing 

at any given time. Multiple radio channels are fundamental in spectrum monitoring and EW applications, 

so multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) RFEs can significantly impact the performance of any RF 

monitoring system and counter EW systems.   
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Figure 2: Cyan SDR - from Per Vices Corporation 

The digital backend, on the other hand, performs all of the digital RF functionalities, including 

modulation/demodulation, up/down-converting, data packaging, and other DSP functions. It is typically 

implemented using a FPGA, which allows the SDR to perform heavy computation over parallel 

independent channels with minimum latency. The FPGA is coupled to the RFE via high-performance 

ADC/DACs, that exchange information between the analog and digital domains using different protocols, 

such as JESD204B serialization. The FPGA also provides built-in host communication capabilities, which 

can be implemented using high-speed optical links. High throughput of data allows for better integration 

between the SDR and the host system, acting cooperatively to implement complex algorithms based on 

cognitive radio, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. This is fundamental in cybersecurity 

applications, as it allows for better decision making in real-time and efficient data storage solutions. The 

FPGA also provides configurable and upgradeable capabilities that make it easy to implement new radio 

protocols and DSP algorithms with minimum time-to-market. This way, the system can be easily adapted 

to new technologies and standards, making it a versatile and future-proof solution. Additionally, SDRs 

are compatible with open-source software, including GNU Radio, allowing developers to modify and 

customize the software to their specific needs, as well as providing means for cooperative research in 

cybersecurity. 

 

The analog/RF vulnerabilities of cyber security 

In conventional analog radio systems, there are several RF vulnerabilities that can be exploited by 

malicious attackers to interfere with the proper functioning of radio devices. Some of the most common 

RF vulnerabilities include sniffing, which allows attackers to intercept and passively listen to wireless 

communications, and spoofing, which tricks devices into communicating with an attacker instead of a 

legitimate source. Side channel attacks are another concern, as they use non-cryptographic information, 

such as power consumption or electromagnetic emissions, to extract secret data from a target. These 

attacks can easily exploit traditional RF systems, as they lack the complexity and adaptability to keep-up 

with the ever-growing development of malicious software.  

Furthermore, jamming is one of the most popular – and hard to prevent – attacks in electronic warfare 

(EW), consisting of disrupting and/or disabling the communication or RF functioning (in the case of 
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radars) of radio receivers by broadcasting a high-power signal at the center frequency of the target, 

saturating the channel to a point where it is impossible to properly decode the legitimate data. There are 

several techniques to prevent jamming, such as frequency hopping and beamforming, that are either 

difficult or impossible to implement in purely analog systems. Replay attacks, which are a type of 

spoofing, are also common in EW, consisting of intercepting and replaying legitimate signals for 

unauthorized access. The consequences of these vulnerabilities can be severe, including the disruption 

of service and the exposure of sensitive information. It is crucial for organizations to understand and 

defend against these RF vulnerabilities to secure their networks and devices, and SDRs are powerful 

tools to address these issues.  

 

How SDRs combat the vulnerabilities 

Different from conventional approaches, SDRs offer several advantages to implement highly effective 

cybersecurity solutions with low complexity and equipment count. Spectrum monitoring, for instance, is 

a fundamental security method to identify and measure malicious signals of any sort. SDRs can enhance 

the capabilities of spectrum monitoring by providing more flexibility in terms of the frequencies and 

bandwidths that can be scanned, as well as the types of signals that can be detected. High bandwidth 

SDRs, for example, allows for a wider range of frequencies to be scanned at once, increasing the chances 

of detecting malicious signals at a certain given time. Additionally, SDRs provide parallel computation of 

several independent channels, which can significantly increase the capturing range and allow for 

additional capabilities, such as beamforming and beam-steering. 

Counter electronic warfare (EW) capabilities are also an important aspect of cybersecurity, allowing for 

fast countermeasures decision making. With high computation power, SDRs can perform real-time signal 

processing, providing the ability to quickly adapt to changing conditions and neutralize or mitigate the 

effects of hostile signals, such as jamming emissions of repeat attacks. Additionally, SDRs can be 

integrated into a redundancy system, enabling backup or duplicate communications across different 

frequencies and bandwidths - including frequency hopping, which makes it more challenging for attackers 

to track or jam the communication. Furthermore, the Tx channels of the SDR can also perform advanced 

jamming and spoofing methods of their own, which can serve as a countermeasure to neutralize 

adversary equipment. Therefore, SDRs offer a more robust solution for spectrum monitoring and counter 

electronic warfare when compared to conventional analog radio systems, which are very limited in terms 

of flexibility, reconfigurability, and computation performance. 

 

Which specifications of SDRs are the most important 

When it comes to cybersecurity via spectrum monitoring and EW countermeasures, the tuning range of 

an SDR is a crucial factor. An SDR must be able to operate on the whole frequency range of the 

application, which can also change dynamically in adaptive algorithms, such as frequency hopping and 

redundant systems. In defense radio, the frequency range of interest is typically between DC to 18 GHz, 

so the equipment should be able to work in this range. Also, the more instantaneous bandwidth the better, 
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as it allows the SDR to capture and analyze wide portions of the spectrum and rapidly detect malicious 

signals in the electromagnetic environment.  

Full duplex operation is another important aspect in cybersecurity. While receive-only operation is 

sufficient for spectrum monitoring, having parallel Tx and Rx operation is critical for employing both 

spectrum monitoring and counter electronic warfare activities in the same device, reducing the response 

latency and equipment count. This allows the system to not only detect hostile signals, but also actively 

counter act on them in real-time. Also, channel count is fundamental to increase countermeasure EW 

capabilities, as it increases the bandwidth capturing, allows for multiple parallel functions, and enables 

the implementation of complex beamforming algorithms. Therefore, the implementation of MIMO SDRs 

can significantly improve the overall protection of the system and reduce vulnerabilities.  

Flexibility, ease of integration and support are also important factors to consider when choosing the right 

SDR. Flexibility to tune different radio chains independently allows for more fine-tuned control over the 

system and can increase the ability to detect and counter threats. This can be performed with a high-

performance FPGA core, that can be dynamically programmed by the host and allow updates on-the-fly. 

Furthermore, SDRs designed for easy integration can reduce the overall technical burden and time to 

protection of the development team, providing built-in host interfaces and compatibility with open-source 

software, different networks, and storage solutions. Modular commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) SDRs can 

offer not only a ready-to-go integration interface, but also customized features that can meet 

performance, and SWaP (size, weight, and power) requirements of the application. 

 

Conclusion 

Software Defined Radios (SDRs) have become a vital tool in the field of cybersecurity, offering versatile 

and cost-effective solutions for the monitoring and protection of both wired and wireless networks and 

devices. They provide a high level of flexibility and customization, which is crucial for spectrum monitoring 

and counter electronic warfare activities. SDRs are extremely flexible and can be easily reprogrammed 

to support a wide range of frequencies and protocols, with the ability to implement advanced and 

application-specific features crucial for spectrum monitoring and counter electronic warfare, such as 

frequency hopping. These features make them perfect for cybersecurity applications, providing solutions 

to most vulnerabilities presented in conventional analog systems, such as jamming, spoofing, and replay 

attacks. The flexibility, adaptability, and configurability of SDRs are fundamental to shield wireless 

communication systems in the face of the constantly evolving cybersecurity threats. 

 

About Per Vices 

Per Vices has extensive experience in designing, developing, building and integrating SDRs for various 

applications including spectrum monitoring, EW, SIGINT and other defense related fields. Visit our site 

at pervices.com or contact solutions@pervices.com today to see how we can help you with your SDR 

needs. 
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Security at the Enterprise Edge: Top Five 

Concerns 
By Gina Scinta, CTO, Thales TCT 

 

Traditionally, data protection for defense, intelligence, and civilian agencies was focused at the core or 

strategic level. These days, true data protection must extend to the tactical or field-level edge.  

What is behind this need for edge-level data protection? Digital transformation is driving change in federal 

agencies’ operating environments. IT core infrastructure capabilities are no longer relegated to 

headquarters’ large data centers and are now available in cloud and edge environments that have 

effectively become micro data centers. For example, at the Department of Defense, core-level IT 

capabilities are now available in command posts, mobile command centers, and even in vehicles, ships 
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and planes. At the civilian level, embassies, hospitals, and branch/field offices also have their own micro 

data centers at the edge, separate from their headquarters systems.  

But extending core-level security out to edge environments is fraught with problems, from weather 

conditions to bandwidth issues. These edge environments also may require solutions with very specific 

size, weight and power constraints. What’s more, there is a very real need to deploy technology to protect 

data if equipment should fall into the wrong hands. 

Here are five key considerations to keep in mind when developing an ecosystem to protect data at the 

edge. 

 

Size constraints and hostile access  

As mentioned earlier, the physical environment is a serious factor in edge security. The government is 

specific about the size, weight and power (SWaP) requirements of equipment in tactical areas, and its 

durability in extreme conditions.  

Equally important is how to handle data security if equipment is taken by other parties in a conflict. Military 

standards embrace NIST policies for the destruction of physical media after a sanitation process requiring 

multiple overwrites of drives. 

It’s important, however, that edge equipment comes with a cryptographic erase solution that protects 

encrypted data. Data encryption keys, which are used to encrypt/decrypt data, can be erased or 

destroyed without having to sanitize the storage drive. That way, data remains encrypted and 

inaccessible, regardless of who controls the physical equipment. 

Operationally, users at the edge may not be as experienced with data security measures as IT 

professionals in data centers. Consequently, edge products need to be simple to use. Default 

configurations must be secure and easy to understand.  

In addition, systems at the edge can be susceptible to potential connectivity issues. These systems, 

therefore, must be able to store and secure data locally, sending it back to the core once the connection 

is restored. Units must be configurable at both the enterprise and local level, and when multiple units are 

connected, they must also be capable of being managed and configured at the enterprise level.  

 

Cryptographic key management  

Encrypting data at the edge makes it harder on an organization’s IT security teams because they have 

to manage multiple cryptographic keys for a variety of disparate encryption solutions. These encryption 

solutions often provide native key management capabilities. This poses a real challenge because native 

key management solutions are usually not interoperable and often results in system administrators 

storing cryptographic keys in the same place as encrypted data. This practice is equivalent to leaving the 

keys to the house under the doormat.  
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This behavior makes it essential to have centralized key management solutions. Such solutions allow for 

secure storage and backup of encryption keys, and defined access control policies. Encryption tasks can 

be separated from key management tasks. Centralized key management solutions also provide key 

lifecycle management- from creation, rotation, backup, and destruction. This is especially critical in edge 

environments where keys are especially vulnerable to compromise. 

Some cryptographic products offer hardware security modules as removable tokens, which can be ideal 

in an edge scenario. Removing a detachable token keeps essential data safe, even in remote or 

hazardous locations. 

 

Access Control  

Particularly at the edge, new threats and risks are exacerbated by changing operational requirements, 

and demand a simple but scalable solution for authentication. 

Multi-factor authentication is the most secure way to limit access to data and applications. At the edge, 

however, it’s essential to deploy multi-factor authentication to secure access in multiple environments, 

regardless of which devices are used and whether data is maintained locally, on-premises, or in the 

cloud. 

 

Protect mission-critical data in transit. 

The demand on high-speed wide-area networks has been pushed with cloud migration of data, global 

collaboration, and bandwidth requirements at the edge. 

Huge amounts of data are traversing the network and consequently under constant threat. It is essential 

to encrypt everywhere – both data in motion and at rest. 

Data in transit is best protected by network encryptors which allow people, organizations and locations 

to securely share information. Network encryptors protect data, video, voice, and metadata from 

eavesdropping, surveillance, and overt and covert interception which is critical at the edge.  

Vendor agnostic interoperability is critically important for these solutions, to make it easier on network 

architecture and IT professionals. Also important is the flexibility to adapt to changing security and 

network requirements. 

 

Compliance  

As environments move out to the edge, they become more susceptible to attack. Compliance with 

security requirements is a critical part of minimizing vulnerability. The same enterprise-level security 

policies must be used across the architecture, including the edge, to ensure compliance. Therefore, it’s 

important to look for solutions that carry certifications from multiple organizations, including FIPS 140, 
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the Commercial Solutions for Classified program, Committee on National Security Systems Memo #063-

2017, and Department of Defense’s Information Network Approved Product List.  

The challenge of building an IT infrastructure with hardened security that extends to the very edge can 

seem daunting. By considering these five aspects, it will become significantly easier to develop a system 

that appropriately controls access and protects data at rest and in transit – from the core to the cloud to 

the edge. 
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Shields Up: Organizations Need to Defend 

Themselves Against DNS-Related Threats 
By Ken Carnesi CEO and Founder of DNSFilter 

 

Through a series of recent advisories, the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) 

and other government bodies from around the world have called attention to the critical need for 

organizations to harden their defenses at the Domain Name System (DNS) layer—in order to protect 

against ongoing cyber-attacks.  

In April, CISA and authorities in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the U.K. issued a joint 

advisory detailing tactics used by alleged Russian actors in the country's spy agency, defense ministry 

and other government bodies. They also included recommendations for hardening defenses, advising 

organizations to implement firewalls and configure them to block DNS responses from outside the 

enterprise network.  

https://www.dnsfilter.com/
https://www.dnsfilter.com/
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-110a?mod=djemCybersecruityPro&tpl=cy
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-110a?mod=djemCybersecruityPro&tpl=cy
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-110a?mod=djemCybersecruityPro&tpl=cy
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In response to North Korean state-sponsored (Lazarus) crypto attacks also in April, the FBI, CISA and 

the U.S. Treasury Department issued a joint alert advising organizations to have a robust domain security 

solution in place that includes leveraging reputation checks and closely monitoring or blocking newly 

registered domains (NRDs) in enterprise traffic.  

More recently, the FBI issued an alert in May about Business Email Compromise (BEC), stressing the 

importance of strong DNS layer security to combat phishing attacks. All of this follows previous 

government agency directives urging organizations to take actions to bolster DNS security.  

DNS is the Internet protocol that translates host names, like www.amazon.com, into IP addresses. It's 

the phone book of cyberspace, and an organization’s weakest network link. Security officials’ increased 

focus on DNS layer protection comes as no surprise today, as more than 78% of breaches involve the 

DNS layer.  

DNS Threats on the Rise: Targeted Phishing and Malware Tactics 

The DNS layer is ripe for exploitation from a hacker’s perspective. Attackers will set up their trap, 

commonly in the form of malware, ransomware, and phishing scams. Then they rely on DNS servers to 

connect unwitting victims to malicious content.  

We have seen significant increases across threat types in 2022 from our global network processing more 

than 1 trillion queries a month. It paints a picture of targeted phishing and malware tactics.   

   

• 200% increase in malware traffic  

• 300% increase in phishing traffic  

• 1200% increase in botnet traffic  

• Deceptive sites that leverage the term “gov” have increased nearly 5x. The start of the “gov” 

domain traffic spike aligned with the start of the Russian invasion of Ukraine  

• Phishing traffic to German sites (.de) increased 125% at the end of March. Germany continues to 

have one of the most-used country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) for malicious domains  

• At the end of April, malicious websites with “health” in the name rose 218%  

• A 318% spike in malicious traffic using “bank” in the domain name. Threat actors eying banks, or 

bank patrons, isn’t a surprise as the banking industry saw a 1318% increase in ransomware 

attacks in 2021.  

 

In addition to malware, phishing, ransomware, and other cyber attacks, common DNS-related threats 

include cryptocurrency and associated threats such as the North Korean crypto attacks. When 

cryptocurrency made a comeback in 2020, security was impacted in a major way because threat actors 

saw a new opportunity for compromise. Ransomware payments are made with cryptocurrency, because 

they are on the blockchain anonymously and can’t be traced.  

Among the common DNS-based cryptocurrency-related threats are typosquatting domains, phishing 

domains, cryptojacking, mining pools and DNS poisoning. According to DNSFilter’s 2021 threat 

https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-108a
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-108a
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/Y2022/PSA220504
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/Y2022/PSA220504
http://www.amazon.com/
https://www.dnsfilter.com/domain-threat-report-2021
https://www.dnsfilter.com/domain-threat-report-2021
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report, domains with the terms “bitcoin” and “nft” were more likely to house phishing schemes. Ethereum 

typosquatting domains favored cryptomining, with phishing a close second.  

Between ransomware payments, phishing attacks, and cryptojacking, crypto is playing a huge role in the 

threat landscape of 2022 and will have an even bigger part to play early next year. Because 

cryptocurrency marketplaces are popular right now, threat actors have chosen to target a distributed, 

easy-to-abuse threat vector that will always be attractive and remain difficult to regulate – the DNS layer.  

In the event of an attack, DNS layer security serves as an organization’s first line of defense. Protecting 

the DNS layer includes deploying security tools such as domain categorization, content filtering, and 

advanced threat protection from web sites that are known to host dangerous content. If a user tries to 

visit an unsafe web page and DNS security is enabled, the request to access the site will be denied at 

the DNS layer, never reaching the enterprise network. 

 

Shields Up at the DNS Layer Strategies 

CISA is recommending that all organizations take a “shields up” approach to proactively defend against 

active cyber security threats, and this certainly applies to DNS.  

Some of the specific actions the agencies recommend include reducing the likelihood of a damaging 

cyber intrusion, taking steps to quickly detect a potential intrusion, ensuring that the organization is 

prepared to respond if an intrusion occurs, and maximizing the organization's resilience to a destructive 

cyber incident.   

For many businesses, DNS protection forms the backbone of their secure web gateway, as it is the 

primary barrier against malware, ransomware, and phishing websites. It’s where policies for acceptable 

use are configured and managed.  

In legacy contexts, these two elements might be handled by a firewall. But with remote and distributed 

workforces, it has become much more effective to use a DNS security tool as a secure web gateway. 

With such an approach, organizations can detect and automatically block new DNS-based threats, create 

and instantly roll out policies for web access and content filtering from a central location, and inspect DNS 

packets used to communicate IP addresses.  

DNS-related threats are a major concern for organizations today, as government agencies have made 

clear. Protecting the DNS layer plays a pivotal role in securing every organization, as clicking an 

untrustworthy link is the easiest way to engage with a cyber threat.  Enterprises need to take steps to 

address these threats to mitigate risk. A successful attack can shut down operations, steal vital 

information and result in sizable costs. In the event of a cyberattack, DNS layer security acts as the first 

line of defense. 

 

 

 

https://www.dnsfilter.com/domain-threat-report-2021
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https://www.dnsfilter.com/
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The Anti-Fraud Frontline 
Predictive Analytics, Determent, Detection, Resolution, And Business  

By Ryohei Fujimaki, Founder and CEO of dotData. 

 

Fraud attacks have reached concerning levels. Large, medium, and small companies, are all 

experiencing fraud. McKinsey reports that fraud losses in the U.S. have risen by 436% since 2017. The 

Federal Trade Commission warned in early 2022 that fraud reports were up by 70% compared to the 

previous year. More than 2.8 million consumers filed fraud reports totaling $5.8 billion in losses. And 

these concerning numbers only represent consumers from the U.S. Globally, fraud is skyrocketing.  

The victims impacted by the new digital era of fraud are not just end-users. Companies, organizations, 

law enforcement agencies, regulators, and the tech industry are rushing to combat the rising trend. Why 

is fraud on the rise? The answer: The pandemic and post-pandemic digital acceleration. The global rise 

of digital financial transaction volumes and the expansion of the digital attack surface—with millions of 

devices and endpoints connected to financial systems—has opened up endless opportunities for 

cybercriminals.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ryohei-fujimaki-1a6bb95/
https://dotdata.com/
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/a-new-approach-to-fighting-fraud-while-enhancing-customer-experience
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2022/02/new-data-shows-ftc-received-28-million-fraud-reports-consumers-2021-0
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Asset misappropriation, vendor fraud, accounting fraud, data theft, bribery, corruption, check forgery, 

health insurance, crypto scam, credit card, and overbilling fraud. The different types of fraud are as 

extensive and challenging as the limited capacity that banks and other financial institutes have to deal 

with them. 

 

Anti-fraud 101: Know your customers  

Banks and companies are not just overwhelmed by this new wave of fraud, but are paying the costs that 

go well beyond the incidents themselves. Organizations are economically impacted by attacks, as well 

as increasing budgets to level up their anti-fraud efforts. On the other side, fraud puts their customer base 

at risk and their brand perception in the spotlight.   

How can any company, small, medium, or large, deal with this triple fraud problem effectively? Building 

a solid structure with an integral anti-fraud program driven by machine learning (ML) models and 

predictive analytics is the way forward. Automation is the solution when workloads, traffic, and data scale 

up and reach significant volumes. Predictive analysis can help detect fraud before it happens, while it 

happens, and take the best action route after it has happened.  

The main goal of this new approach for anti-fraud frameworks is to develop a highly optimized ML model 

with a single, unique, and powerful focus: Know your customer, your workers, and your partners. Knowing 

your customer is the key to combat fraud, early detection, response, and resolution. If you know who your 

customers are, what they do, how they operate, where they are located, and what their interests are, you 

can know when an action breaks away from their “normal” behavior.  

Furthermore, developing an ML model that has intimate and conceptual knowledge of all customers and 

parties that relate to your business can also provide essential information to help you improve 

performance, sales, deal with complaints and build new business opportunities.  

The report State of Fraud and Financial Crime in the U.S. reveals that financial institutions using AI and 

ML, report lower levels of fraud and financial crime than those not using the technology. Furthermore, 

71% of large organizations plan to innovate or improve detection and prevention systems to combat fraud 

and financial crimes. The report adds that smaller financial institutions are the most likely to embrace the 

new tech.  

 

Three paths to developing anti-fraud technology. 

There are different ways to build anti-fraud ML models. The first is to turn to the wide range of new 

companies offering ML-as-a-service. The second is to leverage the built-in ML features of cloud vendors 

— Google Cloud (GCP), Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, or Oracle Cloud. These 

top cloud vendors provide anti-fraud features in some fashion. The third way is to develop the necessary 

ML models in-house using your own data science team. Each path has its pros and cons.  

https://www.featurespace.com/the-state-of-fraud-and-financial-crime-in-the-u-s-a/
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Cloud vendors' features can be deployed quickly, the algorithms used are highly trained and optimized, 

have already proven effective, can be tailored to some extent, and are updated.For example, Google 

developed a smart analytics design pattern that helps users build a scalable real-time fraud detection 

solution in one hour. The serverless feature can provide fraud notifications and dashboards to monitor 

the performance of the fraud detection pipeline.  

Cloud-ready anti-fraud models can be very cost-efficient. However, they do have limitations. Most cloud 

vendors mainly provide credit card fraud detection ML. Other types of fraud, such as internal fraud, may 

require the development of custom ML models.   

On the other hand, with ML-as-a-service, your company can develop a unique algorithm custom-made 

for your particular business needs. Depending on the complexity of your business, these models may be 

more or less expensive than ML in the cloud. The main benefit of having a company build its ML model 

is ownership.   

Both cloud anti-fraud ML models and ML-as-a-service, require some level of expertise. It's critical for any 

company to understand the basics of anti-fraud ML before venturing into this journey.    

Finally, the most challenging road, especially for startups that do not have a resourceful team of data 

scientists, is creating, building, training, testing, and deploying their own ML anti-fraud model. While this 

can be expensive and time-consuming, it is highly customizable, and you will own your own technology.  

 

How to build ML anti-fraud models 

How exactly do anti-fraud AI-ML technologies work? As mentioned before, the main goal of your ML 

model will be to know your customers, suppliers, workers, and partners. The first step is to identify fraud 

patterns in your organization.  

ML is trained to recognize “normal” behavior by double-checking key data of financial transactions. ML 

models analyze a wide range of different data, checking it against historical data, and can identify wether 

the operation aligns with “normal” behaviour. If it does not, ML solutions will flag and shut down the 

operation.  For example, the ML model may check where the transaction originates and whether it 

matches where the customer lives.  

Most companies run fraud programs to deter, prevent, and resolve online payment fraud. However, it's a 

good idea to consider expanding the models to include possible internal fraud, corporate fraud, payroll, 

overbilling, or inventory fraud. These types of fraud are common and are not perpetrated by consumers 

but happen from within your company.  

Monitoring fraud activity for workers, partners, suppliers, and other business contacts can help you create 

a holistic program that works on all levels. Once you have identified fraud patterns and defined your 

program's scope, you can start defining your data sets—what data you will use in the anti-fraud ML model.  

When you use your historical database, you should choose the data that best helps you understand your 

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/data-analytics/how-to-build-a-fraud-detection-solution
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customers, partners, workers, and suppliers. For example, location, purchase history, interests, historical 

login, or active login times may be key.  

But its not just about the data you use for the ML data, but also about what data you exclude.  

The executive vice president of ClearSale—a fraud management and chargeback protection services 

company—Rafael Lourenco, says databases should not be longer than one year, and sales information 

should consider that transactions, chargebacks, and fraud can take weeks to months to show up in 

balance sheets. Therefore when building the model, live data will not accurately reflect fraud incidents, 

as some have yet to be processed.  

Additionally, if you are screening for credit card fraud, data like ACH payments should not be included in 

the model as they may cause it to drift when doing predictive analysis based on percentages.  

From logistics regression, neural networks, and deep learning to more modern modeling of ML anti-fraud 

applications can take many different directions. No matter what technique are used, the goal is to choose 

the algorithm that excels in the detection and resolution of fraud.  

Once the model is built, it needs to be deployed, monitored to ensure it performs as expected. Your ML 

model should create customer, workers, partner, or supplier profiles based on habits, minimize risks, 

improve monitoring and early detection, shut down fraud activity, and streamline resolutions.  

Additionally, it should improve customer experience, provide insights into changing customer behaviors, 

help create new products and services, and support your campaign efforts to deter fraudsters.  

 

A new approach: More than just fraud intelligence technology 

Customers and business decision-makers are constantly looking for companies that keep a transparent 

track record of their anti-fraud programs and are user-focused.  

McKinsey explains that there are four key capabilities to strengthening fraud management. These include 

enhanced threat intelligence along client journeys, fast-cycle testing to stop threats as they emerge, 

advanced application of data, technology, and analytics, and an integrated operating model to support 

the business in making trade-offs among fraud, client experience, sales, and cost. 

Anti-fraud programs can no longer run isolated from customer experiences. The user–centered approach 

requires companies to fight criminals while protecting relationships and customers. Additionally, 

organizations should be cautious about how they invest in fraud technology. Designing holistic anti-fraud 

programs is essential to avoid budget security increases that deliver no results and waste resources.   

Those companies that are transparent and vocal about their fraud management program and results can 

not only deter criminals but establish relationships of trust with workers, partners, and clients. Your ML 

model must protect your customer, optimize costs, improve brand and customer experience and loyalty, 

and create new business values. Poorly designed fraud management and flawed authentication 

experiences open the doors to internal and external threats. How your company handles fraud will 

represent your values, mission, and where it is going into the future. 

https://blog.clear.sale/using-predictive-analytics-for-e-commerce-fraud-detection
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/four-key-capabilities-to-strengthen-a-fraud-management-system
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The Phishing of Navy Federal Credit Union 
By Lior Keshet, CTO, novoShield 

 

On the morning of December 17, 2022, novoShield systems detected a new phishing attack. This attack 

caught our attention, as it was hosted on Princeton.edu’s web domain. 

We immediately reported this attack to Princeton and to Navy Federal Credit Union, who quickly 

acknowledged our report. The phishing URL remained active for a short time, during which it was not 

identified as phishing by Chrome or Safari. 

 

Brand Power 

Phishing pages are only the second stage in a phishing attack. Phishing emails, SMS messages, and 

social posts are often used as lures to get users into a phishing site–usually by way of a link that purports 

to be to a legitimate site, but instead takes the user into a fake one.  
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The resulting phishing sites mirror those of major providers, such as Amazon, Facebook, or American 

Airlines. But because phishing attacks are often hosted on free hosting websites or register their own 

domains, they can be quite easily identified as phishing pages. 

Having a phishing site hosted on a reputable domain belonging to one of the world’s most prestigious 

universities prevents many automated systems from flagging it as phishing. This increases the credulity 

of the would-be victims and exposes more users to the attack. 

 

 

 

Once trust is obtained, the attackers attempt to gather critical user information: 

1. Username and password 

2. Phone number 

3. Email and password 

4. SMS codes, such as MFA codes, which are sent to the user’s mobile device. 

Upon entering an email and password, the user is prompted to insert them again by claiming that the 

details are incorrect. This is a common practice for attackers, which both increases the credibility of the 

attack and helps handle users' mistyping information. 
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A hidden method to exfiltrate data 

Usually, attackers send the gathered information to their own server, or else will sometimes send an 

email with the gathered data to themselves. In this case, the data is exfiltrated by sending the gathered 

information to a Telegram bot. 

The attackers protect the code that does this with a relatively simple obfuscation. 

Obfuscated code: 

 

De-obfuscated code: 
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The javascript code in which the data was sent to Telegram was obfuscated in a relatively simple manner, 

rendering it unrecognizable. 

 As phishing attacks continue to grow in volume, sooner or later everyone will receive a phishing link 

(most of us have already received many such links, even if we don’t always notice them). 

Some attacks are very easy to spot, while others are more sophisticated. It is important to always keep 

up your guard when getting an email or a text message. 

Luckily, novoShield's experts took note of this specific attack, since it was hosted on such a trusted 

domain, and alerted both bank and host. novoShield clients were protected from the attack in real-time, 

as they were the following week, when we discovered another attack—this time hosted on Purdue 

University’s domain and attacking bank customers in Thailand.  

 

Multi-level camouflage 

The Purdue U. phishing attackers–to increase their validity–employed several evasive techniques 

concurrently, thereby attempting to misguide automated defenses, as well. 

The first method, once again, is hosting the site on a legitimate domain. Being hosted on a reputable 

domain often significantly reduces the likelihood of being flagged as phishing. And once again, academia 

proved to be the perfect foil. What makes this even more insidious is that defenders cannot blocklist the 

entire domain without blocking access to legitimate web pages. 

The second method was user agent-based redirecting: when browsed from a non-standard user agent 

(not Chrome/Safari, for example), the server redirects to another domain. This causes some apps, which 

use URL previews, to display a redirected (legitimate) website’s content as a preview. Clicking on the 

link, however, would still lead to the intended phishing site. 

 

https://novoshield.com/sneaky-purdue-edu-phishing/
https://novoshield.com/sneaky-purdue-edu-phishing/
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In addition, if phishing detection systems do not make sure to change their user agent to a standard user 

agent, they will arrive at a different page than the phishing page and will not be able to detect the page 

as malicious. 

The third method is using unique ID parameters for different victims, causing each target to access a 

different URL. Two examples: 

This tactic is commonly used to bypass blocklisting defenses. Any given ID will result in the user reaching 

the phishing page; so, blocking a single (complete) URL is meaningless. 

At present, neither the Navy Federal Credit Union nor the SCB bank phishing sites are active. 
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The Top Secrets of CISOs 

By Pat McGarry, CTO at ThreatBlockr 

 

In the late ‘90s, web designers were a hot commodity. Some companies were even putting 

advertisements in print newspapers offering to pay $200,000 for someone with HTML and web design 

skills. Today, the same issue persists with cybersecurity (though our methods for reaching talent have 

changed). Unfortunately, many organizations combine the role of CISO and CIO, which makes it all the 

more challenging to prioritize cybersecurity. With more than 25 years of hands-on experience in all 

aspects of hardware and software development, I’ve learned a lot about what it takes to be a successful 

CISO. As cybersecurity continues to evolve, I’d like to share the three secrets that set top CISOs apart. 

 

1. Strong cybersecurity starts with people 

It’s difficult not just to identify and attract cybersecurity talent, but to retain it. Just like with web designers 

at the height of the dot-com boom in the ‘90s, good talent is expensive, and the cybersecurity industry 
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experiences a high churn rate because cyber jobs are often thankless and high-stress. The need for 

quality cybersecurity talent is growing rapidly – and demand will only heighten. Recent research shows that 

there were 465,000 unfilled cybersecurity roles in the U.S.  last year, and this pattern is  unlikely to change 

any time soon.  

Successful cybersecurity for organizations requires steady processes, procedures, and a solid team, all 

which can be difficult to establish in the current landscape. CISOs often find that Managed Security 

Service Providers (MSSPs) can be the answer to this workforce challenge, offering an efficient approach 

to ensure cybersecurity needs are handled across the organization. When trying to balance the costs of 

hiring and training an industry with high turnover, MSSPs provide expertise and stability that is worth the 

cost.  

 

2. Cybersecurity is everyone’s job 

While a CISO’s focus may be on attracting and retaining cybersecurity talent, it is equally vital to establish 

a culture of security in the organization, from the C-suite down. Successful CISOs ensure every employee 

plays a role –and takes pride – an organization’s cybersecurity. A strong cyber message needs to start 

at the top, but everyone in the organization needs to take part and buy in to build effective cyber defenses. 

CISOs must recognize the human element to cybersecurity. On an individual level, cybersecurity can 

affect paychecks, job security, and more. It is up to the CISO to not only establish a culture of security, 

but to help every employee take ownership and pride in it. 

 

3. The CISO role is about communication 

The modern threat landscape has made it more important than ever for cybersecurity to have a seat at 

the table when it comes to organizational decisions. CISOs must have the ability to communicate with 

board members, fellow C-Suite members and cybersecurity teams, and the employee base as a whole. 

This also means the know-how to tailor a message to each audience and deliver at the appropriate time 

to convey the importance of cybersecurity across the organization. Getting buy-in means convincing 

stakeholders of the importance of cybersecurity, while also realistically setting expectations for risk. 

Lastly, CISOs can’t accept a breach as inevitable. If a CISO accepts they will be successfully breached, 

they aren’t doing their job effectively. The simplest things matter when it comes to building effective 

defenses. This includes making sure employees are updating passwords by implementing robust 

password policies, updating latest software versions, and maintaining logs. It also means investing in 

talent today to prevent breaches tomorrow. Just like with web and HTML designers in the 1990s, CISOs 

should look for the best person for the job – and sometimes their best bet may be relying on partners 

(like MSSPs) to help with the day-to-day.  

 

 

 

https://www.einpresswire.com/article/556075599/cybersecurity-jobs-report-3-5-million-openings-through-2025
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Tracing Template Injection Attacks to North 

Korea 
By Brett Raybould, EMEA Solutions Architect, Menlo Security 

 

While attackers will continue to evolve their methods to keep catching victims off guard, we are also going 

to see them leaning further into tried and tested techniques that have caused major problems in the past. 

We expect this to be the case with template injection attacks.  

At Menlo Security we have looked at how weaponised template injection documents work, and how 

organizations can combat them. Our Labs team then expanded its research into template injection 

attacks, which uncovered several weaponised documents using camouflage techniques. New findings 

explore which parties could be responsible for the current wave of weaponised document attacks. 

https://www.menlosecurity.com/
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The latest analysis shows that North Korean threat actors have been using tactics, techniques and 

procedures (TTPs) similar to those in previous threats, sharing many of the indicators of compromise 

(IOC). 

A 2020 article by Fortinet revealed that previously they had been leveraging a seemingly benign Microsoft 

Word document that outlined South Korea’s supposed response to COVID-19 – designed to trick victims 

into downloading the BabyShark malware through a malicious macro.  

In another campaign, North Korean threat actors previously sent falsified emails impersonating FedEx, 

encouraging targets to open an executable disguised as a pdf that was used to exfiltrate data. Critically, 

this IOC was used by LokiBot in other similar attacks dating as far back as 2018. 

A sample of similar attacks on Joe Sandbox showed that the standard North Korean language, Munhwaŏ, 

was the common resource language for both LokiBot and a similar URL structure.  

Looking at the malicious documents, our team found that the metadata was repeated in all 57 samples 

analysed, and while some used camouflaged URLs with periods and others did not, all samples used 

template injection TTPs and exploited the CVE-2017-0199 vulnerability. 

This similarity doesn’t end there. Kapersky’s Securelist blog also highlights the use of similar TTPs by 

BlueNoroff, a North Korean APT group that targets cryptocurrency firms. 

In a recent SnatchCrypto campaign, the attack group spent time analysing the inner workings of 

successful cryptocurrency startups to gain an understanding of interactions between individuals and in 

turn manipulate trust in communications and execute high quality social engineering attacks.  

BlueNoroff has successfully leveraged macro-enabled documents or older exploits, including CVE-2017-

0199 that initially allows for the automatic execution of a remote script linked to a weaponised document.  

So how does this execution work? In three steps. 

Exploiting CVE-2017-0199 sees the retrieval of remote content via an embedded URL inside one of the 

document meta files. This contains two Base64-encoded binary objects – one for 32-bit Windows, and 

one for 64-bit Windows.  

This document fetches a second remote template containing a VBA macro that extracts one of these 

objects, enabling the spawn of a new process (notepad.exe) to inject and execute the binary code. 

The VBA macro does a clean-up by removing the binary objects and any reference to the remote template 

from the original document and saving it to the same file, essentially de-weaponising the document. 

Along with the BlueNoroff example, there is evidence that a North Korean threat actor used similar TTPs 

in a malicious email campaign that spoofed reach outs from job recruiters.  

Each spoofed email housed malicious documents designed to again exploit CVE-2017-0199 by executing 

a malicious dynamic link library (DLL) to steal victim information. Here, data would be exfiltrated, 

compressed, encrypted and Base64 encoded before being transmitted to a command-and-control server.  

https://www.fortinet.com/blog/threat-research/attackers-taking-advantage-of-the-coronavirus-covid-19-media-frenzy
https://securelist.com/the-bluenoroff-cryptocurrency-hunt-is-still-on/105488/
https://cybergeeks.tech/a-detailed-analysis-of-lazarus-malware-disguised-as-notepad-shell-extension/
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It was identified that the threat actors were exfiltrating the data to malicious domains, such as 

shopandtravelusa[.]com, while they also hosted a webmail login that appeared possibly to be a phishing 

site. So, it’s possible that this could have been a multi-use command-and-control server – something that 

North Korean threat actors have a track record for.  

For example, on 27 June 2022, Twitter user “Phantom XSec” reported that a North Korean phishing site 

with a link containing a (naver[.]challengedrive[.]42web.io) was targeting “defectors” in South Korea, 

showcasing a link that contained a Base64-encoded Google drive URL and victim email. The site would 

then ask users to identify themselves before they were able to download the malicious Google drive link. 

Threats will persist. 

Our own research shows that many of the TTPs used by weaponised document attacks were not only 

similar, but also had identical footprints and IOCs, allowing us to attribute the metadata to a single threat 

actor.  

Given the methods used and trail of data points uncovered, it is highly likely that each of the weaponised 

document attack methods discussed here can be attributed to a threat actor operating out of North Korea, 

likely tied to the infamous Lazarus group. North Korean cyber criminals are known for their continued 

reliance on ageing malicious infrastructure. 

We don’t think this will change as threat actors continue to evolve their techniques.   
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What Role Can AI Play in Data Objectivity? 
By Garry M. Paxinos, CTO of netTALK CONNECT and NOOZ.AI 

 

Humans have eventually realized that sorting through a mountain of data, parsing it (turning it into a 

format more easily understood by a computer), and analyzing it to enhance commercial decision-making 

processes is too laborious for us. The solution has come from writing algorithms with artificial intelligence 

to complete the challenging task of extracting knowledge from complicated data. 

Many businesses use "data-driven" decision-making for operational decisions. Data may enhance 

judgments, but we need a “processor” or person to utilize it. Even the fact that data is filtered and 

summarized for processing by individuals is implied by the phrase "data driven." 

However, to effectively capitalize on the value that data holds, businesses must integrate artificial 

intelligence (AI) into their operations and, at times, remove us humans from the picture—data-driven 

workflows must change to ones that are AI-driven. 

Within this already significant challenge comes another—bias in data collecting for AI will provide skewed 

outcomes that will impair the fair deployment of that AI. The motto of a data scientist is "Garbage In, 

Garbage Out," and this principle also applies to AI. If you feed an algorithm useless speculation, then 

useless theories and speculation will be the result. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/garrypaxinos/
https://nettalkconnect.com/
https://nooz.ai/
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Let’s analyze how companies can avoid bias in data collection by harnessing AI. 

 

Forms of bias 

There are several types of bias that are most common when it comes to data collection, and it’s important 

to nail them down before we can discuss how to avoid them: 

• Finding evidence that supports your viewpoint or supports your choice to only accept information 

that supports it is known as confirmation bias. For instance, if you believe Product A is amazing, 

you may discover a Facebook group of others who feel the same way. People who don't like 

Product A's opinions won't even be taken into account.  

• When you utilize data from archives and institutional records that are not typical of the broader 

population, there is a built-in bias in historical bias. For example, in 2019, a healthcare risk 

algorithm used to help hospitals determine who needed additional care favored white over black 

patients. 

• Focusing on the most recognized component in data collection is known as survival bias.  For 

instance, Mark Zuckerberg and Bill Gates never finished college. Therefore, some people may 

conclude that college is not required based on that information. 

• Availability bias causes you to form an opinion depending on your feelings toward the situation. 

For example, you might watch a football match where one particular player has a great game on 

that day and base your decision entirely on that event, disregarding his poor performances in 

other games you haven't seen. 

• Sampling bias is the practice of selecting non-random and focused data groups to influence the 

outcome of your findings. 

 

Applications of AI for objective data in healthcare 

The AI and ML industry is responsible for designing healthcare systems and tools that ensure fairness 

and equality are met in data science and clinical studies to deliver the best possible health outcomes. 

With more use of ML algorithms in various areas of medicine, the risk of health inequities can occur, as 

discussed above. 

Those responsible for applying AI in healthcare must ensure that AI algorithms are accurate, objective, 

and fair. Since many clinical trial guidelines and diagnostic tests consider a patient’s race and ethnicity 

that, a debate has arisen: Is the selection of these factors evidence-based? Is race and ethnicity data 

more likely to solve or increase universal health inequities?  

ML comprises a set of methods that enables computers to learn from the data they process. That means 

that, at least in principle, ML can provide unbiased predictions based only on the impartial analysis of the 

underlying data. AI and ML algorithms can be educated to decrease or remove bias by promoting data 

transparency and diversity for reducing health inequities. Healthcare research in AI and ML has the 

potential to eliminate health-outcome differences based on race, ethnicity, or gender. 

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/study-widely-used-health-care-algorithm-has-racial-bias/
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/study-widely-used-health-care-algorithm-has-racial-bias/
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Avoiding bias 

Objectivity and credibility of data can also depend on whether data is raw or interpreted. An example 

from the medical field where raw data is encoded in order to translate into billing codes indicates that 

despite employing trained coding staff, interpreting medical staff notes and diagnoses creates a layer of 

human judgment and, as a consequence, a degree of subjectiveness. 

Labeling data can also introduce a degree of subjectiveness, particularly if this task is carried out by an 

internal team with specific expectations about the outcome—bias can sneak into the process. To ensure 

accuracy in a dataset, the following steps can be taken: 1) benchmarking, 2) comparative analysis of 

consistency, and 3) auditing. These steps can be demonstrated in practice using the example of a team 

of phonetic transcribers annotating large audio-visual datasets for an Automatic Speech Recognition 

system, as this is an effort-intensive, manual task involving a degree of human judgment with potential 

for error.  

As is the case with any technology that has developed through the years, such as steam engines or 

computers, AI can empower us or enslave us in digital chains if we are not careful. In our various 

companies, It is now our responsibility to avoid the possibility of cementing our ignorance and bias in 

various models, and instead, fight for objectivity. 
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What To Expect for Zero Trust in 2023  
By Jon Geater, Co-Founder and Chief Product Officer, RKVST 

 

Zero trust has become a big trend in IT security.  

McKinsey & Co.’s cybersecurity trends report said this about zero trust: “A ZTA shifts the focus of 

cyberdefense away from the static perimeters around physical networks and toward users, assets, and 

resources, thus mitigating the risk from decentralized data... Organizations should tailor the adoption of 

zero-trust capabilities to the threat and risk landscape they actually face and to their business objectives.”  

The federal governments in the U.K. and the U.S. have also embraced the concept of zero trust. The 

U.K.’s National Cyber Security Centre published guidance on how public and private organizations can 

benefit from a zero trust architecture. In the U.S., NIST’s National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence 

also issued a zero trust architecture implementation guide.   

Zero trust never assumes trust. It verifies the integrity of what you are dealing with every single time. If 

you’re dealing with data, zero trust ensures it’s the right data from the right source. Just because a 

document is in your S3 bucket and it has the same name as one you read earlier, it doesn’t mean it is 

the one you read earlier. You should check before you use it again. Be sure.  

https://www.rkvst.com/
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/cybersecurity/cybersecurity-trends-looking-over-the-horizon
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/cybersecurity/cybersecurity-trends-looking-over-the-horizon%22%20%EF%BF%BDHYPERLINK%20%22https:/www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/cybersecurity/cybersecurity-trends-looking-over-the-horizon
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/zero-trust-architecture
https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/news-insights/zero-trust-architecture-zta-team-releases-preliminary-draft-practice-guide-vol-c-d
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As more and more data moves to the supply chain, zero trust has also become critical to enabling 

software supply chain integrity, transparency and trust. It helps IT professionals like you get closer to how 

the sausage (or software) is made rather than simply trusting the sausage itself. Understanding and 

trusting data that provides details on the provenance of your software better positions you to address 

software supply chain risk, and that risk is growing. Gartner says that by 2025, 45% of organizations 

worldwide will have experienced attacks on their software supply chains.   

So, what can we expect in cybersecurity generally, and zero trust specifically, in the year ahead?  

 

Here are my 2023 predictions.  

 

Prediction #1: The IETF will light the way for the smartest organizations to embrace zero trust.    

Gartner says information security and risk management spending will exceed $188 billion in 2023. Loads 

of other reports also show that cybersecurity spending is going up and to the right.   

Yet, at the same time, successful attacks and losses from cyberattacks are going up and to the right. 

McKinsey & Co. forecasts that at the current growth rate, damage from cyberattacks will reach about 

$10.5 trillion annually by 2025, which is a 300% increase from 2015 levels.  

This leads to the obvious conclusion that current cybersecurity spending simply isn’t working.  

There’s lots of talk about zero trust. But are people doing anything different? No, they are not. 

Organizations are spending on the same old stuff, and the same vendors are making big money.  

This doesn’t make sense because perimeter security, the approach used by most cybersecurity solutions, 

doesn’t work. At some point, someone will get inside your perimeter. If everything inside your IT 

environment is unprotected, bad actors can run rampant and do a lot of damage.  

The vast majority of cybersecurity vendors that attach themselves to zero trust offer ZTNA – or zero trust 

network access – solutions. But all that the ZTNA vendors are doing is making another perimeter. The 

very phrase network access means perimeter. These vendors just apply slightly different metrics to how 

they assess the identities of people seeking access. The idea that you would call yourself zero trust just 

because you have to use a password on a phone is ridiculous.  

But there’s hope on the horizon. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which is the brains of the 

internet and has members who have been analyzing cybersecurity for over 35 years, established the 

Supply Chain Integrity, Transparency and Trust group in 2022. The group is working on a scalable 

architecture for trustworthy and transparent digital supply chains.  

I predict that this IETF group’s work will have a massive impact in 2023 for those enlightened enough to 

take a new approach to cybersecurity in a zero trust, perimeter-less world.  

 

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-03-07-gartner-identifies-top-security-and-risk-management-trends-for-2022
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-10-13-gartner-identifies-three-factors-influencing-growth-i
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/cybersecurity/new-survey-reveals-2-trillion-dollar-market-opportunity-for-cybersecurity-technology-and-service-providers
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-scitt-architecture/
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Prediction #2: The few visionaries that really embrace zero trust will be stronger post-recession.  

In this economy, budgets are shrinking, forcing cybersecurity folks like you to do more with less. The 

problem is that as you work to do more with less, cyberattacks continue to get worse.  

In a tight economy, people and organizations tend to become more conservative. Instead of trying new 

and better ways of doing things, they cling to old approaches and technologies, even if those approaches 

are less effective and efficient and put them at significant risk.   

But as Bain & Co. notes, companies tend to make more dramatic gains or losses during downturns. So, 

businesses that make the right moves now will be better positioned overall.   

I predict that a small number of visionary businesses that embrace zero trust will emerge from the 

recession stronger than their counterparts who don’t make the change. These businesses will apply the 

principles of zero trust to data itself – no matter where that data is, how they shared it or whether they 

have one or 10 copies of the data. With zero trust, these businesses can verify the lineage of software 

and data and assess whether or not it’s safe to use.   

 

Prediction #3: Integrity, transparency will become more prominent for data feeding AI   

Data poisoning is a real problem when it comes to training artificial intelligence (AI) models. Consider 

Norman, the world’s first psychopath AI. MIT birthed Norman to highlight the dangers of AI gone wrong. 

First, MIT provided Norman with “extended exposure to the darkest corners of Reddit.” Then, it gave 

Norman a Rorschach inkblot test. As the BBC reported, “Norman’s view was unremittingly bleak – it saw 

dead bodies, blood and destruction in every image.”  

It’s important to note that MIT trained Norman exactly the way that ChatGPT was trained. But the 

conversations on which Norman was trained happened to be very violent.   

However, ChatGPT is lauded for its ability to generate articles akin to what you might get from an average 

influencer. ChatGPT is really good at aggregating and summarizing the top Google search results on a 

topic. That is amazing in some ways. But it's only good at imitating the writing of a particular kind of 

person from North America, and that average North American person tends to have a particular set of 

ingrained biases and ways of thinking. ChatGPT will be one-dimensional and culturally destructive if its 

creators don’t buck up the training set.  

Transparency of where the training set came from and the model’s origin are of vital importance because 

you need to know which ingrained biases are in a model before you run it. My company enabled training 

set transparency for a self-driving vehicle project a couple years ago. This was valuable because if you 

import a training model into a vehicle, you need to know for sure that the model has been trained in the 

right conditions and knows to respond differently to a pedestrian or a cyclist than it would to a plastic bag 

in the road, for example. A verifiable lineage of the data and documents you receive that show that these 

resources haven’t been modified is critical for AI training models and many other applications.  

It's also useful to know if a document was generated by a human or by AI. Whether or not a document 

was generated by one or the other is not necessarily a good or a bad thing. But people sometimes need 

https://www.bain.com/insights/the-new-recession-playbook/
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-44040008
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/05/technology/chatgpt-ai-twitter.html
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to know where a document or other resource came from. For example, did an actual person make the 

movie, or did ChatGPT or TensorFlow make it?  

 

The bottom line  

Perimeter security has gone as far as it can go. It works, but it doesn’t address a growing number of 

contemporary cybersecurity challenges. So, while many organizations are continuing to invest in 

perimeter security the return on investment is shrinking.  

As we've all known for a long time, data is the real frontier. Yet, until recently, the technology to secure 

data either didn't work, was exceedingly expensive, or was too heavy and slow. But now it’s possible to 

implement zero trust principles properly at the data layer.   

This means that now you can get the technology you need to do real-time verification on the lineage of 

data, digital artifacts and documents in a robust, fast and affordable way.  
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CyberDefense.TV now has 200 hotseat interviews and growing… 

Market leaders, innovators, CEO hot seat interviews and much more. 

A division of Cyber Defense Media Group and sister to Cyber Defense Magazine. 
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Books by our Publisher: https://www.amazon.com/Cryptoconomy-Bitcoins-Blockchains-Bad-Guys-

ebook/dp/B07KPNS9NH (with others coming soon...) 
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